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Two Charged
In Break-In
At Grocery

History Of Murray State By
Dr. Ralph Woods Is Released

Al our house last Friday, a
Rose Breasted Grosbeak. Also a
small flock of Gold Finches.
Five
female
Evening
Grosbeaks seen early Friday
and two lone niales Satan/eVWe think maybe they have gons
back to Canada.

years of growth," Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president of the institution, said in announcing the
release of the book at the
school's Golden Anniversary
commencement exercises
Friday.
The book, which will be
available in both paperback and
hard-bound editions, was
written by Dr Wood, who
served for 23 years as Murray
State's fourth president before
his retirement in 1968, and a
.number of faculty and staff
members.
The information between its
covers was compiled from

Fellow says middle age is
when a narrow waist and a
broad mind begin to exchange
places
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Two persons have
arrested on charges of
storehouse breaking and petty
larceny in connection with a
burglary at Usher's Grocery in
Carroll
and
Kirksey
Volkswagen on Chestnut.
County attorney Ski Easley
said Hal Cathey, 18 and Jackie
Broach, 25, had been arrested
by County Sheriff Clyde Steele
and city police Saturday. They
are charged with storehouse
breaking at Usher's Grocery,
and petty larceny at Carroll
Volkswagen.
Steele said that goods found in
the home of the two men were
identified as having been stolen
from Usher's Grocery and at
Garland's Grocery in Dexter
earlier this month. Easley said
the pair will probably be
charged in the Dexter break-in.
The arrests were made after
city police were called to
Carroll Volkswagen where the
two allegedly attempted to steal
some concrete blocks. The
storehouse breaking charges
were made after a search was
made of the men's home,
Easley said.
The men are now being held
in the Murray City Jail on book
of $5,000 each. They will a•
today before Judge Robert Qh
Miller.

Ledbetter Church
Plans Homecoming
The Ledbetter Baptist Church
will
have
its
annual
homecoming services on
Sunday , May 13, at the church
with Rev. Witt Billington as the
speaker at the morning worship
services at eleven a.m.
Sunday School will be held at
ten a.m. followed by the
preaching services and basket
dinner to be served at the noon
hour.
A gospel singing will be held
in the afternoon featuring many
area groups. All singers and
listeners are invited to attend
The public is urged to attend
and especially those interested
in the upkeep of the cemetery, a
said
church spokesman
Tommy Bogard, Route One
Dexter, is the treasurer for the
cemetery funds and persons
may send their donations to him
If they are unable to attend.
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Baptist Church Buys
Swann Market Property
$150,000
Price Is
Reported
•

to. •

BAPTIST FJCPANS1ON: The Swann Super Market, left, and its adioinhig parking lot has been
purchased by the congregation of the First Baptist Church of Murray right, for expansion of its
youth and adult facilities. Constructed in 1948, the food market has been operated by the Swami
family. Robert Swann,the present operator, has indicated be plans to retire from business as soon as
the transaction is completed.

Tourists Spend $52 Million
In Area Counties Last Year

By M.C. GARROTT
The Swann Super Market and
two adjoining lots are being
purchased by the First Baptist
Church of Murray to provide for
the expansion program in its
adult and youth Bible teaching
activities.
Located on South 4th Street
directly across from the church,
the Swann property extends WO
feet along South 4th and is 104
feet deep. The reported purchase price is $150,000.
Purchase of the Swann
property was recommended by
the church's Board of Trustees,
made up of J.D. Rayburn, D.C.
Vinson and Tip Miller, several
weeks ago, and the proposal
was discussed in detail at a
business meeting of the church
members Wednesday, May 2.
A secret ballot vote was taken
on the recommendation just
prior to the morning worship
service yesterday, and the
proposal carried, 549 votes for
and 21 against. The church has
held an option on the purchase
of the property for the past
several weeks.
Robert Swann, who has
operated the food market at the
South 4th Street location since
1948, said he plans to retire and
that the store's stock and fixtures will be disposed of "as
soon as possible" following
completion of the transaction.
Swann has been in the
grocery business in Murray
since 1928, when he joined his
father, the late Robert Swann,
Sr., in business at the corner of
South 4th and Maple Streets.
His brother and a partner in the
business, Roy Hoffman Swarm,
died in 1969.
Along with Swarm, other

tended," Lindsey ented, "That -figures are up considerably
the tourism industry is over the previous year. More
becoming a more and more than 4.1-million tourist dollars
important part of the economy go into the state treasury in the
form of taxes while local and
of Western Kentucky."
The report shows that state governments each
spending by out-of-state visitors collected $1.2 million in taxes
increased to 37-million dollars from tourists.
Commenting on the report,
In 1972, or up 3 million dollars
from the previous year. "The Lindsey said, "The Copeltmd
increase of more than 8 per cent study of the Economic impact of
in tourist spending in the touriam in Western Kentucky
Kentucky Western Waterland is one of the basic information
The report was prepared for area keeps us growing at a to work with is amoassing past
the tourism promotion and steady rate." Lindsey added. promotioneLprograms and
The report noted that per- services."
development association by Dr.
Nixon would have no direct
Lindsey also Announced that
Lewis Copeland, of the sonal income to people in the
hand in the investigation.
Kentucky Western Waterland as part of the overall study for
University of Tennessee.
lite nation's two largest news
Lindsey said that the report area, as a direct result of 1972, KWW financed study
Weeklies say ousted White
on visitor spending in the lakes tourism, comes to 12 million breakdowns on the individual
House Counsel John W. Dean
area counties points out the dollars and cites the fact that counties in the region.
III is prepared to testify that
McCracken County reported
impact of the tourism dollar on almost 17 million dollars go for
Nixon personally congratulated
(See Church, Page 12)
goods and services. Both the most travel expenditures in
the economy of the area.
him last September for covthe region, with more than 16
"This year's study tends to
ering up administration inmillion dollars brought in, while
reconfirm what we have convolvement in the Watergate inCounty was second
Christian
cident.
with slightly more than 10
Time and Newsweek gave
million dollars.
slightly different accounts, but
"We are pleased with the
both said Nixon's purported resuccessful year we in Western
marks came in a meeting
Kentucky had in the field of
among the President, Dean and
Freed-Hardeman College, tourism during 1972," Lindsey
another top White House aide.
we
are
-and
Henderson, Tenn., has an- said,
Richardson, currently the
An "old-fashioned stump
nounced that Mr. and Mrs. hopeful and optimistic that 1973
secretary of defense, was choWillard Alla of Murray have will show comparable increases speaking rally" is planned for
sen by Nixon last Monday to
May 26 at 5:00 p.m. according to
(See Tourists, Page 12)
indicated their desire to provide
become the new attorney genofficials of the local Democrat
eral and take personal respona scholarship to one high school
party. A box supper will be
student from the Murray area
sibility for the Watergate invesserved
at $5.00 per person and
in
course
tigation.
to enroll in a short
all candidates will be given the
Drug Abuse that will be con"I would welcome, in addiopportunity to speak at $5.00 per
ducted on thie Freed-Hardetnan
tion, an expression by the Senminute.
June
week
of
cametesdaring
the
ate as a whole of its confidence
Entertainment will be furMurray Lodge No. 105 Free
4-8.
in him," Richardson said.
and Accepted Masons will meet nished by a local band or vocal
include
will
scholarship
The
numerous
been
There have
tuition, room and board, the tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. group.
(See Watergate, Page 12)
at the Masonic Hall on the north
Officials indicated also that
announcement said.
for
the
re-registration
High School seniors may take side of the court square.
the
Master
will
be
in
November
election
will
also
be
Work
hours
three
course
for
the
college credit. Students wishing Mason degree. Refreshments offered at this time.
All candidates who are into apply for the scholarship will be served, according to
should write Dr. Eugene Rib- James Tipton, Master of the terested are asked to call 7531474 for further information.
bete Freed-Hardeman College, Lodge.
Henderson, Tenn. 38340.
Scholarship Committee. The
Topics to be taught will be.
$300.00 scholarships are
tobacco, alcohol, other drugs,
payable on the basis of $150.00
history of drugs, pharmacology
per semester for two semesters.
of drugs, legal aspects of drugs,
New officers were announced
drugs and mental health.
for the Civitans for the 1973-74
Willard Ails will be among
year beginning July 1. They are
the visiting experts teaching the
Nick Horton, president; Wayne
course.
Williams, president-elect; Don
Dan Hutson was named
Porter Chilcutt, and Gary D..
Alla is head pharmacist at the
Alley, vice-president; Leonard
Nance.
Murray-Calloway County foreman of the Grand Jury for
Elsie, secretary; Hoyt Roberts,
The grand jury will make its
Hospital and has served on the the May term of the Calloway
treasurer; Hayden Rickman,.
President's Council on Drug Circuit Court this morning, report and return indictmente
member; Relmon
board
STUBBLEFIELD HONORED: Congressman Frank Albert
Abuse, he is currently chairman according to the office of James' Thursday morning, according
Wilson, Sergeant at arms.
Stubblefield, Murray, beams as the symbol of the doctor's degree
of
the Calloway County Council Blalock, circuit court clerk. .. to Illahet. Bre. Paul Wenger,
Anniversary
Golden
during
the
shoulders
Is
pieced
Civitan
across
his
cliffield Vance,
Other members of the grand" pastoe of the ,Calvary „Temple
Drug Education.
on
University.
State
yesterday
at
Murray
president, announced that he, commencement exercises
Hibbett, coordinator of the jury are Rol' Gordon, Mrs. Pentecostal Church, give the
Nick Horton and Wayne Congressman Stubblefield e as one of five persons to receive
Eurie Garland, Mrs. - Charlk- ofeterfg City& this mbfhing. Williams, will represent the honorary doctoral degrees The others were: kentucky Gov: -course, said that FreedA civil suit, Morgan vs.,
Lassiter, Mavis. Hurt, Mr&
exHardeman
College
"feels
retiring..
Howton.
principal
B.
speaker;
E.
Murray Civitans at the May 11- Walden ft-Ford, the
Vaughn, involving a contract
tremely fortunate to hal/ a Gary Wicker, Mrs Raymond
12 meeting of Kentucky Civitan A* chairman of the agricultue department; former Senatr Earle
man of Dr. Ails qualifications to Wrather, Mrs Clifford Smith, dispute, is scheduled for
District at Frankfort, Ken- Clements; and Preston (TN Holland, retiring Murry High School
be
an instructor in the course." James Futrell, Albert porker, tomorrow in circuit court.
football roach.
tucky.
Tourists spent some 52million dollars in the ten
counties around Kentucky
Lake, Land Between the Lakes,
and Lake Barkley during 1972,
according to a report made
public today by Kentucky's
Western Waterland, Inc. KWW
executive director, Hank
Lindsey, noted that the 1972
figure is more than $4.2 million
higher than the previous year.

Scholarship For
Drug Education
Course Offered

Rally Planned
For May 26
At Courthouse

Murray Lodge Plans
Meeting for Tonight

Dale Chadwick, Paulette Ross
Awarded Civitan Scholarships

Murray
Civitans
have
Mrs. Norman Klamis still at..
Western Baptist 'Hospital selected two high school seniors
to receive scholarships to
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)
Murray State University for
the fall semester of 1973. The
winners are Dale Chadwick of
Murray High School and
Paulette Ross of Calloway
County High School.
Cloudy with showers and
Chadwick is the son of Mr and
thundershowers likely today,
tonight and Tuesday. Highs to- Mrs. Noble Chadwick, 1619
day in the upper 60s, low College Farm Road and Miss
tonight in the upper 50s, high Ross is the daughter of Mr. and
Tuesday in the mid 60s. Mrs. James Ross, 1719
Review! Drive.
Outlook Viednesday through
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
"The Murray qvttan Club is
chance of showers, through the grateful to the personnel of the
period. Daytime highs mostly two high schools for assisting us
in the low to mid 70s and night- ir helping deserving young
time lows in the upper 40s to people" reported Wayne
low 50s
Williaps, chairman of the

The Weather

alumni,
Interviews
with
newspaper articles, Board of
Regents' minutes and the
reports and correspondence of
former presidents and key
administrative personnel.
Its chapters range from the
founding of the University
through the non-curricular
activities and the academic
schools and departments to the
in-service programs and the
Graduate School.
Dr. Sparks, in the preface,
says,'The story depicted in this
presentation rests upon the
contribution of faculty, staff
(See History, Page 12)

Richardson Promises
To Name Independent
prosecutor For Case

WASHINGTON(AP)— Elliot
L Richardson promised today
We still have our White he will name a special, indeCrowned Sparrows, but they pendent prosecutor to head the
should be leaving soon for Watergate investigation and
said he will ask the Senate to
Canada where they breed.
express its confidence in the
Best wishes to Bob Ward who man.
Richardson said he'll make
suffered a severe heart attack
on Tuesday. Bob runs the the appointment once he is conUniversity Inn on North 16th firmed as attorney general He
Street. He's at the Murray said he has not yet found the
Hospital and will appreciate right man to head the probe.
hearing from his many friends
Acknowledging worries over
how the Watergate investigaThe usual crowd was tion would be persued, Richgathered around the stove in the ardson said, "After much caregeneral store. One member took ful thought about how best to
a notebook from his pocket and respond to these concerns, I
began studying it.
have decided that I will, if con"What have you got there?" firmed, appoint a special proseasked Carl.
cutor and give all the independDan replied, "This is a list of ence, authority, and staff supall the names of men I can port needed to carry out tasks
whip:'
&Crusted to him."
Carl scanned the notebook.
With special emphasis, RichYou have my name written-airdson said the special prosethere and you can't whip me."' cutor would report only to him
Well, give me an eraser and as attorney general. This
I'll rub your name out," said seemed to imply that President
Dan.
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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, May 7, 1973

In Our 94th Year

FIRST EDMON: Dr. Ralph H. Woods, left, president emeritus of Murray State University,
receives the first copy of his book,"Fifty Years of Progress,"from Murray State President Harry M.
Sparks. Printed in the University's printing facilities and released Friday at the Golden Anniversary
commencement exercises, the 551-page volume contains a detailed account of the University's first
50 years. It was written by Dr. Woods, who was president of the University for 23 years, along with
key faculty and staff personnel.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

flel..111M-ofta•

A

"Fifty Years of Progress," a
551-page history of Murray
State University's first halfcentury as compiled by Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, president
emeritus of the University, has
been released.
"Dr. Woods has worked
diligently to present to us and
to preserve for posterity an
account of the development of
the rUniversity in its !lest se
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Grand Jury Selected For
May Circuit Court Term
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best inter et of Our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
natrnit Amen
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: $.35 per week, $1.52 per
n-,onth, $18 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
S7 SO per year other destinations, $18.00 per year All mail sub, r.r;tions plus 5 percent state tax
o'er ed daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
,,r•cond Class Matter
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A.M. Tax Due

A. Yes. An employee may deduct expenses applicable to
space set aside in his home that
he uses regularly in connection
with his work. But he must be
able to show that he is required
to provide his own space and
facilities for the performance
of his duties and not that he
takes work home as a Orsonal
convenience. For example, if a
businessman can use his company's office after regular
hours, but, as a matter of con-

COST OF LIVING COUNCIL

Tiitie to use—tticilti closet

Enough's Enough

It was a bad year
for the mutual funds
By RUSSELL VAN
DENBURGH
Copley Neves Service

The 12 months ended March
30, 1973, were decidedly bad
ones for most mutual funds.
Although the Dow Jones industrial avertge advanced 1.1
per cent, the average mutual
fund declined 10.5 per cent,
according to Kalb, Voorhis &
Co., a New York Stock Exchange member firm.
Of the 293 funds surveyed,
40 recorded gains in net asset
value while 253 posted de-clines. Among the 143 growthoriented funds, the average
And the Lord thy God will make thee plenteous in decline was
15 per cent.
every work of thine hand...11 thou shalt harken unto
International funds conthe voice of the Lord thy God, to keep his com- tinued to hold the performandments—Deuteronomy 30: 9 and 10.
mance limelight, capturing
We know that God will keep His promises, but we the top three positions among
the period's best gainers.
must keep Hts law with heart and soul.
International Investors was
the standout performer,
registering a gain of 51.5 per
cent. Templeton Growth was
second with a gain of 37.7 per
by Carl Riblet Jr. •
cent while SCucider InternaMoney is a commodity that most people-do not
tional advanced 25.4 per cent.
understand.. However, the peens are at . hand
International Investors ines:reiywhere to develop a quick knowledge -of it. All
vests primarily in South Afri.1x.e.peedio do is to Lake uwone of-the many offers-far-- ,•can,,,gold _issues. Ternpletan
our signature, pledge or enslavement by mortgage _ and Scudder are Canadian-based funds subject to themid-born* Sallie.
11.25 per cent interest equali"Money answereth all thinga."
zation tax on foreign stock
'purchases by U.S. investors.
—Ecclesiastes VII; 12

Isn't It The Truth!

venience, brings work home to
do; he may not deduct his
household expenses.
The kinds of expenses that
may be deducted if you qualify
are allocated portions of rent,
light bills, taxes, interest on a
mortgage, etc. For more details, see IRS Publication 530,
"Tax Information on Deductions for Homeowners." It's
available free by writing your
Internal Revenue district office.
Q. I field my home at a loss.
Can I deduct the loss on my tax
return?
A. No. A loss on the sale or
exchange of your residence is
not deductible. A profit, however, is taxable, although the
tax may be deferred under Car-

Lain circumstances. For more
information, see IRS Publication 523, "Tax Information on
Selling Your Home." It may be
cbtained at no charge by dropping a postcard to your Internal Revenue district office.
Q. Can I deduct the cost of
traveling to a stockholders'
meeting?
A. No. If your only interest in
the company is the stock you
own, you may not deduct the
cost of traveling to a stockholder's meeting.
Q. What interest do you charge
on taxes that are not paid
when due?
A. Interest at the rate of 6
percent a year is assessed on
the unpaid balance from the
date the tax is due until it is
paid. In addition, a penalty of
one-half of one percent is imposed for each month or part
of a month, beyond the due
date that the tax remains unpaid, up to a maximum of 25
percent.

May basket had
mother guessing

The sharp rise in wholesale prices While we were getting gloomy news
reported recently could make or from the price front, we also rebreak President Nixon's Phase III ceived nikws that total employment
economic program.
in the United States of America
It can make Phase III truly effec- reached an all-time high in March,
tive if it awakens the administration with another shift downward In the
and the business and labor commu- unemployment rate.
nities to the fact that the fires of inThe problem facing Mr. Nixon is
flation are still burning high enough to apply Phase III wage and price
to demand the strictest interpreta- restraints with a hand firm enough
tion of the "volunteerism" underly- to produce results, but gentle enough
ad—
two
major
propositions—the
Confronted by
ing the program.
. to keep the economy on its present
ministration's complex trade bill and the difficult
It can break the program if it healthy course
matter of tax reform—the House Ways and Means
leads Congress into imposing manThe government has relaxed the
'ommittee had to make a choice of tackling one or
datory freezes or controls on various reporting requirements on compaI he other.
segments of the economy rather nies which helped make Phase II reSo Chairman Wilbur Mills, after a conference with
than extending the discretionary straints effective. It has broadened
the administration, decided to take on the trade bill
powers which the President needs to its definition of a justifiable price in• and abandon for this year tax reform.
implement
Phase III.
crease. It has reduced the 3,000-man
Perhaps it's well enough. Most taxpayers feel
The advance in wholesale prices force of price-watchers in the Interburdened enough and feel about tax reform as they
during March was on a broad front. nal Revenue Service by half. It has
110 about the postal system—any more "imAlthough Mr. Nixon has imposed a clung to the sound principle that
provements" would be unbearable.—Anniston
ceiling on prices of beef, pork and controls on farm prices are counter\la.) Star.
Lamb, the fact is that grocery prices productive when the ultimate goal is
in general have taken a leap upward to increase supply.
since the first of the year. While the
The President's Cost of Living
housewife has been invited to boycott meat counters, she can hardly Council is now faced with such a
boycott the supermarket altogether. breach of its Phase III goals that it
For that matter, the price of lum- can only reexamine the framework
Infant Terry Lynn Colson, day old son of Mr. and
Murray
ber
has taken an equally alarming and guidelines it laid down in hopes
Mrs. Eury Colson, died May 5, at the
jump, and builders cannot boyclk, of achieving quasi-voluntary comI Iospital.
lumber yards if they want to keep pliance with its Phase III program.
Eddie Wells, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wells, has
building. We are learning there is a If the original theme was to keep a
been granted three year fellowship by the National
limit to the effect of consumer resis- "stick in the closet," it may be time
Aeronautics and Space Administration. He is .doing
tance on prices' when it is an imme- to remove it and lay it on the table.
graduate work at Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
Failure to do so will only add to the
diate shortage of commodities as
Kathleen Madrey and Beverly Goode of Calloway
pressure
in Congress to turn that
cumulative
effect
of
inwell
as
the
County were named senior champions at the District
stick
prices
up.
into
a club with legislated
has
pushed
flation
that
Marshall.
Rally
held
at
North
4-H
Both boycotts and controls have a freezes and controls that would land
Mrs. Keys Keel, Mrs. Thomas Lee, and Mrs.
dampening effect on the economy. like a haymaker on our economy.
Novella Chambers will attend the WMU 7th AnMo.
City,
niversary meeting at Kansas

Deaths reported are A.J. (Jack) Pea, age 811,- on
May 5,and Elbt Lassiter age 86,on May 6. Pvt. Billy W.Summer has completed Army basic
training conducted by the 3d Armored Division at
Fort Knox..
Calloway County now has seventeen homemakers
clubs with a membership of 355. National Home
Demonstration Week is being observed this week by
the clubs.
The Altar Society of St. Leo's Catholic Church met
on North
in the home of Mrs._ Willard McCarthy
17th Street with the president, Mrs. John Resig;
presiding.

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q. As a talesman, I'm required
to write orders and make reports. My employer does not
furnish me office space, so I do
this work at home in my den.
Can I deduct the portion of my
household expenses attributable to this business use?

Tne Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is /tee Integrity of its Newspaper

TIMM !ILI

Mn. J. B. Burks.*

sk.

--..—.

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPmrl Y, Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916.
W. P. Williams, President (1941 19631
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene AAcCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

Part of the reason that high taxes go unnoticed, by
and large, is the disguised manner in which they are
ollected The federal income tax is deducted from
most people's pay checks; the sales tax is part of the
purchase price, the property tax is "hidden" in the
monthly house payment, etc.
But Tax Foundation Inc., which publishes monthly
facts and features about taxes in the United States,
has computed how long the average person works in
an eight-hour day to pay his 1973 federal, state and
local taxes. The average person works longer to
meet his tax bill than he does to pay for food,
clothing and shelter combined, Tax Foundation
says. Its computations show this breakdown for an
eight-hour day.
Taxes-2 hours, 39 minutes
Housing and household operation-1 hour
Food and beverages-58 minutes
--Transportation-40 minutes
thing and shoes—Z. minUtM.
Medical care-23 minutes
Reereation-18 minutes
All other-1 hour, 37 minutes
So for those people who start to work at 8 a.m., it's
after 10:30 before they start making anything they
can take home.
- No wonder so many people e-latE for Watt.—
Nashville (Tenn.) Banner..
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Rounding out the "Top
Ten" funds for the period,
which posted an average gain
of 17.8 per cent, were:
Chemical Fund 13.2 per
cent, Canadian Fund 11 1,
Putnam Investors 10.1, American Birthright Trust 8.6,
Keystone Custodian Series S-1
8.2, Financial Industrial Fund
7.1 and Corporate Leaders 4.9.
Mutual funds during the
fourth quarter were more interested in basic industries
than the long-term glamor securities, a trend that analysts
believe continued during the
first quarter this year.
Portfolio studies show the
funds during the final period
last year were adding heavily
to their holdings of American
Telephone, Gulf Oil, Chrysler,
International Telephone,
Ford Motor, Texaco, Exxon,
General Telephone and Marathon Oil.
Sales greatly overshadowed
purchases of International
Business Machines, Westinghouse Electric, Brunswick,
Teledyne, Honeywell, Sears,
McDonald's, Motorola, J. P
MGIC Investment
and Xerox.

Strong Swimmer
Ederle, -rffew

-&-a-rude

York woman, swam across
the English Channel Aug. 6,
1926.

Hospital Report
May 3, MI
ADULTS..97
NURSERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. June Helen Yuma. 1403
Cardinal Dr., Murray, Mrs. Judy Kay Rickman and Baby Girl,
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Jerlene
Love Miller, Box 131, Hazel,
Eupe Lockhart, 504 N. 5th
Street, Murray, Giles Wade
Hester, Box 62, Farmington,
Mrs. Cona Ola Fialcomb, Route
6, Murray, Jean Isabell Green,
343 S. 13th Street, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Frances Dunn, 411 South
6th Street, Murray, Mrs. Maloy
Collins, 1304
Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Katherine Cartmill, 1608 College Farm Road,
Murray, Thomas A. Barnett,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
Nell Atkins, Box 126, Hardin,
Mrs. Laura Jones, Route 9, Box
182, Benton.
Solid Waste—Five
Pounds Per Person Daily
Five pounds of solid waste per
person is produced daily in the
United States. By 1980, this will
increase to eight pounds per
person, predicts Charlie Dixon,
Extension development
specialist at the University of
of
Kentucky
College
Agruculture. Examples of
waste materials produced in the
United States each year are 53
million tons of packaging, seven
million oil cars, 100 million
tires, 28 billion bottles, 48
billion cans, and 60 million tons
of metals

basket was the most fun of all.
By HELEN M. PAGEL
Tong* thru Wed.
You always saved the biggest
The custom of hanging May
and prettiest and fanciest one
baskets seems to be disapfor mother, and after all the
pearing, but years ago it was
others had been delivered you
a big event in the lives of the
sneaked carefully back home
younger generation.
and up on the front porch.
The baskets were always
(Mother, never guessing, of
homemade, iihd about the
course, what was corning,
middle of April everyone bewould always be in the kitchgan ransacking the house for
en at this time.)
materials to make them of.
So you hung the basket,
By far the biggest majority
pushed the doorbell and ran
were made from scraps of
around the corner of the
gaily colored striped or flowhouse. But you couldn't help
ered wallpaper, or you might
peeking, and when mother
be lucky enough to have some
came to the door and looked
prices of bright colored shiny
sharply in every direction but
paper which might have been
the right one, you had to coveswrapped around a box of
your mouth with both hands to
candy and were always highly
smother the giggles.
prized.
Sometimes you made them
of plain white paper and cut
colored pictures of flowers
from seed catalogs and pasted
them on, or drew flowers with
a pencil and colored them
with your crayons.
Perhaps you might have
some pieces of pink or red or
white tissue paper which
could be made into ruffles and
bows and rosettes and pasted
to the baskets, so that some of
them were quite works of art
— in the eyes of the artists, at
least. And there is no doubt
that they were works of love,
which means quite as much as
art to some people.
Every evening after the
dining room table was cleared
off, it was covered with newspapers, the bright bits of paper, the scissors and bottles of
paste were brought out and
everyone set to work making
May baskets. There were
square ones and oblong ones,
round ones and cornucopiashaped ones, and some with
shapes impossible to describe. Some were fairly large
and some were tiny, for the
size and shape were limited
only by the manufacturer's
4-*******-41- 4-41-•
***********•
imagination and the amount
CENTRAL
of fancy paper available.
On May Day afternoon the
CENTER
baskets were filled, ready for
CINEMAS
hanging on somebody's doorThe Fln•st In Movhi Enf•rteinment
knob.
753-0801:
*
y
Ano what were they filled
with' Mostly with flowers —
dainty purple or white violets
with their dark green leaves,
delicate pale pink spring
beauties, graceful sprays of
bluebells, gay little butter,_,
RAQUEL
cups like varnished gold, pink- He did
and white apple blossoms, or
WELCH
E
A,
even dandelions.
Sometimes you had popcorn
\ with
to put in with the flowers, or
the
maybe a few lemon drops or
cinnamon balls or even a
+
O
P.
world's
piece of homemade fudge.
most
Only very special friends
were ever given May baskets,
beautiful
and the problem of whom was
women.
to receive which basket having been decided in advance,
it only remained to deliveg
" JOEY
them.
Just as twilight began to
HEATHERTON
Showtime
fall, troops of children might
be seen sallying forth with
their fragrant cargo. The idea
was to hang the May basket
on someone's doorknob, ring
the doorbell and then run like
as Albert T Mopfivagei
everything and be out of sight
Mospofal Adrn
,
,Sfr.IfOr 4
before anyone could get to the
door. For half the fun of May
baskets was in trying4ogu'ess
who sent them to you.
It kept a persog busy —
hanging the baskets-, -disappearing before you were
caught,.and at tbe same time
trying to keep an eye on your
*
E.stmucciat
own front door to see who
Onb,%Mete %A1-nti Nu
*
might be leaving a. basket for

VOA

Lawson Home
Of Presbyterial
Women's Meet

Mrs.
Nix
Cr
president, presided
meeting of the Cur
Presbyterian Women
Pleasant Grove Churcl
Thursday, April 19,
o'clock in the evenin
lovely home of Mrs
Lawson.
"Human Need: To
Reality of Death"
subject of the progr
Mrs. James Colernar
leader.
Members discus:
program concerning I
of: Death—The
Denominator, What
What Is Death"
Christian Funeral; Wi
Friend.
Mrs. Ed Glover gave
of the Presbyterial m
the CPW churches
Mayfield the same day
member present, not p
mentioned, was Mr
Wells. Merritt Lawsor
Crawford were visitor
Each member was
bring a hand made g
next meeting 91 be
Thursday, May Wit
of Mrs. Edwin Cain
Nix Crawford as the
leader.
Refreshments of 31
short cake and Col
served during the so

Pound for p

A large loaf of br
not always weigh
contain more food v,
a small loaf. Compa
of equal weights of
find the better buy
rule of thumb is to
one pound loaf as
the wrapper with a ,
ble brand name brea

®00007r1

"Walking
Tall"

.41

GENU

In ExcitIn

GENU

CENTRAL

CINEMA I *

um-6n IsTBLUEBEARIY:

* CINEMA 2 *

Peter Sellers
"Where
Does It
Hurt?"

rflu

This

was

fun. hut the last

*

Showhme 3:30-5:20-7:10-9:00

•

Soft dressing is
makes it now ,
The flirty bow
Travels beautil
polyester and c
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Morris-Story Vows To Be Read
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Xi Alpha Delta Chapter,Beta Sigma Phi
Joins Union City Chapters At Banquet

/
gptIa

In the traditional keeping of
Beta Sigma Phi's, three
chapters met on April 30 at the
Biltmore Hotel dining room in
Ground Beef, Pork
Union City, Tenn. for the annual
And Carrots Team Up
observance of Founders Day.
The Chapters enjoying the
In Nourishing Loaf
evening's event were Xi Theta
A conscientious mother is
Beta, host chapter from Union
continuously on the lookout
City; Xi Alpha Delta, Murray;
for foods for the family menu
Epsilon Xi, Union City.
Crawford, that will build stamina as
Nix
Mrs.
president, presided at the well as give satisfaction. The
Bets Sigma Phi was formed
meeting of the Cumberland recipe for Wholesome Meat
42 years ago, Murray has two
Presbyterian Women of North Loaf is one such doubleBeta Sigma Phi Chapters which
are Gamma Gamma, Ritual of
Pleasant Grove Church held on barreled treat since it proJewels and Xi Alpha Delta,
Thursday, April 19, at seven vides both good flavor and
o'clock in the evening at the good nutrition.
Exempler.
The past year's theme has
lovely home of Mrs. Merritt
The loaf is a combination of
been "Lead A Queenly Quest."
Lawson.
vegetables with ground beef
As the members assembled on
"Human Need: To Face the and pork. Both of these meats
Monday evening, each girl was
Reality of Death" was the provide high quality protein,
given a name tag in the shape of
subject of the program with the important B vitamins
a Queen's crown. The dining
Mrs. James Coleman as the (riboflavin, niacin, thiamin,
B, and B,2) and minerals (intables
were
leader.
beautifully
decorated with yellow cloths,
Members discussed the cluding iron), points out Reba
and fresh flowers. The head
program concerning the areas Staggs, home economist of the
table was centered with a large,
of: Death-The Common National Live Stock and Meat
yellow center peke with a
Denominator, What Is Life? Board.
sequined, Queen's crown with
What Is Death/ and the
Wholesome Meat Loaf
"Lead A Queenly Quest" in
Christian Funeral; We Have A
2 pounds ground beef
/
11
sequence printed below the
Friend.
1 pound ground pork
centerpiece on the cloth. The
Mrs. Ed Glover gave a report
1 1/2 cups soft whole wheat
flowers
were used as one of the
of the Presbyterial meeting of
bread crumbs
many door prizes given. Also
the CPW churches held at
.grated carrots
1/2 ciea
used in the decorations were
Mayfield the same day. Another
173 cup milk
yellow candles in black holders.
member present, not previously
onion
chopped
cup
4
Favors for the evening included
mentioned, was Mrs. Glyco
'A cup chopped celery
large rocks which had been
Wells. Merritt Lawson and Nix
2 eggs, beaten
hand painted with a yellow rose,
Crawford were visitors.
1 tablespoon
Sorority.
Each member was asked to
Worcestershire sauce
Performing for the group was
bring a hand made gift to the
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
Lani Kai, a native of Hawaii,
next meeting to be held on
now In Memphis where be b
Thursday, May 10, at the home
Combine ground beef,
writing and recordng. He has
of Mrs. Edwin Cain and Mrs. ground pork, bread crumbs,
appeared in many television
Nix Crawford as the program carrots, milk, onion, celery,
and movie productions. Mr. Kai
leader
eggs, Worcestershire sauce,'
was more than enjoyable as he
Refreshments of strawberry salt and pepper, mixing lightbrought a blend of country and
short cake and Cokes were ly but thoroughly Place mixsoul music and did several
served during the social hour. ture in a 9 x 5-inch loaf
Impersonations.
pan, spreading evenly. Bake
Preceding his performance
in a moderate oven (350°F.)
Pound for pound 11/2 hours or until done. 8
Mayor Darrell Gore welcomed
Mr. Kai to Union City and
A large loaf of bread does servings
not always weigh more or
presented him with a key to the
Italian, French and
contain more food value than
city. Mr. Kai had made the trip
a small loaf. Compare prices
Vienna breads all have a
to Union City especially for his
of equal weights of bread to
crisp crust because they are
performance for the Beta
find the better buy. A good
made with water, small
rule of thumb is to check the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Morris of Route One, Dukedom, Tenn., announce the engagement and ap- Sigma Phis.
amounts of sugar and ant- proaching marriage of their only daughter, Patricia Arlene, to Richard Lynn Story, son of Mr. and
one pound loaf as shown on
Sherry Koupa, Union City,
baked in the presence of
the wrapper with a comparabrought the Founders Day
Mrs. J.R. Story of 1708 Farmer Avenue, Murray.
ble brand name bread.
steam.
The bride-elect's grandparents are Mrs. Bessie McClure of Maxfield and the late Charlie McClure, Message which is sent to the
Chapters from International.
and Mrs. Reed Douthitt of Dukedom,Tenn.,and the late Charlie Morris.
The groom-elect's grandparents are Mrs. Rosa M. Franklin of'Milan Tenn., and the late J.L. The message was entitled
"Love, Love, Love." In the
Franklin, and Mr and Mrs. F.L. Story of Murray Route One
'i.,
RadnQUlr
the 1973 course of the message it was
of
member
Ky.,
Cuba,
Mr.
a
and
is
School,
Story
High
Cuba
at
student
a
Morris,
Miss
Discriminating Women!
pointed out that the bases of the
•
graduating class of Murray High School
'4
.
.._1-.:4
A candlelight wedding is being planned for Friday, June 29, at severetterty o'clock in the evefling at true Beta Sigma Phi meaning
was love.
the Cuba Baptist Church. A reception will follow at the church. •
Brining the highlights of the
reception
the
and
to
wedding
invited
the
are
attend
with
couple
Combinations
the
of
relatives
Exciting
In
All friends and
RUBIES, SAPPHIRES
Mrs. Cletus Fair or Mrs. John I.
.
_
14K
Sammons.
Come in end see our up to date
GOLD
collection of brilliant fashions.
A new ceramics class for all
Monday, May 7
Church will meet at follows: Senior Citizens who have never
Women
Methodist
The United
Maryieona Frost at the social been enrolled in a ceramics
of the Coldwater Church will hall at 9:30 a.m.; Bessie Tucker
class will be held at St. John's
County Judge Robert 0. meet at the church at seven with Mrs. Ralph Nelson, 1200 Center, 1620 West Main, at 9:30
p.m.
Miller talked on "Crime
Doran Road, at 9:30 a.m.; Alice a.m. Call 753-0929 for inPrevention" at the meeting of
Waters at the church at ten a.m. formation.
the Delta Department of the
Lottie Moon Group of the to go to home of Mrs. W.B.
Murray Woman's Club held Baptist Women of the First Moffett, Panorama Shores, for
Evening circles of the United
Tuesday evening May 1, at the Baptist Church will meet at the potluck luncheon.
Methodist Women of the First
at
Warford
club
Earl
house.
Mrs.
of
home
Paris Tennessee
Church wW meet at 7:30 p.m. as
Mrs. Walter Baker, chair- 7:30 p.m
The Paris Road Homemakers follows: Hannah with Mrs.
man, presided. Mrs. Garnett
Kathleen Jones Group of the Club will meet at the home of Peter Whaley, 802 Guthrie
Jones read the 23rd Psalm at
Women of the First Mrs. Larue Thompson at one Drive; Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Baptist
the start of the program.
Damon Lovett, Gatesboro
Church will meet at the home of p.m.
Circle; Wesleyan with Mrs.
Judge Miller spoke in- Miss Lorene Swann at 7:15 p.m.
The Simnyside Homemakers Milton Jones, Camelot Subformally on the statistics of
7r el 1%7I
will meet with Mrs. Danny division.
Club
crime locally and listed points,
will
PTC
Concord
The New
11•01313
Phillips at 10:30 a.m.
If observed, might aid in the meet at the school at 7:30 p.m
The Arta and Crafts Club will
prevention of robbery; A good
meet at the Colonial House
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
dog around the home; electrical
at eleven a.m.
The annual Mother-Daughter Order of the Eastern Star will Smorgasbord
Check and
devices in fences, doors and
with the members as luncheon
of
Murray
banquet
the
High
double-check
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 guests of Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale.
windows; leave the home
School chapter of the Future
Pint
protected when occupants are
Note change in time.
to be away at weddings, Homemakers of America will
Group I of the CWF of the
be
at
held
Murray
the
Woman's
Grove
Harris
The
funerals and trips; avoid soClub House at 6:30 pin First Christian Church will Homemakers Club will meet
security
social
called
are three dollars have a business session at the with Mrs. Eugene Nance at one
representatives who call at the Reservations
church library at ten a.m.
per plate.
p.m
home or by telephone. We try
to prevent crime. Prevention is
The South Pleasant Grove
Group IV of the CWF of the
The Esther Sunday School
easier than catching them after
Baptist First Christian Church will Homemakers Club will meet
Memorial
of
Class
the crime," he emphasized.
one
Church will meet at the home of meet at the home of Mrs. Bailey with Mrs. Milford Orr at
Other methods being used to Mrs. Louise Phillips, Cove) Gore, 1603 Sunset, at 7:30 p.m. p.m.
1 L
ix V.
prevent crimes and to catch Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
The Pottertown Homemakers
Baptist Young Women of the
criminals is the use of
will meet at Holiday Inn at
Club
First Baptist Church will meet
It
monotoring system by which
The Ann Hasseltine Sunda)
10:30 a.m.
Glen
Mrs.
at
the
of
home
shopping centers and other School Class of MeMorial
••
businesses can be done from the Baptist Church will meet at the Grogan at 9:30 a.m.
• 452
Concord
New
The
•••,-..
City Hall, and the use of home of Mrs. Opal Reeves, 1106
Homemakers Club will nwet at
Women
Groups
Baptist
the
of
cameras inside banks. Mrs. Vine, at 7:30 p.m.
the Extension Office with Mrs.
of the First Baptist Church will
•
I •••
Ewen Allbritten introduced
W.T. Kingirui as hostess at one
4
•
meet at follows: Annie ArmJudge Miller.
The Acteens, grades 7-12 of
p.m.
strong with Mrs. Karl Hussung
. k
I Se
.
Mrs. Myrtle Wall reported Memorial Baptist Church will.
and Group I with Mrs. fames
M,210.65 collected from the meet at the home of Mrs. Candy
it
L
Smith, both #4.9.;30
Gioup
Delta-sponsored cancer drive Jenkins, 1317 Kirkwood Drive,. I
With Mrs. I.H. Key at ten
Treva
the
in
made
smears
pap
Mrs.
60
and
seven
at
with
p.m.
1 III ill ••\
a.m.; Group III with Mrs. E.C.
Health Center. Mrs. Matt Mathis as guest speaker.
Jane* at two p.m.
Sparkman, president of the
sisal
general dub, showed the new
Tuesday, May 8
Red Cross Volunteers for the
cookbooks on sale and reminded
Murray City School Bands Murray-Calloway County
members of the general will present their spring concert
Convalescent
Hospital and
meeting of the club on May 21 at the University School
Division will be honored at a
will
officers
when next year's o
auditorium at seven p.m.
coffee by the hospital adbe installed following the dinministration iri„. the conference
Soft dressing is back ... like never before! Toni Todd
ner. She also said that the
The Westside Homemakers room of the hospital at ten a.m.
makes it now with big and little tablecloth checks.
"Power Tool" lacks 81,000 in Club will meet at the home of as a part of the observance of
The flirty bow and patched pockets add extra dash.
payment due.
Mrs. Wayburn Wyatt at 12 30 "Hospital
Travels beautifully in machine washable 'dryable
Week."
. The Deltas will have their last
polyester and cotton. Red or navy with white. 818.
meeting of the year June 5 with
The Senior Citizens luncheon
a pot-luck dinner
will be held at the Memorial
Wednesday, May 9
Hostesses were Mesdames Baptist Church at eleven aim
The ladies day luncheon will
Phone 753-8365
•3:4 Chestnut
\1
George Hart. Walter Baker,
be served at the Oaks Country
Vernon Ronerts, W.J. Gibson
Morning circles of the United Club at noon. Persons should
8:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat
and Miss Sue Fairless.
Methodist Women bf the First sign up at the pro shop or call

Lawson Home Scene
Of Presbyterian
Women's Meeting

Miss Patricia Arlene Morris and Richard Lynn Story
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Miller Speaks On
Crime Prevention
At Delta Meeting
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Proper storage
i is mportant

Recently there has been increased interest in the nutn
past year from the Murray
tional content of foods. But
Chapter was Mrs. Gerry
food must be eaten if its nutnRequarth. In Mrs. Requarth's
entS are to be of value to peo.
review she told of the service
ple
projects, ways and means and
The way food is stored can
social events that the Xi Alpha
influence its acceptability. For
Delta Chapter had performed in
instance, most people like
the past year.
crisp, crunchy breakfast cePresenting the perfect at- . reels. And manufacturers use tendance awards from Murray, special package liners for this
reason
was Mrs. Fred Gardner.
fu maintain cereal freshMembers receiving this award
ness, the inner liner should he
were Mesdames: Tommy
closed after each use to keen
Requarth,
Brown, Gerry
out moisture. Packages should
John
Charles
Chilcutt,
be kept in a clean, cool, dry
Emerson, Fred Gardner, Bruce
place with other non-refngerated
foods. Never store cereals
Thomas, W.H. Williams, Mike
near soaps or other items
Morgan, Joe Ginn, Bobby
which have a strong odor The
Wilson, Charles Lowery and
flavor of the cereal may be afRay Kloss.
fected so that it will not he
used
Mrs. Mike Morgan presented
the Xi Alpha Delta Valentine
Don't use a baking pan on top
Queen, Mrs. Joe Ginn. In her
of the range because it might
presentation, Mrs. Morgan
warp when placed on a hot gas
commended Mrs. Ginn for
burner or electric unit.
being chosen to the Queens
Court and presented her with a
gift from the Chapter. A gift
from the chapter was also
presented to their president,
Mrs. John Emerson by Mrs.
Fred Gardner.
Mrs. Emerson, in turn gave
personal gifts to each of
the officers who had served with
By
her in the past year. Mrs.
Barbara Jewell
Emerson also introduced the incoming officers for the 1973-74
year. They are as follows:
President, Mrs. Richard Ford;
vice-president, Mrs. W.H.
Williams; recording secretary,
Mrs. Ray Kloss; treasurer,
Mrs. John Paulk, Cy. cafAlik.
ding secretary, Mrs. Mike
Morgan; and extension officer,
Mrs. Donnie Lyons.
The highlight of the evening
was the naming of the Girl of
The Year by each Chapter. By
Secret Ballot the Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter selected Mrs. John
Emerson for this coveted
award. Mrs. Gerry Requarth,
Girl of the Year for the 1972-73
year was in charge of this
honor, and presented Mrs.
Emerson with the traditional
engraved plaque.
The meeting was adjourned
with the sixty-four sorority
sisters repeating the closing
ritual and joining hands for the
Mizpah.

Colors Very

THISTLE IS A VERY
PRICKLY SUBJECT
Talking about thistle can prove
to be a prickly subject if you run
inte a farmer who has been having trouble -With Nide: The
name thistle is used to include
any number of plants which
have prickly leaves The common
thistle grows avid spreads rapidly, thus causing it to become
the enemy, of the farmer
The common thistle found in
the United States produces white,
rose, or purple flowers. Some of
the varieties are very fragrant
and grow to heights of six feet or
more under the proper conditions. Although thistle sprcads
easily, it may by controlled and
even eradicated with modern
farming methods
Moving away from the rather
sticky subects of thistles, let us
Journey into the always-pleasant
realm of flowers. Why not send
a floral arrangement as a sPe- •
cial "get m:.!1" message to that
special friend in the IhosPtal.
Nothing can say what you feel
quite as well as a lovig gift of
flowers. An arrangemg t o- potyour telted olant is as near
ephone Call us now

The shell colors of eggs
vary according to the breed
of hen but nutritive value is
not related to shell color.
Brown and white eggs are
equally nutritious.

ghopt
12th at Poplar Se
753-6100

111=4:Ti;
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For Your. . .

Mother's Day Gifts
Go To The

ft

CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP
Shop For Your

BLAZERS, WESKETS 140ff
& SLACKS One Week Only!
1 Rack
1/3 off

TOPS

1 Rack

SPORTSWEAR 1/3°ff
Campus Casual
Open 5 a.m.-5 p.m.
ioo No. 15th Street
Across from Administration building

FULLERS
(BRUSH COMPANY)

MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS

assail

502: 100% BOAR BRUSH
plus Ladies 524: BOAR BRISTLE COMB
202: LINT BRUSH
601: WALL-GLO

TOWN la COUNTRY SHOP

.WRITE:

4

Reg. '6.95

55.95

Reg. '6.45

'5.99
2.99
1.69

Reg. '3.50
Reg. '2.25

OTHER ITEMS ON SALE
Route 1 pox 75A
BOB TAYLOR
rmington, K 4.2040

Competition May Not Be Very
Numerous For New Derby King
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Secretariat, his image shining
brighter than ever, now takes
on the task of trying to win the
Triple Crown and his opposition
might not be too great—at least
in numbers.
"He ran pretty good for a
crippled horse," jockey Ron
Turcotte said Sunday after Sec-

sweeping Churchill Downs Saturday that Secretariat had hurt
himself and might even be
scratched, Secretariat respond1
2
ed by beating Sham by 2/
lengths in a record time of 1:59
2-5 for the lks-mile Derby.
"There won't be many trying
him in the Preakness," said
With his stature damaged by trainer Lou Goldfine, adding
an upset loss in the Wood Me- that he was taking Shecky
morial April 21 and rumors Greene, who finished sixth, and
My Gallant, who finished ninth,
back to Chicago.
"I'm going to weigh things
over," said trainer Bill Resseguet, whose Our Native finished
third, 104-4 lengths back of the
flying winner.
One of those expected to test
by Greg Howard. A double Secretariat in the Preakness,
by Rick Scarbrough brought in the second Triple Crown race
Howard to give the Lakers a 2-1 at Pimlico May 19, was Sham.
lead.
Two of Sham's teeth were
Three insurance runs came loosened when he bumped his
across in the sixth inning for head in the starting gate and
Coach Denny Potts' Leiters.
they were removed after the
Pinch-hitter Keith Wilkerson race. However, trainer Frank
opened the inning by drawing a "Pancho" Martin said Sham
walk. The next two batters ran a fine race and there were
fanned and it appeared that the no excuses.
Lakers would enter the final
Martin also will send two othinning with a 3-1 lead. But not
er colts to Pimlico—Knightly
so.
Dawn, who won an allowance
Conner followed with a two
race on Derby program, and
run double and then back to
the lightly raced Beautiful Muback doubles by Thompson and
sic.
Howard _produced two more
Others being mentioned for
nuts and
Lakers
the 1 3-16-mile Preakness were
lead.
Christian County used two Aljamin; Stop the Music; Impesingles and a walk to score a run cunious, who missed the Derby
in the seventh. With runners on because of a heel injury, and
at first and second and the Step Nicely, a stakes winner as
in the
Lakers leading 5-2, a Christian a 2-year-old. None
County batter slammed a Derby.
homer.
Secretariat was scheduled to
But the lead runner missed go to Baltimore today while
third base and the play was Angle Light, his stablemate,
appealed to the umpire. The was to be sent back to New
runner was called out but the York. Angle Light finished 10th
other two scored and the Lakers in the Derby.
had a 5-4 lead. The game ended
when Miller fanned the final
batter.
Miller, a sophomore, gave up
10 hits while fanning two batters
and walking three.
Howard had three hits for the
The Oaks Country Club
Lakers while Conner and women will have their regular
Thompson each had two. day of golf on Wednesday, May
Scarbrough rounded out the 9, with tee off time at nine a.m.
attack with a hit.
Pairings will be made at the
The Lakers, now 3-1 on the tee, according to the golf
season, play a doubleheader at hostess, Betty Shepard.
At noon a ladies day luncheon
Murray High Tuesday before
will be served with Mrs. Cletus
meeting Benton at home
Wednesday
and
Martin Fair and Mrs. John I. Sammons
as chairmen of the hostesses.
Westview at home Friday.
retariat wiped out rumors that
he had a knee problem with an
overwhelming victory in the
Kentucky Derby.
You know something he
might have run that in 1:56 if
he was all right," Turcotte
chided.

Lakers Split Twinbill
With Christian County
Christian County concluded
its weekend stay in Murray by
splitting a twinbill with
Calloway County Saturday
afternoon.
The Lakers dropped the
opening game 3-1 before coming
back in the nightcap to take a 54 win.
Friday, Christian County
swept a twinbill from the
Murray High Tigers.
Dan Thompson started on the
mound in the opening game for
the Lakers but his teammates
could collect only two hits. Both
of the Laker hits came off the
bat_of„, second-baseman

Randy

Maar.

An error, two walks and an
infield hit allowed the visitors to
take a 1-0 lead in the fifth inning. Two more runs scored in
the sixth inning for Christian
County on three hits and a
sacrifice.
The only Laker run of the
game came in the seventh when
Mark Miller reached on a walk
and went to second on a wild
-pitch. Conner followed with a
two out triple to score Miller.
Thompson drops to 1-1 for the
season. The 6-5 senior
righthander fanned eight and
walked two while giving up
eight hits.
The Lakers had to hold off a
late Christian County rally in
the nightcap to take the win.
The visitors had taken a 1-0
lead in the third when a walk, an
infield hit and an error
produced a run
Calloway scored twice in the
fifth. Conner laced a one-out
single and Thompson followed
with a sacrifice.
Conner went to third on a
steal and scored on an infield hit

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
BATTING (45 at bats)—P
Kelly, Chi, 468. Holt, Min, .389
RUNS—Patek, KC. 21, May
berry, KC, 20
RUNS BATTED IN—May
berry, KC 26, Melton, Chi, 23
Cal,
33
HITS—Valentine,
Rojas, KC, 33.
8,
KC,
DOUBLES—Roias,
Henderson Chi, 7, Kirkpatrick,
KC, 7, Otis, KC, 7
TRIPLES--Harper. Bsn, 3..
E Brinkman, Del, 3, D Allen,
Chi, 3, Hisle, Min, 3
HOMER UNS—Tenance, Oak
8, Mayberry, KC, 7
BASES—North,
STOLEN
Oak, 10, Harper, Bsn, 7.
PITCHING (4 Decis40n4)—
Coleman, Del, 6 1, .857, 1.80;
Singer.. Cal.,5 1. 833, 1.60. .
STRIKEWUTS N Ryan, Cat,
66, G Perry, Cie. 46; Singer,
Cal, 46.

the

had a 54

raced

Oaks Club Women
Plan Ladies Day

&dead
MSU fig Crown What had been a most successful baseball season for
Murray State came to a bitter
end Saturday afternoon at
Morehead as the Eagles took an
8-2 win over the Thoroughbreds
for the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship.
Murray came to Morehead
Friday, ranked 19th in the
nation and favored to take the
crown. Everything began all
right Friday as the 'Breds took
a 12-0 win behind the one-hit
hurling of Jerry Weaver who
recorded his ninth win of the
season.
The 'Breds pounded 15 hits,
including three home runs in the
opening game. Steve Barrett
got Murray started in the first
inning by cracking a three run
shot to right. Coulson, Barrett
and Weisman all had homers in
the game.
Coulson pounded out four hits
while David Hughes, Leon
Wurth and Weaver all had two

By JOE MOOSH1L
Associated Press Sports Writer

not too often you get everybody
moving on a club the way they
moved. I don't think they had
any weaknesses at 'all,"
Hawk General Manager Tommy Ivan, who in the past has
coached his share of Stanley
Cup victories, agreed and said,
"Very rarely does a team play
a perfect game. You just have
to give them credit. Our
goalkeeper was fantastic and
we mulch-11 give him,.goal."
Marc Tardif tridided in a
goal at LOB of the first period
Sunday and the game settled
down to a defensive match until
the second period when the Canadiens turned it on. Yvan
Cournoyer hammered home his
13th goal of the playoffs, one
short of the record set by teammate Frank Mahovlich in 1971,
and Chuck Lefley followed with
still another goal a minute and
a half later.

RUNS BATTED IN—Watson,
Mtn, 25; &O(iver,- Pgh, 22.
Hits — Fuentes, SF, 42;
Bonds, SF, 41.
DOUBLES — Cedeno, Htn,
97; Bonds, SF, 10.
TRIPLES — Sanguillen, Pgh,
3, Metzger, Htn,__ 3; Maddox,
MONTREAL ( AP ) — Stan
SF, 3.
HOMERUNS — M. --Aaron, Smith is going to become a
8
Htn,
Wynn,
Att, 11;
more selfish this week at
STOLEN BASES -- Morgan,
Dallas.
Cin, 13; Ceder*, Htn, 12.
PITCHING *4 decisiOns)—,. "Playing
single;tend-Pirring-r—
•7713,-TWO, 1:06;
--10sosmarr,--10
doubles take different mental
Sosa, SF, 40, 1.000, 2.19.
Carlton. approaches," the Pasadena,
STRIKEOUTS
—
Phi, 52, SuttAn, LA,-45.
Calif., native-said Sunday after

Smith And Lutz Are
Doubles Winners
little

he and Bob Lutz of Tiburon,
Calif., had won the $80.000
World Tennis Doubles ChamBy The Associated Press
pionship.
NHL
"This week I've concentrated
Stanley Cup Championships
on being a team player. StartBest-of-7 Series
Finals
ing tomorrow it's back to sinSaturday's Game
gles in Dallas and I've got to
140 games scheduled
Sunday's Game'
concentrate on playing by myMontreal 41, Chicago 0. Mon
self again," he added.
treat leads 3 1
Smith 'and Lutz swept Tom
Monday's Game
No games scheduled
Clicker of the Netherlands and
Tuesday's Game
Chicago's.Marty Riessen 6-2, 7.Chitago at Montreal
6, 6-0 for the first-place share
WHA
of $40,000: Riessen and Okker
Avco World Trophy Championwon $16,000. _
ships
Best-of-7 Series
The champions reached.SunAll Times EDT
finalround witka 74-74,
ar.;4014eats.
Saturday's Game
44, 7-6 victory over -veteran
New England 4, Winnipeg
Australians Rod Laver and Roy
Sunday's Game
`
New England -9,, Winnipeg 6, Emerson in Saturday night's
New Edglancf Wins
semifinal round.

Pro Hockey

,day's

Pro Cage
Playoffs

TheAssociated Press

NBA
Best-of-2-series
Championship Finals
Saturday's Game
No game scheduled
Sunday's
New York 87,
New York leads 2-1.
Monday's Game
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Los Angeles at New York

Game
Los fkrigeles 83,

ABA
Best-of-7 series
Championship,Finals
Saturday's Game
'Indiana 90, Kentucky
series tied 2-2.
Sunday's Game
No games scheduled ,

-54oaday's Game
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
\ Indiana at Kentucky
\

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
What's wrong with Mickey
hits. Barrekand freshman
catcher Gene Stenber also Loch?
Nothing, says Billy Martin.
added a hit apiece.
Maybe, says Whitey Herzog.
In the second game Friday,
The left-handed ace of the
the 'Breds staked senior south-,
paw Russ Peach to a 3-0 lead in -Detroit Tigers, who pitched 703
innings and won 47 games over
the first inning.
But five unearned runs in the the past two seasons, is having
his troubles in 1973. Following
bottom of the second inning
spelled disaster and prevented Sunday's 7-2 loss-to the Texas
Murray from sweeping the Rangers, in which he was
twinbill and wrapping up the creamed for nine hits—he also
walked six—and all seven nine
title.
Saturday, Morehead touched in 5 2-3 innings, Lolich shows a
Mike Thieke for three runs in 14 record and a 4.15 earned
the first inning of the cham- run average.
Elsewhere in the American
pionship game in route to the
League, the Chicago White Sox
Murray trailed only 3-2 after mauled the New York Yankees
four innings but Morehead 11-2, Oakland thumped Cleveland twice 12-0 and 7-3, Baltiscored once
Inetire the more blanked California 5-0,
times in
Milwaukee edged Kansas City
run.
The 'Breds finish the season 3-2 and Minnesota hammered
with an overall worksheet of 30 Boston 10-3.
In the National League, San
wins and
losses. The muchhoped for NCAA bid, in all Francisco took two from Chiprobability, now will not come. cago 11-9 in 12 innings and 4-3,
Houston trounced New York 148, Cincinnati trimmed Montreal
6-1, San Diego checked Pittsburgh 8-0, Los Angeles downed
St. Louis 3-0 and Atlanta
shaded Philadelphia 3-1.
The Rangers hopped on Lolich for three runs in the opening inning on the first of Dave
Nelson's four hits, a passed
March 2 at Murray, will be
ball, Toby Harrah's single and
played in the afternoon.
Alex Johnson's home run. In

in the fifth and four
the sixth to
11

Memphis State Heads
Racer Cage Schedule
Murray State University will
play a 25-game schedule next
season which will open at the
University of Kansas, Dec. 1
and include games with NCAA
finalist Memphis State and
periennial national powers Los
Angeles State, Oral Roberts,
and Rhode Island, Coach Cal
Luther has announced.
The game with Memphis
State will be in Memphis Dec.
31,and will be the first between
the two since 1963. The games
with Los Angeles State, Oral
Roberts, and Rhode Island will
be in the Oral Roberts
Tournament in Tulsa, Okla.,
Dec. 21-72.
Three new opponents will
play at Murray, Baylor, Dec.
10; California State-Pomona,
Dec. 15; and McNeese State,
Jan 9. The Racer home opener
will be against Howard Payne,
Dec. 3, and the Ohio Valley
Conference opener against
Eastern Kentucky at Murray,
Jan. 12. The final game of the
season, against Austin Peay

The Canadiens now need one
more triumph to capture their
18th Stanley Cup and they probably can get by with less than
a perfect game at Montreal
Tuesday night. The Hawks
haven't won a playoff game in
Montreal since 1962 and have
taken it on the chin 13 times.
Dryden, the Vezina trophy
winner wasn't seriously extended as he had to kick out only 19
shots to post his first Stanley
Cup shutout. He said outside of
two shots from the point in the
second period which were deflected and another by Dennis
Hull late in the game, he was
never in trouble.
Odds are the Canadiens can
wrap it up at home Tuesday
night but Dryden warned
"home ice doesn't mean that
much to me.-

Murray, which compiled a 198 record last season and was
second in the °VC, will have
four starters back for the 197374 season.

Women Of Club
To Hold Special
Play Wednesday

The women of the Murray
Country Club will have special
play at their regular lathes day
golf to be held Wednesday, May
9, with Inus Orr as hostess.
Mrs. Orr said team effort will
be important and urged each
one to contact their foursome. A
potluck luncheon will be served
at noon.
Lineups are as follows:
On No 1 tee starting at nine
a.m.:
Eleanor Diuguid, Betty
Hinton, Sadie West, and
Marilyn Adkins.
Evelyn Jones, Cathryn
Garrott, Lou Doran, and
To Defend Title
Charlene Doss.
Veneta
Sexton,
Nancy
MUNCIE, Ind. 1AP
Defending champion Purdue goes Haverstock, Eueldene
into Tuesday's Indiana Inter- Robinson, arxi Jean Wilson. ,
Jerelene Sullivan, Peggy
track and
Field Meet here behind Olym- Billington, Anna Mary Adams,
pic sprinter Larry_Burton, the. and Judy fluehleirian.
Betty Purdom, Sue Brown,
defending NCAA 200-nieter
champion who led the Boil- Betty Stewart, and Rowena
ermakers to their first crown a Cullom.
Margaret Shuffett, Elizabeth
year-ego.
Tom McMannon of Notre Slushmeyer, Betty Hunter, and
Dame and Kevin Yana of In- Irene Chitwood.
On No. 4 tee starting at nine
diana State will be at the Ball
State University meet, seeking
Sue Morris, Jackie Ransom,
their third consecutive individThopie Thomas, and Annie
ual titles.
Burton, who barely missed Knight.
Hibbard,
Carol
Nancy
winning a medal in the Olympics last September, was the Fandrich, Patsy Miller, and,
state meet's only double winner Bobbie Garrison.
Frances Hulse. Frances
last year, taking the 100 and
220-yard dashes and anchoring stiller, Reba Overbey, and
Purdue's victorious 440-yard re: Nancy Hutson.
-- Beverly Spann, Ruth Wilson,
lay team.
McManon has been a -two-- Juliet Wallis, and Alice Furyear winner in the 120-yard dom.
Betty Lowry, Euva Mitchell,
high hurdles, while Vans has
finished first in the 440 the laat Norma Frank, and Mary
two seasons.

Contri.

The A's pounded out 18 hits
in their opener against Cleveland, including a home run by
Joe Rudi, in support of Ken
Holtzman's five-hit pitching.
Vida Blue, who had been
sidelined more than two weeks
with a strained knee ligament,
scattered six hits in the nightcap and the A's got homers
from Deron Johnson, Gene
nace and Sal Bando,

Te-

Jim Palmer halted Baltimore's five-game losing streak
by shackling California on five
hits and outpitching Nolan
Ryan, who was victimized by
Wildness and errors.

The White Sox ran their winning streak to nine games—five
of them against the Yankees—
Milwaukee erased a 2-0 Kanas Wilbur Wood became the sas City
lead by scoring a run
majors' first seven-game'win- in the fourth
inning on Tim
ner and BW Melton drove in Johnson's
double, a bunt single
four runs. Wood had a 28-inning and
Dave May's sacrifice. fly
scoreless skein snapped in the and another in the
fifth on
first inning on Matty Alou's Johnny Briggs'
homer.
triple and Bobby Murcer's
Minnesota got - home runs
single, but the Sox forged
ahead with three in their half, from Bob Darwin, Larry Hisle
including a two-run single by and Joe Lis and routed Boston
as Bill Hands scattered 10 has.
Melton.

Good Things Are Just
Startingjor Crampton

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
HOUSTON ( AP) — "I told
you earlier this year," Bruce
Crampton said. "The best is
yet to come.
"'Die good things are just
getting started." .
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) —
Crampton had just polished
The 73rd North and South Ama- off a one-stroke victory—he led
teur Golf Tournament, which by three to five most of the fiwound up with Mike Ford beat- nal round and it got close only
ing Bill Hafvey 1-up on the 38th at the end—in the Houston
hole Saturday, did little to ease Open Golf tournament Sunday,
the growing dilemma of the his third pro triumph of the
U.S. Golf Association officials year.
who will pick the ten-man
"Nothing has changed from
Walker Cup team to meet the what I said at Orland, Fla. The
British Aug. 24-25 at Brookline, best is yet to come for Bruce
Mass.
Crampton," he said.
On several occasions, golfers
With three victories—only
have used the North and South Jack Nicklaus can match that
championship as a stepping total—and a season's leading
stone to nomination to the cup $153,678 in earnings to his credteam.
it, the statement could only
But consider the finalists this stand as a warning to the rest
year. Ford, a 23-year-old Roll- of the pro tourists that the curins College senior from Yon- ly-haired Australian is ready to
kers, N.Y., never before had assume a dominant position in
won anything more than a club pro golf. He won it with a par
title in five years of com- 72 in the final round on the6,petitive golf.
905 yard Quail Valley Golf Club
Harvey, a 42-year-old JaMes- course for a 277 Iota, 11 under
town, N.C., nmad of the fair- par. Former PGA champion
ways, has won over 200 tourna- Dave Stockt took second with
ments in two decades and is a charging
ish. He birthed
known up and down the eastern three of
tfourholesfor
seaboard. But he has not won a a 69 and 8.
blue ribbon event.
The current Masters titleWhen the tournament began holder, Tommy Aaron, wasn't a
there were such young cup factor. He had a final 79 for
hopefuls as Bill Mallon of Duke 298.
university and Danny Edwards
It got close only at the end.
of Oklahoma State, the defend- Crampton had built a four
ing champion. Both are thirst- stroke lead with rounds of 66
ing for a cup team invitation. and 67 Friday and Saturday
Mallon lost in the third round, and never really was threatEdwards in the fourth.
ened.

Mike Ford Wins In
Amateur Tournament

The complete schedule
follows:
A
DeC, 1
Kansas
H
Dec. 3
Howard Payne
H
Dec 5 Arkansas College
Dec 8 Louisiana College H
Baylor
Dec 10
Dec 15 California(Pomona ) H
Dec 21-22
Oral Roberts Tournament—
Oral Roberts-Rhode Island
U --Los Angeles State-Murray
State—Away.
Dec 31
Memphis State
Jan 7
Texas Wesleyan
Jan 9
McNeese College
Jan. 12
Eastern
Jan. 14
Morehead
Jan. 19
East Tenn.
A
Jan. 21
Tenn. Tech
Jan. 26
Western Ky.
A
Jan. 28
Middle Tenn.
A
Austin Peay
Feb.4
Feb.9
Morehead Ky.
Feb. 11
Eastern Ky.
A
Feb. 16
Tenn, Tech.
Feb. 18
East Tenn.
Feb. 23
A
Middle Tenn.
Feb. 25
Western Ky.
March 2
Austin Peay

dolleiate— State

the sixth, a single by Elliott
Maddox and a pair of walks
preceded Harrah's three-run
triple. Harrah then scored on a
single by Johnson.
"This was the first game he
hasn't been sharp even when he
was losing," said Manager
Martin. "The other times he
pitched pretty well. I guess he's
entitled to a bad one."
The Rangers beat Lolich 2-1
two weeks ago and Manager
Herzog said Lolich "threw a lot
better against us in Arlington.
'When he had to reach back and
get'ern, he could do it."

"I wouldn't say I was ConCrampton said,
"but I wasn't gung ho. I figured with a four stroke lead if I
could keep on making pars I
wouldn't be in such bad
shape."
servative,"

Final scores and money winnings(a-denotes amateur):
Crampton
$41,000
Stockton
$23,370
Wadkins
$14,555
Coody $9,020
Thompson
19,020
a-Cranshaw
Funseth
$7,380
Graham
16,304
Glens
19,304
Sneed
$5,330

$545 Sq. Yd.

0*
N60\*AS

es

70-71-70-67-278
7149-69-72-281
72-69-72,69-282
72-71-69-70-282
69-71-72-71-283
71-71-71-70-283
72-72-71-69-284
74-70-71-69-284
72-70-71-72-284

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK
The Odrinex Plan can help you.
become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odrinex has been used
successfully by thousands all over the
country or 14 yea's. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer.
°drones is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed Contains madangerousdrugs
No starving. No special seercises
Urines Plan costs $3.25 spd the large
economy size $5.25.
You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refolded No questions
aSked Accept noSubstitutes Sold with
this guarantee by:

&fie",
Central Shopping Center

ty/6,k
kn, w
-

All Unbelievable Prices
.1IA for the Month of May

* PAINT SPECIAL *
With
Purchase of Two Gallons of Paint

FREE! 1 -2-Foot STEP LADDER
2 GALLONS
LATEX FLAT WALL 5595 Gallon
68 LATEX

House Paint
5,220 Qt

This Month

BASEBA
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Today's BaSI
American Le,
East
W. L.
Detroit
12 '
Milwaukee
_11
Baltimore
11 '
Cleveland
-11 '
New York
10 '
Boston
9
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Chicago/ .
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Texas
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Saturday's G4
Detroit 2, Texas 0
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Monday's Ga
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Minnesota (Woodson
Oakland (Fingers
timore (Alexander 2
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(Bahnsen I-1), N
Only games sched
Tuesday's Ga
California at Clevf
Oakland at Baltirr
Detroit at Kansas
Texas at Milwaukr
New York at Mini
Boston at Chice90
Nationavi
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Chicago
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
St Louis
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14
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11
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Saturday's G
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Houston 9, New
Fr
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ate 77,, S
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Los Angeles 11, S
San Diego 6, Pitts.
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Houston 14, New
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San Francisco 1
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San Diego 8. Pith
G
, Los Angeles 3,, S1
Monday's
r Rober
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Montreal (Mr- Analh
Crncinnat, !Grim
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Atlanta (Dobson
York (Seaver 231.
Chicago f Reusche
urrgehif 12,
(G
De
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Los Angeles (SuttOr
Only games sche
Tuesday's G
Houston at Montr
Cincinnati at Phil
Atlanta at New Y
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St, C.ouiS at. San
San

Special Priced!

Hughes Paint Store
401 Maple Street

INDIANAPOLIS f
ical aggressive bas1
worked for the In&
in this year's Ameri(
ball Association pia}
They went after
the opening series ai
five games; took it
Utah in the Westel
title series and si
games, and it al
physical brand of

C
A it ln acnintanati
Los Angeles

S
6so 81946's
LC(7• kce

ENAMEL

Get Ro

West
Francisco 12
S
Haonustoc

-10/j.
I00

COMMERCIAL CARPET ,
°
$645 sq yd
wit$9/

Matching Latex Semigloss

By KEN R.APPC
Associated Press Spa
Pete Reiser used
into walls as a playe
he's crashing into p
coach.
Reiser, famous fl
knocked unconscic
smashing fly balls f
Brooklyn Dodgers, i
the casualties Sun,
fight-filled baseball
Candlestick Park.
Before the relati
second game was v
the Giants, Reiser u
from the field on a
after getting belted
during a fourth-innir
the opener.
He wasn't the on
Cubs lost, however.'
man Ron Santo vs
struck by a pitch i
make a fast departs
pital x-rays. In ack
cago played the I
after the fourth inni
Manager Whitey
coach Hank Aguirre

72-66-67-72---277

ay Carpet Sale
REGULAR SHAGS
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Pete RI
Fi

Drops Mickey Lolich Having Problems
On The Mound As Tigers Lose

Montreal Commands Series
By Whipping Black Hawks

CHICAGO (AP) — "It's the
kind of game we like to play,"
said goalie Ken Dryden after
he and his awesome Montreal
teammates had shutout the Chicago Black Hawks 4-0 to take a
commanding 3-1 edge in their
best-of-7 Stanley Cup final
series.
"I should hope so," added
Coach Billy Reay of the Hawks.
"It doesn't happen very often,
but they played a perfect game
and there's not much you can
do about that. Not only the
Black Hawks, but they could
National League
have beaten anyone."
bats)—Mad
at
BATTING
(45
•
"They just didn't give us a
dOX, SF, .392; Fairly, Mon, 389
RUNS — Bonds, SF, 29, chance," moaned Reay. "It's
wyrin, min, Th.
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Girl Netters Second

Pete Reiser Does A Little
Fighting As Giants Triumph
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Pete Reiser used to crash
into walls as a player and now
he's crashing into people as a
coach.
Reiser, famous for getting
knocked unconscious while
smashing fly balls for the old
Brooklyn Dodgers, was one of
the casualties Sunday in a
fight-fWed baseball game at
Candlestick Park.
Before the relatively sane
second game was won 4-3 by
the Giants, Reiser was carried
from the field on a stretcher
after getting belted in the head
during a fourth-inning brawl in
the opener.
He wasn't the only one the
Cubs lost, however. Third baseman Ron Santo was earlier
struck by a pitch and had to
make a fast departure for hospital x-rays. In addition, Chicago played the first game
after the fourth inning without
Manager Whitey Lockman,
coach Hank Aguirre and pitch-

er Milt Pappas. They were
ejected along with Giant pitcher Jim Barr, who also had to
be taken to the hospital for precautionary x-rays.
All x-rays eventually proved
negative.
In the National League's other games, the Atlanta Braves
beat the Philadelphia Phillies 31) the Houston Astros walloped
the New York Mets 14-8; the
Cincinnati Reds turned back
the Montreal Expos 6-1; the
San Diego Padres tripped the
Pittsburgh Pirates 8-0 and the
Los Angeles Dodgers blanked
the St. Louis Cardinals 3-0.
In the American League,
Oakland took a doubleheader
from Cleveland 12-0 and 7-3;
the Texas Rangers defeated
Detroit 7-2; Baltimore blanked
the California Angels 5-0; the
Chicago White Sox turned back
the New York Yankees 11-2,
Milwaukee stopped Kansas City
and Minnesota pounded Boston
10-3.
Marty Perez and pitcher

Gary Gentry, the last two hitters in the Atlanta batting order, drew bases-loaded walks
with two out in the eighth inning off reliever Billy Wilson as
Atlanta beat Philadelphia.
Bob Watson brought Houston
from behind with a three-run
homer in the sixth inning and
Lee May's grand slam highlighted a seven-run explosion as
Houston beat New York. The
victory was the eighth straight
and 14th in 16 games for the
hot Astros.
Roger Nelson scattered eight
hits and Johnny Bench and
Dave Concepcion hit home runs
to lead Cincinnati over Montreal.
Mike Caldwell pitched a twohitter and San Diego went on a
1-6 hit rampage, including
homers by John Grubb and
Clarence Gaston, in the Padres'
victory over Pittsburgh.
Al Downing stopped St. Louis
on two hits and Joe Ferguson
slammed his sixth homer of the
year in Los Angeles' victory.

Murray High Has Lead
Over Tilghman in WKC

Tiger Track Team Is
Defeated By Ballard

recorded a third place while in
the mile run Dewey Seigler was
second.
Alan Lemons took second in
the 180 low hurdles while Alan
Moore was third.
The 220 yard dash found Ken
Grogan taking third palce.
Ray Lane took second in the
broad jump and Charles Scott
was third.
Lane took second in the triple
jump with Tony Thompson
finishing third. Sieve Porter
finished third in the allot put
competiton.
The Tigers will be at
three
all
swept
Murray High
Calloway County tomorrow for
places in the 440 for nine points. a triangular meet with the
Dean Canning took first while [Akers and Trigg
County.
Bob Pinkston was second and
Ray LAne was third.
,4IEW"1--/t Powell. B
Sophomore Eli Alexander andSHOTPUT
( Henderson. B. (tie for first).
turned in an excellent showing Porter, M.
1,0NG JUMP (IP 3,
.k")—L. Header
and took the 880 while Jimmy son. B Lane, 14; Thompson. if
TRIPLE JUMP (301—L. Henderson.
second.
was
Fenton
B. Lane. if; Thompson. 14.
Ti15(1 4 oia'S%-i—Poeter. M. Lan
The mile relay team com- sing.
kl; Powell, B.
13O
-YARD HIGH HURDLE i ILE-posed of Lane, Laming, Todd
Moore. M. Franks, B. and Brooks, B
second).
Harrison and Pmkston, took )tie100for
-YARD DASH (10.3)--Deweese,
B. L Hendon/sm. B; MIcCutston. lt4
first place.
POlE
Newcomer Jimmy Gingles fir placeiVAULT 11111")—Franks.
HIGH JUMP (511"1—./Ingles. 14;
I've been around long enough took the e-:ent with a clearance •ansur)
B: Harrison, K
MILE RLN ii 211.51—Cavanaush, 111"
not to pull anything that would of 5-6 while Harrison was third.
Se)gler, M. Denton, B.
MO-YARD RELAY (I SOF,— Ballard
set me up for a second tech."
Sophomore Steve Porter
klernonal
The coach of the defending recorded the only other Tiger
MiTJYARD DASH (1743)—Lann)nis,
Plnkstea.
Lane. It
ABA champs was ejected after first place. Porter won the
ISO-YARD LOW HURDLE (-34.11)—
Brooks, B, Lemons, IC Moore. M.
he stomped his foot and discus with a throw of 118880.YARD RUN (1.34.0--Aleicander,
shouted at one of his players. while teammate Dean Laming M. Fenton. H. Buchanan. B.
230-YARD DASH 1:14.231—Deoreem
Gushue apparently assumed the was second.
B. C. Henderson, Bi Stewart. B. and
H (tie for third).
M)(utaton.
remarks were hurled at him
MILE RUN (13:411.0)—D'Aenbro.
In the 100 yard dash, B.TWO
Grantham,. B. OM far first/
and called the technical on
MILE RELAY (3:34.11)—Murray.
sophomore Dale McCuiston
Leonard

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Murray High holds a slim
lead over Paducah Tilghman in
the Western Kentucky Conference Tennis Championships
after a rain-shortened weekend
of play.
All of the competition in the
singles has been completed with
only several doubles matches
remaining.
Team scores find Murray
High with 39 while Paducah
Tilghman has 36. Mayfield is a
distant third with 15 points
while Russellville, Hopkin!vine, Christian County and
Caldwell County are out of the
running for the title.
In the girl's competition,
Russellville has 31 points to 72
for the Murray High girls.
Mayfield is a close third with 20
while Tilghman has 18.
The Murray High boys, ithe
defending WKC Champiedns,
need to win the number one
doubles match between the
Purcell Brothers and a pair
from Tilghman.
Tilghman must win two out of
the three remaining doubles
matches in order to dethrone
the Tigers.
All competition for the Tigers
In the doubles, with the exception of the Purcell Brothers,
is completed. The number two
and three Murray High doubles
teams have already been
eliminated.
In the singles, Murray High
had three winners.
Del Purcell, playing the

Monroe King Of Playgrounds
hile,lerry West Is Hurting

Racer Track Team is
Fourth In NIU Meet

The first competition of the
year for the Murray High track
team found the Tigers losing a
dual meet at Ballard Memorial
2-58')-2.
/
Friday 721
Hampered by the bad
weather plus not having a track
to practice on, the Tigers were
unable to match the strength of
Ballard.
The Tigers managed to take
first palce in six of the 16 events.
Alan Moore took the 120 high
hurdles while three other track
events went to the Tigers and
two field events.

Get Rough Policy Is Paying
Well For The-Indiana Pacers
INDIANAPOUS t API—Physical aggressive basketball has
worked for the Indiana Pacers
in this year's American Basketball Association playoffs.
They went after Denver in
the opening series and won it in
five games; took it to favored
Utah in the Western Division
title series and won in six
games, and it appears the
physical brand of ball works

t BASEBALL
STANDINGS
Today's Baseball
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Detroit
12 13 460 —
11 12 478 —
Milwaukee
11 13 .458 '47
Baltimore
11 15 423 11/
Cleveland
2
1
10 14 417 Ph
New York
13
9
V/2
409
Boston
Wait _
IS 5 750 —
Chicago .
Kansa
16 10 615 2
City
Caliternia
13 .10 591 I
Minnesota - ----- TT -TO 524 41-.',/
13 13 .500 5
Oakland
2
1
8 13 381 7/
'Texas
Saturday's Games
Detroit 2, Texas 0
Boston 5, Minnesota 1
Kansas City 9, Milwaukee 7
Cleveland 6, Oakland 5
California 3, Baltimore 1
Chicago A, New York 0
Sunday's Games
Oakland 12-3, Cleveland 0 7
Texas 7, Detroit 2
Baltimore 5, California 0
hicago 11, New York 2
•
!
waukee 3, Kansas City 2
innesota 10, Boston 3
Monday's Games
ew York (Medich 2 1) at
Minnesota (Woodson 1-0)
Oakland (Fingers 0 1) at Bal
timore (Alexander 2.0). N
Boston (Lee 2-0) at Chicago
(Bahnsen 4-11, N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
California at Cleveland, N
Oakland at Baltimore, N
Detroit at Kalektet. City, N._
Texas at Milwaukee, N
New York at Minnesota, N
Boston at Chicago, N ...
National League
W. L. i-c?. G.B.
11 9 550 —
14 12 538
12 13 480
11 12 478 1'
10 13 435 2'2
5 19 208 8
West
Francisco 22 9 710
San
19 10 655 2
Houston
2
/
16 10 615 31
Cincinnati
2
1
15 13 .536 5/
Los Angeles
10
360
16
9
Atlanta
2
1
10 18 .357 10/
San Diego
Saturday's Games
6
Cincinnati
Montreal 8,
Houston 9, New York 2
Chicago 7, San Francisco 4
Atlanta 7, Philadelphia 0
Los Angeles 11, St Louis 3
San Diego 6, Pittsburgh 5
._
, _Sunday's Games
Atlanta 3, Philadelphia 1
Houston 14, New York 8
Cincinnati 6, Montreal 1
San Francisco 11 4, Chicago
9 3, 1st game 12 innings
San Diego 8, Pittsburgh 0
Los Angeles 3, St Louis 0
Monday's Games
at
2 11
(Roberts
Houston
Montreal (McAnally 20), N
Cincinnati 4Grimsley 4 1) at
Philadelphia (LOntorg 2 41, N
Atlanta (Dobson 2 3) at New
York rseavse 3r, N
Chicago (Reuschel 21) at San
Diego (Greif 1)2, N)
- Pittsburgh (Walker 1 0) at
Los Angeles (Sutton 3 2), N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Montreal, N
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, N
Atlanta at New York, N
Chicago at San Diego, N
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles, N
St, Louis at San -Francisco, el

P,ttsburgh
Chicago
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
St Louis

pretty well against Kentucky,
too.
Indiana beat the Colonels
here Saturday afternoon, 90-86,
to even up the best-of-seven
ABA championship series 2-2.
Now-the scene shifts to Louisville for game No. 5 Tuesday
night.
Pacers Coach Robby Leonard, who was tossed out of the
game at halftime Saturday
after being awarded a second
technical foul, said, "We went
. especially Gilafter them
more . . . and we're going to
continue to go after them the
rest of the series."
He added, "It was physical
. and it's going to be more
physical."
Indiana's job was made
somewhat easier Saturday by
the fact that 7400t-2 Artis Gilmore of Kentucky sat out long
periods of the game because of
foul trouble.
Kentucky Coach Joe Mullaney said, "Since Arti.s was a
big factor in the early games,
I'd have to say his fouls early
in the game and the problems
they caused were big factors in
this game."
Mullaney said, "The Pacers
-essive, much
just got more aw._
more than eel/fin-the series."
One Pacef who was particularly aggressive was guard
Donnie Freeman. The veteran,
hoping to play on his first
championship team this year,
wound up in a pushing match
with Kentucky Guard Rick
Mount which cleared both
benches.
"I was aggressive with him
and he was aggressive with
me," Freeman said. "He was
holding and I was shoving.
Then, Rick threw a halfhearted
punch at me and it started.
Anytime you defense a guard
like Mount you have to be aggressive."
Mount needed one stitch to
repair a cut over his left eye
suffered in the scuffle.
Leonard still was fuming long
after the game ended with him
listening to the broadcast in the
Pacers dressing room. He said,
"The officiating today was miserable. Joe (Gushue) knows

Championship Game
MANILA (AP) — The 15-nation Asian Volleyball Confederation willN.liki.ts regional
championship in The Philippines next December, AVC
President Ntrnesio Yabut saidSunday. That tournament will
determine the Asian participants in next year's World Volleyball ('hampionships.

Perfect Games
DALY CITY, Calif. AP )
Willie Carsten, 17, of San Francisco, bowled successive perfect 300 games Sunday.
Carsten, a 187-average bowler, made 24 straight strikes at
the Westlake Bowl here in local
junior competition, said owner
John Swanson.

By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Willis
Reed:and Earl Monroe are happy—and Jerry West is'hurting.
With Reed playing "my most
important game," Monroe
proving he's king of the playgrounds and West not having a
healthy leg to stand on in the
fourth quarter, the New York
Knicks beat Los Angeles 87-83
Sunday afternoon to take a 2-1
lead over the Lakers in their
National Basketball Association
championship series.
"I don't know if it was my
best game since the injury
back in 1970, but it certainly
was my most important one,"
said Reed, New York's solid
man in the middle who scored
22 points and grabbed 10
rebounds against Los Angeles'
Wilt Chamberlain.
"Sure I'm happy," he said,
smiling. "This was a good one
to win, because it keeps us in
the driver's seat. Now there
are just two games to go."
The Madison Square Gjarden
crowd of 19,694—ineluding the
touring Russian basketball
squad—and a national television audience saw a rather
sloppy game in which the
Knicks were outscored 15-2 in
seven minutes of the second period, came back to trail just 4744 at the half, Moved in front
with seven unanswered points
in the third period and stayed
one stride ahead of the defending champion Lakers throughout the fourth quarter.
"It was a strange game,"
said West, the Lakers' superstar who sat out the entire
fourth quarter with pulled hamstring muscles in both his legs.
"There was no pattern to it, no
flow. It was like a playground
game."
And a' playground game
means a Monroe kind of game.
"I enjoyed it today," said the
Pearl, who scored 21 points and
came off the bench in the
middle of the second period to
put an end to the Lakers' 15-2
spurt. "Our offense was just
AUTO RACING . .
TALLADEGA, Fla. — David
Pearson rode a Mercury to an
easy victory in the Winston 500mile stock car race after a
high-speed crash eliminated
three of his chief rivals and 15
of the original 60 starters.

stagnating. I asserted myself at
the proper time."
. Monroe scored six of his
points in the third quarter and
nine in the fourth, including an.
off-balance one-hander that
gave the Knicks an 85-79 lead
with 1:50 to go. Reserve Keith
Erickson hit two baskets to
bring LA to 85-83 in the final
minute, but missed a baseline
shot with 22 seconds left that
would have tied it. Reed
grabbed the rebound, then Walt
Frazier sank a pair of free
throws with two seconds to go
for the final margin.
"Monroe was the only guy
not intimidated by Chamberlain," observed West. "He shot

number one singles, defeated
Mark Nichols of Caldwell
County in two sets, 6-4 and 6-2.
Mel Purcell won the number
two singles by defeating Bruce
Stahr of Mayfield 6-1 and 6-0.
In the number three singles,
Brent Austin defeated Jimmy
Bruce of Christian County in
two sets.
John Powless lost in the
number four singles to Jeff
Leeper of Tilghman, 5-7 and 3-6.
Leeper was the eventual winner
In the number four singles.
Tommy Keller lost in the
number five singles to John
Dallam of Tilghman in three
sets. Dallam was also the
winner in the finals of the
number five singles.
The number six singles found
Doug Spencer losing in two sets
of
Gary
to
Hancock
Russellville. Hancock was also
the winner in the finals.
In the girls' singles play,
Jennifer Outland of Murray
High was eliminated in the first
round of the number one
singles. Susan Nuyt of
Russellville was the eventual
winner.
Stacy Overby of Murray High
was also elirninted in the first
round. Cheryl Lancaster of
Mayfield won the finals in the
number two singles.
Jill Austin, a seventh grader
and the crowd favorite, won the
number three singles. She
defeated Sarah Hindman of
Russellville in the finals, 6-2 and
6-0.
In a three hour match, Kathy

Glenn Jackson singled and
came home when Dean Willis
doubled to left. Willis came in to
score the second run of the
inning when Dick reached on an
error by the leftfielder.
The Tigersdid not score again.
until the sixth liming w4n a
sacrifice fly by Ricky Garland
sent in Willis who had singled
and went to second on a hit by
Dick.
Murray High tied the game in
the seventh Rains singled and
Jackson and Hewitt followed
with hits. A fly to left by catcher
Mike Cathey sent in Rains.
The tying run scored when
Hewitt scored from third on the
front end of a double steal. The
throw to second was wild,
allowing Hewitt to score.
Two errors in the eicith
inning by the Tigers comb,red
by a Christian Counti hit
provided the winning margin

Murray State
Signs Recruit

By MIKE BRANDON
well when the Knicks needed
The other Murray first found
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
the points."
the mile relay tetrn recording a
"There's no getting around it,
Murray State took first place 3:12.9. Mike Campbell, Lester
Wilt really polices the lane," in four events Saturday as the Flax, Ashman Samuels and
conceded Monroe, who like Racers took
fourth in the Fred Sowerby ran legs in the
Chamberlain learned his bas- Northern Illinois Track and event.
ketball on the playgrounds of Field Championships.
Fred Sowerby. although
Philadelphia.
second in the 440,
finishing
Eastern Illinois took the title
"But sometimes you've got to with 109 points while Drake was qualified for the NCAA Finals
challenge him—go in, even if second with 89 and Western by running a blistering 46.8.
you don't get the lay*, just to Illinois third with fa. Murray
In the mile run, Sam Torres
keep him honest.
State amassed 76 points while recorded a second and a new
"But you have to know what Northern Illinois had 63.
personal best of 4:08.8.
you're doing. I was always a
The 440 relay team comwere
entered
teams
Other
good driver. That's been my Lincoln University, University posed of Sowerby, Buckley,
game, penetrating.
of Northern Iowa, Illinois State, Flax and Jacobs, took third with
"We decided we had to make University
Wisconsin a season best of 41.0.
of
Chamberlain work at both ends (Parkside), Bradley,
Don Wright was third in the
of the court, get him as tired as
University of Illinois (Chicago javelin with 198-8 while Herman
was fourth with 193Ciro*) Depaul and the deMunnik
University of Wisconsin at 7.
In the long jump, Buckley was
Milwaukee.
Mark Hiestand recorded a sixth with a 72-041 with a 22-01,2
new personal best of 6-7 in the while Jacobs was sixth in the
100 yard dash with a 10.2.
high jump while taking first
place. Steve Martin of Murra/s,,, Scoring for the meet was on a
scale of 10-8-6-4-24.
was fifth with 6.4.
Saturday, Murray State will
In the triple jump, Granville
for the guests.
took first with a 48-0x.. participate in the Tom Black
Buckley
Rains went the distance and
Little Sam Ton-es ran an Classic at Knoxville in
was charged with three earned
race in the three mile preparation for the OVC
excellent
runs while fanning two and run and won the event with an Championship the following
walking three. Christian County outstanding 13:50.7.
weekend.
banged out 12 hits.
Jackson, Willis, Diek, and
Rains all had two hits for
Murray while Hewitt and
Cathey each had a hit.
In the second game, Dean
Willis was superb on the mound
but his teammates could not put
was also an undercurrent of
together the clutch hits.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — ErWillis gave up only seven hits nie "D" turned the tide and general hostility that came
to Christian County and struck won the hearts in an 83-75 vic- near explosion several times.
In the worst of these, Ameriout 11 men. The senior tory by the U.S. national basrighthander did not walk ketball team over the Russian can assistant coach Draff
Young punched one of the offi'anyone.
national team.
cial statisticians in the head
Murray High scored in the
Six-foot-one Ernie DiGregorio
second inning when Dick of Providence personally pulled during the second half after
running down the floor and apsingled and went to
the Americans together after a
parently losing his temper
liken Rains was hit by a pitch.
slow start Saturday night and
single by Johnny Wilson led them to their third victory when asked to sit down.
DiGregorio said the stPe of
brought in, Dick with the.4o- in fair games with the Rusis "a lot rougher" than
play
ahead for the Tigers.
sians on their American tour.
U.S. college ball "There's no
Christian County scored a run
The aggressive whirling dirthe fourth in three hits and the vish scored 20 points and hand- comparison."
Winning run came in the sixth ed out eight assists, some of
on a hit and an error followed by them of the ultra-spectacular Wins Bicycle Race
a double.
Spain
AMPURIABRAVA,
variety.
In the final three innings, the
However, as spectacular as (AP) — Eddy Merckx of BelTigers did not put a man past DiGregorio was, the enitre gium won the 10th stage of the
first base.
game was played under a shad- Tour of Spain bicycle race in
Wilson had three hits for the ow that has plagued the entire five hours 30 minutes and 14
Tigers While Dick had two and
series—the roughness allowed seconds on Sunday.
Cathey added one.
under international rules.
•.
GOLF
The Tigers will play five
In all, 86 fouls were whistled
RINEHURST, N.C. — Mike
doubleheaders this week in (43 against each team), and six Ford topped Bill Harvey 1-up
preparation for the District Russians and four Americans and won the North-South Artafouled out of the game. There teur Tourney.
which opens on May 14.

Christian County Takes
Pair From Murray High
The inability to combined
good hitting and good fielding
cost the Murray High Tigers a
pair of baseball games Friday.
Visiting Christian County
used eight Tiger et lois in the
first game for a 6-5 eight inning
win and in the nightcap the
Tigers bats went cold in a 2-1
loss.
Christain County tapped
Charlie Rains for three runs in
the first inning but the Tigers
rallied back for a pair in the
bottom of the first.

Outland of Murray High fell in?. the finals of the number four!
singles to Nancy Smith of)
Russellville, 4-6, 7-5 and 5-7. C'
Another three hour matcht—
took place in the number five'
singles where Patty Van
Brunt of Christian County
defeated Tammy Boone of
Murray 6-1, 5-7 and 6-2 in the
finals.
The other Murray High
singles entry, Mary Smock in
the number six position, lost in
the first round. Caroline Wiley
of Tilghman was the winner in
the finals.
In the girls' doubles finals,
Russellville and Mayfield meet
in the number one position.
Austin and Outland of Murray
High go into the finals of the
number two doubles against
Mayfield. In the number three
doubles, Russellville will meet
Paducah.
The tournament will be
completed sometime this week
when the weather will allow
competition to resume.
The next regular season
match f?ir Murray will be
Tuesday at 3.30 with a home
match with Paducah Tilghman

Grover Woolard, a 6-6 guard
from Central High School,
Newark, N. J., has signed a
basketball national letter of
intent with Murray State
University, Coach Cal Luther
has announced.
Woolard, a first team all-state
player and Essex County and
Newark City League "Palyer of
the Year," averaged 21 points,
12 rebounds, and 9 assists last
season. He scored more than
1200 points during his prep
career.
Assistant
Coach
Fred
Overton,
who
recruited
Woolard, says he is one of She
best big guard he has ever seen
play. "He's an excellent ball
handler , and playmaker,"
Overton said, "He's and exceptionally g‘..od shooter as
shown by his career shooting
average of 48.2, and with his
size he's a great asset on the
backboards."
Ron Johnson, former center
at Murray and a native of
Newark, assisted Overton in the
recruitment of Woolard.

See The AMF
Sodbuster!
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Ernie "D" Turns Tide As
Americans Whip Russians
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Religious Leaders Break Silence
On Watergate; Termed Moral Blight
By GEORGE W. CORNE.LL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK (API — Religious leaders, until now mostly
silent about the unfolding Watergate scandal, this week
termed it a moral blight at the
apex of government that has
shaken the underpinnings of democracy.
Some churchmen also criticized President Nixon's report
Monday night on the matter as
Inadequate and deceptive.
Citing the President's praise
for a "determined grand jury"
and "vigorous free press"
which brought the burglarybugging to light, the Rev. Dr.
David Hunter, general secretary of the National Council of
Churches, commented:
"To identify oneself with that
which one has previously ridiculed and obstructed is to show
forth a deception which has
characterized the Watergate affair from the beginning."
He said the nation would
CONGRESSIONAL CLOWNS —Members of the House, from left, E. de la Garza,
0-Tee , John Murphy, 0-N.Y., and Leo Ryan, D-Calif., became clowns to perform at
have been much better off if
"Congressional Family Night" at circus in Washington.
the President simply had said,
"We were wrong, and by God's
grace, we will change our
ways.—
"The President could learn
something on this score from
Billy Graham," Dr. Hunter
added. "Many people would
have been sick at heart, but we
would not be sick in our souls."
you
judge
less,
if
could
care
finals:1.ribfor
11
U
CL'NNIFF
east
JOHN
By
That the President did not do
the shriveling volume of small- curtty will be there in greater
AP Business Aealyst
so, however, is the "tragedy of
NEW YORK AP) — After er transactions and the number proportions than before.
national life," Dr. Hunter
There is an even more imme- our
several years of hearings and of blue chip stocks that can't
said.
their
despite
diate and vital reason for conproposals and reorganizations attract customers
Graham, a dose friend of
cern: jobs. America's job-makfollowing the financial and ad- scintillating profits.
situBut maybe these people ing machinery depends upon Nixon, said the Watergate
ministrative turmoil of the late
atmoswhole
ation
displays
a
their
penbecause
should
care,
the market for capital, and
l960s, the securities industry is
phere that "has to be cleansed
still a long way from solving its sions are invested in the mar- many corporate leaders are
ket, and if variable life insur- growing fearful of that capital- to restore some credibility." He
problems.
said it demands national prayMany Americans apparently ance becomes the reality fore- raising ability.
ers to "God to forgive our sins"
So are regulatory officials and a recommitment to moral
and other government repre- guidelines.
sentatives.
However, he cordmegied the
While the problems are fun- President's "high sense of mordamental and multitudinous, in- al ethics" and determination
volving basic concepts about that the wrongdoing be fully
the structure of the market, brought out and eliminated.
there are several related sympHe and others cautioned
toms that invite the curiousity against overly cynical reactions
of almost every person.
that would give up on rebuilding lines of public trust essen-Why can't brokers, like
tial to representative governsoap and cereal distributers, inment.
terest more people in their
Many people "simply despair
product?
of being able to effect or to
—Why can't they, like superbring about reform" in the
market and other retail oper- "moral crisis that this political
a
profit?
ators, sell at
cesspool demonstrates," said
—Why do so many in the inAlbert Vorspan, social-action
dustry, a symbol of free-freedirector of the Union of Amerienterprise capitalism, feel they
can Hebrew Congregations.
cannot make a profit without
Reactions could take either of
price-fixing?
.•
"two dangerous extremes" —
All questions pertain to curutter cynicism or excessive
rent events, just as they did
moral outrage, comments a naseveral years ago when the retional Roman Catholic weekly,
structuring and modernizing of
America.
the markets was undertaken
"An excess of moral inwith hopes high that a solution
dignation may lead some of us
would be found by now.
to lose faith in our democratic
But in-fighting among facsystem and to demand that it
tions, disputes with the Secube replaced," said the Jesuitrities and Exchange Commis- run weekly. It added that on
sion, fear for survival, and in- the other hand a cynical attidecision have been among the tude that such governmental
large impediments to giving corruption is inevitable is
Americans the open, central -even more despairing of the
market the SEC says is needed. republic."
And as progress lags, the disRabbi Alexander M Schindinterest among millions of
Americans seems to spread in
the same proportion as concerns grows among corporate
leaders who view some of the
brokerage community as an obstacle between them and investors.

Securities Industry Still A Long
Way From Solving All Its Problems

Ibur

ler, president-elect of the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations, said the problem points
up a widespread disregard for
religious moral standards,
which often are spurned by
communications media and others as irrelevant "moral
preachments and empty rhetoric."
Edward L. Erickson, leader
of the New York Society for
Ethical Culture, said President
Nixon "must do more than protest his personal innocence" if
the presidency is to regain a
position of respect and confidence.
-Something is fundamentally
wrong with this Byzantine
White House complex, built
against the advice and alarm of
many thoughtful citizens, including leaders of his own party," Erickson added.
He called for drastic reduction by the President of "White
House government by secrecy,
which inevitably encourages
conspiracy and deceit," restoration of the Cabinet to its lawful place of presidential counsel, an independent commission
not beholden to the White
House to investigate the entire
affair, and an end to the
"shameful and destructive dictatorship of the dollar over our
elections."
The Boston Pilate, a Roman
Catholic weekly, said the administration's urging of "law
and order for the people" while
those in positions of trust ignore such disciplines for themselves is the "real tragedy of
Watergate" and a "warning
that a nation rots from within."
"The tissue of lies that is yet
to be completely unraveled in
Washington is a sorry commentary on ow- national attitude toward truth," the paper
said.
on is a sorry commentary on
our national attitude toward
truth," the paper said.
Dr. Hunter said the President
in his report was "saying one
thing and doing another." Although promising to do "everything in his power" to bring the
guilty to justice, "he refused to
acknowledge that until March
21 his own policy was precisely
the reverse," and he still refuses to appoint a special prosecutor without personal or pro-

fessional ties to his administration.
"Are we to close our eyes
and our ears and forget everything that we have witnessed?
Dr. Hunter said. "The moral
bankruptcy of a nation was
epitomized by the President
himself in his April 30 report to
the people ... "

Hospital Report
May 3, 1973
ADULTS..89
NURSEftY3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Diane Chambers Underwood and Baby Boy, Box
549, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lillian Ann Dunn, Route
4, Box 239, Murray, Mrs.
Hannah Mae Sego & Baby Girl,
Route 6, Benton, Mrs. Robbie
Louise Camup, 601 S. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Vanie Steele,
Hardin, Mrs. Louise Emma
Paschall, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Juanita Herndon, 810 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Evelyn Franklin
Story, 1708 Farmer, Murray,
Miss Kathie Smith, 1109 Vine
Street, Murray, James Hal
Blalock, 311
10th Street,
Murray,- ,htri. Pearl Staples
Short, Route 2, Box 90, Murray,
Brent Houston Brown, Box 128,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Ina
McNutt, 613 Alice Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Rena Cecile
Waldrop, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Emma America Baker, Route
1, Benton, Mrs. Beulah Myrtle
Robinson, Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn.,
Mrs. Lillie Walker,
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Hermes
Evelyn Shackelford (expired),
New Concord, Edward Travis
Prince (expired), Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray.
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We will probably have lots
more rain as the days pass, but
the sight of clear skies and a
brilliant sunshine was never so
welcome as when April bowed
Itself out. We never realize how
beautiful the blue skies are, or
how delightful the sunshine until
we have had weeks of chilling
rain and dreary dark cloudy
days. I think this is one summer
that no one will ever hear me
complain of the heat or the
dryness,for all I have to do is to
remember March and April. We
can add water to our gardens,
but we can't bring out the sun.
Last ,week I mentioned
Hanging Baskets as one way to
enjoy your shady plants. If your
basket is the losely woven wire
kind, line it with a double
thickness or dark green nylon
net, then fill with good humusy
soil. Add sand for better
drainage. Peat moss added will
give a looser soil. It will have to
be watered often as most a the
water drains out, leaving the
light moisture needed. Just
spray it with the hose two or
three times a week and all the
plants in them will need little or
no other care.
Don't forget the Paris HenryCounty Rose Show is scheduled
for early June. There is plenty of
_

Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is, )
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day for remainii
background. Your his
correct, but this is noi
for taking direct act
through subtlety will
the gains you desire.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
An unexpected disc
make will prove I
Your clue lies in re
tween the lines,
studying the "fine pr
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Though innately an
soul, you will now It
things take their coo
developments are in b
but could be offset if
jump the gun.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Be ready for Chan(
surprising orders i
regarding your di
responsibilities. Maim
balance and avoid
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
A good day for tray
may need some add
,formation before tak
-- —.where fin

time for roses to recover from
the late freeze and frost and you
just may have some prize
winners.
You do not have to be a
member of the Society to enter
specimen
an
roses
or
arrangement. Anyone who has a
lovely blossom can enter it. You
can ask any member of the Rose
Society for a schedule of rules
Even is you do not enter a rose
in the show, don't fail to attend.
It gets bigger each year with
entries coming from several
states. Beautiful awards are to
be given, so it is well worth your
time to go to see the thousands
of flowers and arrangements.
You will be hearing more about
the details of the show before the
date of the opening.
My annual seed will all go in
the ground this week. I hope it is
not too late for some of them
Many of the annuals can be
painted all during the summer
for replacements of some that
the heat may damage. So plant
everything you can get your
hands on . Lets make Paris a
city of flowers. Anything grows
In this climate except the semitropical plants and I want to try
even some of those.

coacemed.
(VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)

RK
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Don't Work Too-Wet Soli
Working soil that is too wet is
not a good way to catch up on
field work. Tillage operations
on wet soil will result in poor
physical condition of the soil,
warns Morris Biter, Extension
agronomist at the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agruculture. This soil condition
can't be corrected during the
growing season, and the end
result will be lower yields.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 (
e Certain favour*
504-15 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 753-4662

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

Got questions on
health care protection?
We're bringing
the answers to you
on Tuesday, May 8,1973
Courthouse Area, Murray

PRUNE
ENERGY
DIET

Your home could get you lots of 111011CV L4E.4•Khe
any way you want. And you don't have to .seil '
•

yotitelmoine-- to

Signs. That's what we're looking for. Gocxl
signs of good people. And the fad that you're a
homeowner is a good -sign.-It tells us you're.a
solid citizen. We want to make big loam; to people like you.
Phone us if you want a lot of money for any
purpose. To conscRidate your debts. To buy another car. TO ease your budget. 'co impinye
your home. To send it son tOeollege. Anythinw
at all. You'll like our pe()ple-to-people service,where you're always Number One.
Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

CREW
°FRI/ER/CA

led

RIFT

lapen.friciays until 6:00 P.M.
In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr.

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753=3573

The latest in the disputes that
has encumbered progress is apparently between factions at
the New York Stock Exchange,
whose members hope to play
the leading role in the future
central market that is expected
to meld separate exchanges
into a whole.
•
Two „months ago the Big
Board adopted a position for
rates that wouki be fully negotiated—competitive rather than
fixed—by the middle of next
year . Some exchange officials
now are saying the date is too
soon. They are backing off.
As a result, a bill before Congress that would end fixed commissions, a bill that leaders of
the NYSE originally campaigned for, now appears
doomed. And the gloom and
frustration spreads, just as
does the broker's red,ink.
KENTUCKY BEEF
The total number of beef
cattle and calves in-,Kentucky
has reached a record high of
over three millkm head, according to Nelson Gay, Extension beef specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. In fact, Kentucky now eanks tenth in the
nation in the number of beef
cows on the farm

THE SUCCESSFUL DIET
FOR AC17VE PEOPLE
LOS ANGELES (Speciah—Th
most important key health fodd
known to man neglected and
overlooked by all but a srnati
percentage who know the H,
Energy value of prunes ,rt the,
daily lives Heavy abundance oi
)/it•min C and E plus iron 100^,
digestible hoe All ages This thet
plan wohks wonders for men
women, children without pills
drugs or exisruse.PrutteS give dipck vital en,
gy which is crucial in any (het
No tired. dragged out feeling as
with other diets
10 Lie. In 10 Days
Those who follow the simple
plan exactly as directed 'coon
a loss of 10 pounds in 10 days
alerting from the day they beg,
the diet Theirs Is usually no
weight loss for thy first 4 days
but suddenly on the 5th day you
can cipec-1 to drop as much is 5
pounds, and contmue to lose
about a pound a day up until
the 10th day Thereaft•r
loss a pound and a hat/
two pays until you reach every
your
Proper weight
Eat Almost All You Want
Better yet, you can st.11 eat
almost as much as you wanl of
foods like steak, chockeo lob
she' And you will cont ntJe
to
tos• wiroght Full money back
guar/Intel
The use of prunes as ore
scribed by the plan 001 through
natural action art to help you,
body release egress fat and body
fluids. allowing you to ktYp en..
wwight down and
.n
control
Plan AvallabM
To get a copy of lh.s hlthly
SUCC•SSful plan and
suggested
menus send $200 cash chera
Se MO No COO Otiose
W.
pay postage

CALIFORNIA PRUNE
)105,,
BLACKBURN.AVENUE.
LOS ANGELES cie ime4e

it-

Michael Chandler, Manager Mobile Information Center
The Mobile Information Center is being brought to your community
as a public service of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky.
This is an opportunity for you to discuss any questions you may
have about today's cost of health care...or your own health
care protection plan.

Your Area Enrollment
Representative is
JIM STAAG

I3(

Farm Bureau members are welcome to inquire about benefits
available through the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Farm Bureau Plan.
Stop by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Mobile Information Center;
you'll find our Representatives will be happy to assist you and
answer your questions.

Law
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"The Cle
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•

3101 Bardstown ilOce Louisville, Ky. 40205
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PAGE SEVEN

Your Individual Horoscope e
Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 8, 1973
Look in the section in which in your work area now further
your birthday comes and find your interests. An excellent day
what your outlook is, according for handling matters of a
tO the stars.
confidential nature.
ARIES
CAPRICORN
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A day for remaining in the
A day when you wusr stress
background. Your hunches are optimism. That feeling of
correct, but this is not the time foreboding you have is merely a
for taking direct action. Only mood — and will pass.
through subtlety will you win AQUARIUS
the gains you desire.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
TAURUS
Don't mix business with
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
pleasure now and don't press
An unexpected discovery you issues. As with Gemini, it will
make will prove profitable. be better to let things take their
Your clue lies in reading be- course for the time being.
tween the lines, carefully PISCES
studying the "fine print."
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X GEMINI
Some deceptive influences.
May 22 to June 21)
Someone may try to involve you
Though innately an impatient in a dubious activity. Steer
soul, you will now have to let clear and don't listen.
things take their course. Good
developments are in the making
YOU BORN TODAY are
but could be offset if you try to endowed with a multitude of
jump the gun.
fine qualities and the potentials
CANCER
for attainment of a high order.
( June 22 to July 23)
Unlike most Taureans, your
Be ready for changes. Some talents run more to business
surprising orders are given organization and finance rather
regarding your duties and than to the creative. You do,
responsibilities. Maintain your however, have the same love of
balance and avoid extremes. beauty and artistry as others of
LEO
your Sign, but may satisfy it by
becoming an exhibitor or patron
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
A good day for travel but you of the arts. Innately, you are
may need some additional in- precise, methodical, loyal and
formation before taking off — have a great love for mankind
especially where finances are and for the outdoors. Fields in
concerned.
which you could make an
VIRGO
outstanding success, aside from
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
the aforementioned business
the law,
finance:
Avoid present tendencies and
toward self-deception. Take off statesmanship; manufacturing
the rose-colored glasses and see and forestry. Birthdate of:
persons and situations as they Harry S. Truman, 33rd Pres.,
really ARE.
U.S.A.
r'sr
LIBRA
• • •
A.
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • personal 110page
Personal relationships highly
ROIM. bee and
forecast on nealfrc
congenial. In fact, your career
marriage, send SI 00 plus iS cents In
coin ter postage encl handling to
status may be boosted through
Horoscope Book Department, Box 173,
Old Chelsea Stahon. New VP'S, N
an influential person.
10011, mentioning this newspaper
SCORPIO
Print your NAME. ADDRESS end,
and DATE OF BIRTH (lobe sure
ZIP
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
rou get the rigni tOrecasl lOr sour
100,6C %earl
Stress your independence of
thought. Don't let conservative
associates talk you out. of an
unconventional idea.
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SAGrTTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
e Certain favo I, situations

have never known what beauty Workshop at Lake Cumberland
Is until you have seen this for a week.
We were sponsored by
Church.
There was something else A.S.C.S. for whome I am really
that there was a lot of and that appreciative.
Upon arrival there, we had
was assembly meeting with at
least one a
day. The best "group meetings and were
speaker that we had all week assigned to our cabins and
was a woman named Dorothy group leaders. My cabin
Emerson. Her speech was on leaders were George Martin
and Glenn &ins (who was
"What Do We Do Now?". She
kept the rowd interested by formerly of Murray).'
On Tuesday, after having
using flash cards.
We had our group picture breakfast at 6:45 a.m., we were
made on Monday morning. I shown slides on pollution
would imagine they put it on showing the causes of it and
ways to help prevent it.
that day so our parents would
On Wednesday, we had a field
not see how we looked later on
in the week. That was also the trip to observe wildlife and
ways to care for it, and also
day the delegation went to
Arlington Cemetery. After the observed the sanning for fish
4-H Club placed a wreath on the and how to help keep a reporTomb of the Unkoym Soldier, duction of them.
Thrusday we had a field trip
my friend and I went out looking
on forestry and training on how
for her cousin's grave and by
to recognize the various trees
the time we got back to the
and how to preserve them. We
buses they were ready to leave
were also shown the use of trees
us. We also went to see the
to prevent soil erosin. We were
Marine, Lincoln, and Jefferson
also taught what kind of grasses
Memorials.
were best frown on the different
Tuesday was a day on Capital
types of soil.
Hill. I got to talk to
Each night we met for social
Congressman Frank Stubhours, spending our time getblefield and Senator Marlow
ting acquainted with teenagers
Cook. Besides that, most of us
got to go to a committee trial from all parts of the state. We
NO MATTER what shape you're in, Mr. Blackwell has designed
and to see Congress in session. also had square dancing and
an answer -- two jersey, all-occasion dresses that fit sizes six
modern dancing. On Thursday
to 16 They pack beautifully for travel, to go dress luncheons or
That night was the most inevening, we had a talent show of cocktails and dinner all with matching scarves to be tvorn at
spiting because the group went
all different types, from the the neckline or as turbans The dresses may be belted or halfto the Ford's Theatre where the
belted or worn loosely
musical ''Godspell" was ones attending Camp.
PlayingI thought only Kentucky had
beautiful large green farms but
that was before I saw Mount
Vernon. There was only one
thing I did not like about this
trip. It was the rough boat trip
That s the average cost of an inpatient day in
on the way up there, but coming
a
Kentucky hospital Of course, when you're
back it was not half as bad.
sick or injured, and really need hospital care.
Thursday and Friday, during
it doesn't make any difference. Whatever it
the day, was spent on the Mall
takes, its a bargain.
area, which includes the
Washington Monument, Bureau
It's true that the price of health care has
of Printing and Engraving,The
gone up, like most other prices. We all want
Wax Museum, The White
the best health care possible when illness or
House and the Smithsonian
injury strike. But if we are to continue to
Institute.
improve
our medical facilities and services,
the
was
Thursday night
some cost increases will be necessary.
banquet, talent show, and the
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
dance The Dance was one of
oun
we're working closely with the providers of
the best parts of the week. It
ANDY COLES,left, and Renee Sledd, were Calloway
Conference
started after the talent show
health care to make sure only needed and •
H delegates to the Kentucky National 4-H Older Youth
two from
of
one
was
right,
Hale,
Ted
while
and lasted until 12130. The
C..
D.
Increases are implemented. There
necessary
at Washington,
Resources
talent show was something else.
Calloway County to attend the Conservation of Natural
are ways you can help too. Don't ask your
If you could have seen the
Camp at Lake Cumberland.
doctor to put you in a hospital unless it's really
leaders and agents act, you
necessary. Don't stay longer than you must.
would hate i•olled in the floor
Every day someone spends in a hospital
us
with laughter just like all of
unnecessarily raises the cost of health care
-Ss
did.
for everyone
The Citizenship Ceremony
To find out more about what we at Blue
was the saddest thing out of the
Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky are doing
week. I guess if anybody else
had cried any harder we would
to help hold down health care costs, write for
have probably had to swim
our free booklet "The Cost of Health Care...
home. At 8:00 all of us kids said
What's Being Done.
our last good-byes and gave
$81
71 a day
(source-analysis of recent
this
Bring any number. You must present
away our last kisses. Then we
Blue Cross member admrssions'
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
all went our seperate ways. You
Boone's Cleaners
might have known that three of
Coupon Good thru
the buses would stop at the
May 31, 1973
Helping you get
lame places at the same time
good health care
which started the tears up
you can afford
Kentucky
again.
Everyone was feeling fine
Saturday, except for being a
little sore from the way that
they had had to sleep. When the
bus was thined out at Louisville
and
at
Princeton, the
but pictures were made with
wet red eyes.
Finnaly, the bus rolled up to
Bring any number. You must
Mayfield. I got home about 1:00
coupon when you bring your
Saturday afternoon and as you
Boone's Cleaners.
can guess the first thing I did
was go to sleep.
a Good thru
y 31, 1973
By Ted Hale
On Monday, April 9, I was
priviledged to be one of two
from Calloway County to go to
the Conservation of Natural
State
Camp
Resources

about Parent-Teen Relationship." I learned how I can
better get along with may
parents. I also learned during
my week in Washington a
better understanding of our
federal government.
This trip taught me how to
appreciate and understand my
role and responsibilitites as an
individual citizen. This trip to
By Andy Coles
Washington was a great and
I recently spent a week in memorable experience for me.
Washington, D. C., as one of the
two delegates chosen to
By Renee Sledd
represent Calloway County in
Walk, Walk, Walk I think that
the Kentucky National 4-H is all we did. Besides walking
Older Youth Conference.
we did a lot of bus riding, too. I
While in Washington, I toured got on the Greyhound bus at
monuments, memorials, the 7:00, Saturday, April 7 and we
White House, the Capital finally got to Washington at 3:00
Building and many other places Sunday morning. I guess the
of great importance. While in girls in my room really liked me
the Capital Building, I talked coming in at that time, but it
with Senator Marlow Cook and was not my fault. At least they
Representative Frank A. didn't mind me turning the
Stubblefield. At the 4-H Center, light on, I don't think.
we had assemblies. During one
Later on Sunday morning,
of those assemblies, Dr. J. some of us went to the
Morris McClure talked to us Washington Cathedral. You

(Editor's note: The following
stories were written by Andy
Coles and Renee Sledd,
delegates to the Kentucky
National 4-H Older Youth
Conference at Washington, D.
C., and by Ted Hale, delegate to
the Conservation of Natural
Resources Camp at Lake
Cumberland.)
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The Real One Size
Fits All Stands Up

Calloway County-4•H Delegates Write Of Trips
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READ the
WANTADS

$81.71 A DAY...

BLANKETS
e& 69

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
,to

94C

DRAPERIES
200/0 Off PL

icgied_
ricedBring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
May 31, 1973

•••- -

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
May 31, 1973

COOKING
IS FUN
Ba MAT SeOwNStOnit
AP had UN,

WEEKDAY BREAKFAST
Orange Juice
Seven-Ingredient Cereal
Whole-wheat Toast Beverage
SEVEN-INGREDIENT
CEREAL
It's homemade granola'
2 1/2 cups old-fashioned oats
1/2 cup shredded coconut
1/2 cup chopped nuts
1/4 cup sesame seed •
1/2 cup firmly packed light
- brown sugar
1/2 cup corn oil
1/2 cup raisins
In a large mixing bowl mix
together the oatl. coconut, nuts
and sesame seed. Stir in brown
sugar, then corn oil until well
mixed. Spread on 2 telly-roll
pans. Bake in a preheated 30(
degree oven, stirring occasionrally, until lightly browned -- 20
minutes Remove from oven
Mix in raisins Serve IS a cereal
with milk 'Keep in a tightly
covered container in the refrigerator Makes about I pound 4 cups

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of (Kentucky, 3101 Bardstown
Road. Louisville, Kentucky 40205 Please send me without obligation, nongroup information
ivit_ T5063
on health care benefits and eligibitity requirements
Name.(Mr )(Mrs11MIall)
(Check all items
that apply)
Address
Age (1118-24 025-39
-Zip
City
D40-64 0135 or over
Employed by(Compartrillame)
am OGetting married
. •
(Company address)
OA college student
Shield
Blue
and
interested in improving my
Presently a member of Blue Cross
benefits My Certificate No
[ Interested in forming an Employee Group(5 or more employee.)
0Please send the booklet The Cost of Health Care What's Being Done
Farm Bureau Agent
:
Farm Bureau Members, See VOW
.set.;404;•
8,v4i.ois One.
•
-
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8175, Collins, Andreae, Mary, Ella
8232, Colson, W. Lonnie
8432, Cottrell, Richard W.
8510, Crass, Larry Joe
8582, Crittenden, James L.
8672, Curnbee, Hurley B.
Cunningham,Clarence 0.
1 will on Monday, May 14, 1973, at 10:00 a.m. at the Court House 8677,
Cunningham, Clarence 0.
8678,
public
to
expose
door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
Clarence 0.
Cunningham,
sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax claims upon 8679,
Cunningham,Clarence 0.
the
8680,
includes
amount
the
(
appears
assessment
which a real estate
The 8681, Cunningham, Clarence 0.
tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and advertising cost ).
the 8682, Cunningham, Clarence 0.
upon
claims sold become a lien upon the property described
anper
8756, Currin, James A.
interest
cent
per
12
to
subject
are
and
bill
face of the tax
8759, Curtis, Charles S.
MUM
8763,Cutler, Steve K.
8876, Davis, C.A.
8878, Davis, Charles Wayne
8879, Davis, Clayton
8881, Davis, Donald L.
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
8885, Davis, George B.
8905, Davis, Wayne
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
8942, Dendy, R.E.
Amount 8954, Denniston, Louis M.
Names
9057, Dodson,Schuyler
8.26
292, Beaugard, Georgia
88.91 9083, Dooley, Tommy H.
318, Betts, Marie Brandon
9105, Dorris. Luther, J.
165.05
624, Burkeen, Dennis
9120, Doty, Flo E.
131.36
708,Cannon, John C.
9176, Downs,Ed
20.98
1022, Crider, Rowland, L.
Marvin J.
50.16 9222, Duke,
1067, Cunningham,Theodore R.
9223, Duke, Marvin J. Jr.
16.75
1265, Dunbar, Ella Est.
0.72 9251, Duncan,Carl E.
1518, Farris, Lottie
151.73 9305, Dungy, Elmo
1581, Fleming, John Paul
9421, Edwards,Helen J.
190.77
1622, Fox, Robert B.
28.22
9433, Edwards,James W.& N.E
1722, Garner, Harold D.
17.*
Martha
&
Vernon
Gilbert,
9461, Elam, Hal B.
1773,
144.11 9484, Eli, Raymond A.
1806, Gooch, James Bartley
10.79 9498, Elkins, Darrell
1965, Harding. Bert
124.56 9537, Elkins, Robert L.
2163, Hodges, John & Dan Nanny
140.24
2312, Hughes,Glenda G. •
9551, Elliott, James Howard
301.17
II
9568, Ellis, Kenneth Loren
2578, Jones, Jerry M.
63.43
2973, Liberty Super Market
Kenneth. Loren
136.98 9568, Ellis,
James H. Jr.
3309, Mott.Kenneth
Embry,
9586,
20.98
3328, Murray, A.G.
9601, Engle, Ralph
13435_
HermatrL-k.ludy3411, McClure, Pearly D.
33.73 9679, Eslick,
Marvin B. 3475, McGeehee,Desiree
Evans,
9706,
139.85
Everhart, Virgil M.
3547, Nanny,Donald
9727,
27.01
3840, Payne,James E.
141.55 9778, Fannaro, Len
3931, Polston. Barry,
173.89 9856, Faulkner,Thomas E.
4222, Rogers, Glen
32.92 9857, Faulks. James 0.---Jacquelvn Hite
4357, Rutledge, Pete Jr
25.24
4635,Skinner,Geo T.
9993, Fogleman, John W.
31.45
W.
John
Skinner,
4636,
10013,Foreman. Addll Pettie
12.49
4639,Skinner, Oscar
10014, Foren, Paul E.
97.40
4766,Spencer. Dwain
10035, Fortner„Arnold
53.80
4 4768, Spencer, Jesse E Jr
i
Foster, Jerry F.
10045,
105.89
4769,Spencer, Jesse
10052, Fowler,-James
105.89
4771, Spencer, Jesse
105.89 10216, Gaddie , Gordon
4774, Spencer, Jesse
105.89 10279, Garland, Billy
4776, Spencer, Jesse
105.89 10280, Garland, Billy Gene
4780, Spencer, Jessee
105.89 10281, Garland, Billy Gene
4782, Spencer, Jesse
105.89 10311, Garland, Randel Gene
4786, Spencer, Jesse
$105.89 10422, Gidcomb. Clarence L.
4787,Spencer, Jesse
105.89 10442, Gihnore, Michael A.
4790,Spencer, Jesse Jr.
105.89 10458, Givens,Teddy & Jack
4791,Spencer, Jesse Jr
105.89 10463, Gleiber, Wm. A.
4792,Spencer, Jesse Jr
105.89 10474, Gobble. Thomas,J. or Bettie R. Jr.
4793,Spencer, Jesse Jr.
17.06
4616, Stalls. Vernon E.
10477,Godwin,Joe E.
177.52
10479, Goheen, Emily
5405, Warren,Edward C
26.94
10484, Goins, James R.
1 5552, Wilkins, John Neal
10494, Gooch. Larry G.
7.39
5708, Wofford, Louise
10511, Goodwin,Jack B & Michael L. Beech
10548, Grace Joe A.
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
10551, Graf,Otto
10553, Graffis, Carl
10572, Graves, Richard E.
6.46
5689. Abell, Leonard F
10573, Graves. Richard E.
6.32
5840, Abell, Leonara E
10574, Graviett, B.E.& Dorothy
5.73
5945, Ads,Glenn
10648, Gregg, William L.
25.54
5961. Ahart, William
10668, Griffith, Frank M.
7.10
H
Charles
Ainsworth,
5963,
10675, Grisson, James A.
15.72
6054. Allen, William H
10748, Guess, Michael
13.26
6070. Allmon, Dean Edward
10760, Gustafson, Ronald P or Linda F.
5.86
6141 „Applegate, Carl
11.40
R
6148, Arms, William
10785, Hagler, Thomas
16.34
6199, Asaro, Charles
10801. Hale, Charles
8.32
10876, Hall, Paul W.& Earl Wm.
6329, Baker. Robert I.
10901, Hamlett, Rupert
5.55
6427, Barnett, Shirley
10921, Hand, Anderson R.
6.46
6436, Barnett, Wm Ray
10932, Haney, Charles or Lillian M.
4.92
6472, Barto, Oscar. C.
10940, Hannis, James
15.11
6489, Bauer. Helmut G.
6.32
11051, Harrison, Henry S.
6490, Bauer, Roy E
5.55
11073, Hart, Herman W
6496, Baylor, Billy
13.26
11093, Harwell, Thomas F
6588, Beane, Rubena
5.86
11138, Haynes,George C.
6618, Behayes, John
44.38
11143, Haywood,David
6631, Bell. Beverly Bruce
5.86
11144, Haywood. Doris L.
6632, Bell, Carl
7.71
11152, Hazelwood, James
6638, Bell. Harold G
11155, Healy, Jack
5.23
6648, Bell & Overby
11175, Henderson, Jacquelyn I.
5.86
6661. Bennett, Carl W
11219, Hendricks, James E
222.41
6677, Benton. Jack
11241, Henry, Herbert J. Sr
19.43
6726, Billheirner. John K.
11269, Henson, William W.
7.5
6764, Bishop, C.A. Decd.(J.W. Frost)
11271, Herman,Joseph
•
7.1 I
6843,131eodgood, Donald D.
8.44
6910. Bonduraat, Marcella
11328, Hewgley, Mrs. John
4.92
6911, Bondurant, William
11374, Hightower,Ernie
6.23
6966, Fipwling, Neil Wesley
11402, Fll11, John Mark
11.40
6994, Boyd, Tort• T
11484, Hogan,James
11509, Holcomb, William M
5.86
7005, Bradford. Ronald F
11552Mohnes,Jay
4.63
Brittam
Wriv
713013rittain,-.TB &
11658, Hopper,Floyd
9.55
7073. Brantley, 1).F' & Alive Roy Brantle
11691, Houk, Vivian
4.63
7130, Brittain, J.B & Wm Brittain
11711, Houston, Charles
7.71
I).
Melton
7164, Brooks,
11751, Howard ,Frank Jr
4.63
7182, Brown,Dale
11781, Hubbell, Larry R
5.23
7201, Brown,Leland E.
11796, Hudspeth, Earl
53.16
7229. Brown, Willie D.
11860, Hunt, David C
53.16
7229, Brown, Willie I).
11935, Ibenthal, Donald .1.
49).
19.75
7237, Bruce, Mrs. Logan
11999, Ivy, Walter
5.86
12001, J.B. J. Corp.
7248, Bryant, Charles
11.40
12034, Jackson, Jimmy D.
7326, Burah, William H.
18.82
12117, Jennings, Austin
Robert
7341, Burgeson,
12119, Jennings, James F.
$31.77
N.
Joe
7427. Burnett,
12172, Johnson, James dr Charles Phillips
5.23
12197,.Johnson, Robert I.. or Virginia Anderson
7445, Burton, Bobby
5.86
12218, Joiner, William
7554, Cable, Joe W.
7.39
12219, Joines, Donald A.
7597, Canis W.V.
586
12249,.Jones, Charles K or L. Dale
7611, Campbell,Burton L.
586
12369, Jones, Mildred M.
Omer
Campbell,
7623,
646
12430, Jordon. J. Christine
7626, Canada,Riley F.
863
12445-lowers. Clarence E
7638, Cantrell, Jerry & Shirley
12450, Judkins. Bobby
586
7649, Carrier. Doyle
12481, Keel, James
5.23
7655. Carpenter,C.O.
6.46
•
12502, Keller, Ronald V -7706, Carroll, James E..
6.46
12574, Kennemore, Marvin
7747,Cashon, Fred
8.32
12626,Ximbrell,Melvin
7763,Catet, Walter M.
34.23
7819,Cfiariitgii,Atigtln
12657, King, Arvelei
5.23
7886. Cherry,Gerlad D.
6.46 .126$7,King,James R.
7942, Cnn:stie, John H.
12677, King, Walter H.
7.10
796.3, Clark. Fred J.
Kirks, EdWarct
12704,
7.10
8059, Cobham,Jan & Brenda

SHERIFF'S SALE
Clyde Steele

1

A

•

•

19
8..92
14
7.37
4.63
7.85
5.55
7.71
18.59
4.63
8.32
5.23
22.83
5.86
4.63
4.92
1.48
64.45
4.63
5.23
10.17
5.23
6.46
5.86
148.99
6.46
4.92
9.55
5.86
5.23
5.86
10.17
7.10
7.10
6.46
5.23
6.46
18.14
20.05
7.71
28.68

12711, Kizzie, Dale M.
12800, Lafferty, Dan J.
12809, Lamasters, Robert
12859, Lampkins, Derrell
12889, 1,anier,, Horace
12962, Latimer, Thomas E
13014, Lee, Donald S.
13028, Lee, Gordon, Jr
13035, Lee, Jesse
13054, Lee, Robert
13083, Lester, Louis,T. & Mark J Sester
13108, Lewis, Melba
13109, Lewis, Melba
13133, Lindsey, Richard W.
13149, Litchfield, William
13156, Littleton, Charles
13158, Lively, James0
13182, Long,David A.
13196, Love, Philip 1..
13206, Lovett, David L.
13265, Lowery,Panuel N.
13294, Lynch, R.H.
13305, Lyons, Luther
13365, Mallory, Forest
13369, Malugin, Richard & Donie
13371, Maness,Oscar
13372, Maness,Roy Thomas
13375, Maion, Harry
13380, Mann, Anthony M.
13424, Marine, E.J.
13432, Manning,Ronald E.
13473, Martin,Harold B.& Julia
13584, Mays,J.E.
13593, Medlin, Floyd
13632, Mid State Homes,Inc.
13633, Mid State Homes Inc.
13636, Mikusevick,Stanley
B. W.
erman
Hla
,Le
89..
3795
136

28.68
10.49
5.23
111
5.55
$7.10
5.23
8.94
6.46
6.46
5.86
23.09
6.46
7.24
4.92
19.00
11.73
19.43
87.29
22.51
8.94
4.63
5.55
4.92
5.86
7.10
6.46
32.39
4.92
6.15
6.46
5.86
1202.
8.94
737
5.86
832
7.71
5.09
7.10
7.10
6.46
24.36
6.46
8.94

13814, Mitchell, Elster R.
13815, Mitchell, Elster R.
13823, Mitchell, James E.
13836, Mitchuson, Obie Gene
13913, Moore, Dottie
13915, Moore, Edison,Jr.
13918, Moore, Eston Z.
'13954, Morgan. Eddie
14007, Morris, Mrs. Ethel—Bertha Rhodes
14042, Morris, William F.
14103, Mudd,William J.
14190, Myers,Jerry J.& John L. Brown Jr
14249, McClanalm,Leroy
14293, McConnell,Gerald 0.
14304, McCoy,Ramona
14318, McCustion, Billy
14396, McDougal, Bobby
14415, McFarland, Helen H.
14420, McGee,Lynn T.
14526, Nance, Avalow
14589, Nelson, L. Eric
14608, Nestrud, Maurice J.
14673, Niemeyer,Carl T.
14703, Nolan, Chester
14749, Oakley,Harold K.
44762, O'Brien,Stephen W. or Darlene P.
14768, Odom,Clayton
14810, Orgon, Wayne
15029, Owens,Edward
15054, Pachual, Mel & Modene
15175, Parks, Anna Lou
15188. Parks, Geral B.

8.32
4.92
4.92
4.63
5.23
6.46
5.86
10.17
492
28.68
7.39
4.92
4.92
22.51
4.92
16.34
5.23
186.81
7.10
5.86
6.78
4.60
6.46
38.56
6.46
4.92
4.92
5.86

15201, Parmely, Donald R.
15346, Patterson, E.F.
15406, Pender, Robert Dale
15407, Pender, Robert D.
15408, Fender, Robert D.
15487, Pettie, Odell or Linda Foreman
15506, Phillips, Charles M.
15572, Pique, Roger 0.
15610, Poe, Richard B.
15611, Poe, Richard B.
15625, Pool, Frank H.
15662,Powell, Billy Ray
15667, Powell, James K.
15762, Proctor, Billie G.
15819, Putman, Loren—Leslie Putman
15870, Ramsey, Wilbur
15924, Ray,David
15995, Reibitz, Ola Mae
16026, Rhodes, Halford B.
16031, Rhodes, Verlan
16042, Richards, R.L.
16114, Roach, Etta
16127, Robbins,EarlB.
16186, Roberts, J.W.
16272, Roby, H.E.
16304, Rogers, Orrin R.
16356, Ross, Cornelia, Fay
16389, Ross, Wilburn
16450, Rush, Jack
16455, Rushing, John R.
16461, Russ,Sylvia A.
16467, Russell, Donald R.
16468, Russell, Edward
16520, Samples,!Ramon
16521,Samples, Leamon
16592, Schippert, Bill
16599,Schoellhamer, Richard
16733, Shamblin, Jerry B.

16803. 4hepard, Russell0.
16891, Shreeve. F.R.
16894, Shreve, I iither, D.
16909,Sieting, Robert L.
16923, Simmons, Kenneth
8.94
16938. Simpson, K.11
5.23
17010, Smith, Clyde
8.94' 17044, Smith, Herman .1
5.86 17058, Smith. Joe (I'
5.86 17060, Smith, Joe David
8.94 17070, Smith. Kathryn Palicner
5.86 17100, Smith. Sgt Paul
6.46 17241. Spencer. Jesse
6.46' 17242,Spencer, Jesse E. Jr. & Kenneth E. Harrell
28.68
Spencer, Jesse E. Jr. & Kenneth Harrell
5.88 17243,
17244,Spencer, Jesse & Kenneth Harrell
12.63
Jesse & Ken Harrell
5.8e 17245, Spencer,
Spencer, lesse
6.78 17248,
17266,Spnonamore, Thomas N.
22.51
5.08 17400, Stephenson, Donald
Stevenson, Fred W.
tr.
6.41 • 17418.
Stewart, Betty
17420,
7.71
17438,Stewart, Reginald
4.92
17510, Stone, Trellis
.11.05
17614, Suiter, Callie
10.17
17628, Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen
9.56
17653,Sweetwater Lake Inc.
32.39
17700, Tancrede,Sgt. Donald T.

5.23
6.78
112.59
6.15
5.23
145.89
5.55
4.92
5.23
7.71
5.86
5.86
5.86
6.15
33.s2
56.45
31.77
5.23
5.55
6.46

17747, Taylor, Joe B.
17849, Thompson,Charles E.
17864, Thompson,George W.
17865, Thompson. George W.
17994, Tibbs, Louise E.
18054, Todd, Herbert
18128, Trosper, John R.
18178, Tumilowics, Mike
18181, Turk, R.B
18229, Turner, Ray
18307, Utterback, A.W. Jr
18360, Veach, Rodney L.
18431, Walker, Earl R.
i445, Walker, Frank
18459, Walker, James R.
18532, Walters, Joel W.
18582, Warren, William A.
18599, Wathen,Charles I)
18686, Wells, Billy

9.55
41.23
63.23
12.02
7.10
14.78
51.39
4.63
6.46
7.71
7.71
6.15
5.86
5.86
18.19
33.62
8.94
5.86
5.23
$4.92
4.92
5.86
28.68
7.71
33.03
5.23
79.58
18.80
4.92
4.92
6.46
91.93

18702, Wells, Philip('
18750, Weston, Wilbur 14 Ethel
18764. Wheeler, John E.
18767, Wheeler, Oynaul .1.
18768, Wheeler, Oynaid J.
18785, White, Donnie Ray
18803, White, Jimmy
18837, Whitnell, Alrnus
18977, Williams, James M
18989, Williams, 1..H
19033, Williamson, Clyde V Jr
19180, Winarski, John W.
19181, Winarski, Tammy Yvonne
19226, Winsett. Anthony W.
19235, Winter, Paul
19253. Witherspoon, C.H.
19367, Wyatt, Glen E.
19387, Wynn, Harlin
19401, Yates, James M.
19411, Yeltema,James
19415, Yopp,John L.
19460, Young, Robert
19498, Ziegler, Norman E.

7.30
5.23
22.94
14.49
4.92
4.92
23.33
11.23
10.17
16.34
7.39
22.51
4.92
7.71
6.46
10.17
8.94
4.63
12.02
7.10
13.20
7.39
8.32
7.10
5.21
7.51
119.40
4.92
4.92
5.86
10.55
8.32
6.46
5.23
4.92
4.63
8.94
90.58
5.23
37.62
44.11
7.55
5.23
13.26
4.92
6.00
5.86
12.02
4.92
85.23
5.23
51.51
4.92
4.63
8.94
7.10
4.92
5.86
7.10
6.78
18.80
75.93
8.32
6.78
7.71
4.92
20.97
65.69
6.46
145.89
19.43
13.26
189.08
13.26
34.85
5.86
8.32
50.28
5.23
,.4,63
36.63
4 92
5.86
7 10
12.170
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4.92
35.06
7.10
9.55
6.78
22.51

'Project
-Safe Use

7.10
11.40
16.34
13.26
5.86
4.63
10.17
8.94
6.46
5.23
44.94
6.46
127.38
7.39
81.18
5.55
5.86
6.46
5.23
5.23
7.10
7.10
5.86
6.15
810.05
4.92
5.23
6.78
5.86
9.55
5.86
6.78
4.92
5.23
142.82
8.94

His fear of midity
.leaves wife in the dark
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. I am a Catholic widow married to a
good Catholic widower. The problem is he won't let me into
our bedroom while he's dressing or undressing. And if be's
in the room while I'm undressing, he turns his head. He
acts as if it's sinful for us to see each other undressed.
I thought maybe (line would improve the situation, but
It has been years, and he's still the same.
I must admit that our sex life is wonderful-4n the
dark This may not seem like much of a problem but it
makes me feel less of a wife, and I am hurt.
What is the official Catholic position on nudity, Abby?
_ Perhaps the reason for my husband's attitude can be found
FRUSTRATED
there
DEAR FRUSTRATED: There is no Catholic doctrine on
nudity. Nudity is the 'lateral state and is so regarded Is
matrimonial affairs. You can't blame your husband's inhibited attitude on his religious upbringing. Leave well enough
alone, lady. You're doing well where it counts.
DEAR ABBY: We're a couple of old goats My husband
is 72 and I'm 70 We're not in the best of health, but we're
not feeble or senile fl hope]. and the Lord willing, we will
celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary in June.
We want to give a dinner party ourselves and invite our
friends, relatives and a few neighbors, but our married
daughter and son won't hear of it. THEY want to give the
party and foot the bin.
Abby, we appreciate what the kids want to do, but they
both have families and need their money. We want printed
invitations with a line on the bottom, "No gifts, please."
The kids are having a fit and say, "You just don't do that."
[Abby, we don't need anything!] We don't want to make
jackasses of ourselves, but at our stage in life we don't
want more things. Help, please
MIDWEST READER
DEAR READER: Let the kids give the party, and don't
suggest. "no gifts."
DEAR ABBY: My problem is so personal I cannot
discuss it with anyone. I am 67 years old. I lost my husband two years ago, and at the same time I lost my
hearing. It is amazing how your friends will desert you
when you've lost your hearing, so I took up lip-reading and
sign language.
Last summer I met a 36-year-old man who is also deaf,
and we have been having a wonderful romance. [1 am
discreet and do not flaunt RI
My husband was impotent the last 10 years of his life
due to illness, but I remained faithful to him even the the
desire for sex was still in me. It still is, and this young
man has made me feel like a new person.
My friends have criticized me terribly for going with
him. After being denied sexual pleasure for 10 years ,,I feel
I am entitled to a little enjoyment for as many years as I
have left.
I have no intentions of marrying the young man because if I did, I would lose all my benefits. Please let me
know what you think. I will abide by your decision.
ANONYMOUS IN ARIZONA
DEAR ANON: As an adult, you may make your own
decisions without concerning yourself with what your totalled friends say. I advise you to do just that.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WAITING TO GET EVEN" IN
HUNTSVILLE, ALA.: Of all the virtues, being able to
forgive and forget will do the most for you.
Problems? You'll feel better If you get It off your chest.
For • personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. WOO, L. A..
Calif. WM. Enclose stamped, self-addressed eirrelops.
please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." seed $I to Abby, Box 1/700. Los Angeles. Cal. NM.
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'Project Safeguard' Teaches
Safe Use Of Farm Pesticides
LEXINGTON, Ky.—A
prOgram to help farmers learn
how to use chemical pesticides
safely is now underway in
Kentucky and 13 other southern
states. The program, known as
"Project Safeguard," is
designed to teach the safe use of,
chemical replacements for
DDT, according to Wesley W.
enExtension
Gregory,
tomologist at the University of
of
College
Kentucky
Agriculture.
DDT has been banned for
most agricultural use because it
remains in the environment for
a long period of time. The
chemicals which are replacing
DDT, such as parathion,
Guthion, and Dy-Syston, break
down rapidly and do not remain
in the environment for a long
time. However, they are more
poisonous and represent a
greater hazard to persons
coming in direct contact with
them.
Gregory says many of the
techniques and procedures of
DDT application are not appropriate when applying
replacement pesticides. Accidents can occur during aerial
or ground application, in
cleaning or servicing application equipment, in mixing
and handling operations and
from re-entering treated fields
too early. Exposure from
breathing these pesticides or
getting them on the skin may
result in serious injury or death
if proper first aid and medical
treatment is not provided
quickly.
"Project Safeguard" is a
combined effort of the U.S
Protection
Environmental
Agency and the state Extension
services of Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Missouri, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and
_ifirgiala to teach the safe use of
the replacement materials.
Health
trade
agencies,
associations and manufacturers
are also involved in the effort.
The maintargets of "Project
Safeguard" are farmers who

produce small acreages of
cotton, soybeans and peanuts.
The number of cotton and
peanut growers in Kentucky is
soybean
but
negligible,
production is expanding rapidly
In Kentucky.
jos an effort to get information
to farmers through local county
Extension agents, Gregory
conducted five workshops for
the agents on pesticide safety.
He also distributed to agents an
Insecticide safety manual which
covers all aspects of insecticide
use, storage and disposal.
In addition, educational
materials have been made
available at farm supply centers which sell pesticides.
Safety information has gone out
to farmers directly through the
mail and over radio and
television.
Another aspect of "Project
has
been
Safeguard"
cooperation with "Poison
control centers" at hospitals in
many areas. These hospitals
are on call 24 hours a day to
treat patients who have been
overexposed to pesticides and to
provide information to doctors
treating such patients. Medical
personnel throughout the state
have been contacted regarding
"Project Safeguard."
The replacement pesticides

can be used safely if users read
the labels on the containers and
follow instructions carefully,
according to Gregory. Care is
especially necessary when
mixing concentrated materials.
It is important to wear rubber
gloves and rubber boots when
mixing thew materials and-b
do the mixing outside. If the
material is highly volatile, a
respirator should be worn, notes
the UK specialist.
Gregory says pesticides are
one of the moat important tools
used by farmers, and help to
provide the quantity an quality
of the foodstuffs which we now
enjoy. Were it not for pesticides,
the cost of food would soar from
16.5 to over 70 per cenof our
disposable income, according to
the UK entomologist.

Weed Control Necessary
In Growing Tobacco Crop
tandem disc set to incorporate
thoroughly to a depth of three
power-driven
inches, or
cultivation equipment, such as
tillers, cultivators or hoes, set to
cut three inches deep. When
disking, it is a good idea to pull a
spike-tooth harrow behind the
disk. You can mix the soil more
thoroughly by disking the field
in two directions.
Enide is recommended at the
(lean cultivation and hand
of 10 to 12 pounds per acre
rate
effective
very
hoeing are
methods of weed control which of the 50 percent wettable
aphave been practiced since the powder. Enide should be
soil
the
on
transplanting
at
plied
productobacco
beginning of
aption. These methods are still surface as a broadcast
It
effective and can still be used plication over the entire field.
as a band
applied
be
also
can
a
with
farmers
tobacco
the
by
the
small acreage, the UK treatment over the top of
weed seeds
specialists point out. However, plants before the
grains and
with farm labor in short supply, germinate. Small
tobacco
the
after
sown
grasses
many farmers are rurning to
inuured by
chemicals to control weeds in harvest may be
residues of Enide in the treated
their tabacco fields.
soils.
Ratan (benefinl, Tillam
Since the herbicides may not
Enide
and
(pebulate)
weeds, shallow
(diphenamid) are recom- control some
than two incultivation—less
mended in W73 for weed control
the very young
in tobacco fields, say the UK ches deep of
seedlings may be necessary.
agronomists
Shallow cultivation will not
a
Balan is recommended as
performance of the
preplant and incorporated affect the
great extent,
treatment at the rate of three to herbicide to any
and
Smiley
to
according
four quarts per acre of the 1'1
pound active ingredients per Herron.
agronomists enigallon material or 45 to 80 ,The UIS..
tobacco is very
that
phasim
per
pounds per acre of the 2.5
several different
cent granular formulation. Use susceptible to
Thus, caution is
the lower rates in loam herbicides.
when using a sparyer
medium soils) and the higher necessary
has contained herbicides
rates on silt and clay (heavy which
controlling weeds in other
soils), say Smiley and Herron. for
Do not treat tobacco with
crops.
a
as
Tillam is recommended
a sprayer that has previoualy
preplant and incorporated
4-D, 2, 4, 5-T, silvex,
treatment at the rate of 2 and had 2,
or picloram in the
dicamba
the
of
acre
two-thirds quarts per
Otherwise, injury to the
six pounds active ingredient per tank.
may be the. result. It is
gallon material or 40 pounds per tobacco
but extermely difpossible,
granular
acre of the 10 percent
prevent ficult, to completely clean these
formulation. To
of the sprayer,
evaportation, Tillam must be herbicides out
Herron.
and
Smiley
say
imsoil
worked into the
If atrazine ( AAtrev has
mediately after application.
been used in the
Thorough incorporation is previously
the tank, lines,
flush
sprayer,
both
extremely important with
and aozzles using two
Bolan and Tlllam, according to boom
tanks of water and constant
Smiley and Herron. Use a
vigorous agitation before using
the sprayer on tobacco.
When using chemical herbicides, always be sure to read
the label on the container and
PAd•
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EtTM.S
ipuy pommy•to
all directions and
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;••,, Ali -.. -Ay /•, 111•61ed•i•e- tot
precautions clotely, the UK
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LEXINGTON, Ky.—Weeds in
the tobacco field steal food and
--water from the tobacco pLants
and profits from the farmer.
Good weed control in the field is
an important part of growing
tobacco, note J.H. Smiley and
Extension
Herron,
J.W.
agronomists at the University
of
of Kentucky College
Agriculture,
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SPACE AGE

Pollution
problems
probed
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
That arch enemy of the
Space Age, Sen. William
Proxmire, D-Wis., and other
lawmakers hostile to the nation's space program have
raised the question of whether
it is even worth the money to
send unmanned craft to the
faraway planets, much less
continue with manned ventures beyond the earth's atmosphere.
*ace agency scientists and
some outside the government
believe they have a solid answer for Proxmire & Co.
Interplanetary spacecraft,
they claim,already are giving
us a better understanding of
the solar system and soon
may help to solve some of the
atmospheric problems now
plaguing earth.
They might even guide science in its quest to find out
whether our atmosphere's
pollution is nearing the danger, point where it could lead
to a sharp global temperature
drop and the onset of another
ice age, some scientists believe.
The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
first Manner mission to Mars
way back in 1964, for example, the scientists point
out, sharply changed the meteorologist's concepts of heat
transfer processes in a thin
planetary atmosphere. It also
added to our understanding of
changing temperatures in
earth's upper atmosphere.
Problems that complicate
earth meteorology — the mixture of ocean and continent
ma s, broken cloud layers
and earth's rapid rotation —
are isolated and exaggerated
on Venus and Mars and hence
far easier to study, meteorologists say.
For instance, Venus rotates
slowly, has no ocean and is
shrouded by a continuous
thick cloud cover.
Mars matches earth's 24hour day and seasons but
lacks the complication of
ocean-land masses.
Weathermen claim that by
studying the three planets,
Venus, earth and Mars, they
will be able to make more accurate short-term weather
forecasts and foresee various
trends in the earth's climate.
Scientists warn it would
take only a seven-degree
Fahrenheit drop in the average atmospheric temperature
of earth to trigger another disastrous ice age, They alep,
claim that on a local scale, X
in the Los Angeles Basin, the
smog and smoke particles
dumped into the atmosphere
are major factors influencing
atmospheric temperatures.
What they can't agree on is
how much smoke and dust it
would take to create the critical seven-degree temperature
drop over the globe.

Farmers Continue Graded Sales

THE ALCOHOLIC

Help drinker
by self-study
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Mr. Scott:
Please send me some help
for the family of the alcoholic.
We have a terrible problem in
our family and we don't know
how to handle it.
Excited
Dear Exicted:
I think the place to begin in
helping any alcoholic recover
is with yourself. Learn all you
can about alcoholism. Learn
all you can about yotrself,
and put this stuff into practice
— not into wards. This will be
far more effective than anything you attempt to do for the
alcoholic.
There are several rules that
can be observed.
A. Learn all the facts you
can and apply them to your
own life. Don't start with the
alcoholic member of your
family.
B. Try to attend open Alcoholics Anonymous meetings,
Al-Anon meetings and where
possible, go to a treatment
center or a National Council_
on Alcoholism office, or to a
competent counselor or minister or a recovering alcoholic
who has had experience in
this field. Go yourself! Don't
send the alcoholic.
C. Don't forget that you are
emotionally involved. If you
really want to speed up the recovery, change your attitude
and approach to the problem.
D. Try to encourage all the
helpful activities of the alcoholic and sacrifice yourself as
you cooperate in making
these activities possible for
the alcoholic.
E. You must recognize that
love cannot exist without
compassion, discipline, and
justice and to try to accept it
or to give it without these
qualities will eventually destroy it.
Let me quote from the!
guide, "The Family of the Alcoholic."
1. "Don't allow the alcoholic
to lie to you and accept it for
the truth, for in so doing, you
encourage this process. The

truth is often painful, but get
at it
2. "Don't let the alcoholic
outsmart you for this teaches
him to avoid responsibility
and lose respect for you at the
same time
3. "Don't let the alcoholic
exploit you or take advantage
of jou, for in so doing you become an accomplice in the
evasion of responsibility.
4. "Don't lecture, moralize,
scold, praise, blame, threaten, argue when drunk or
sober, or pour out liquor. You
may feel better but the situation will be worse.
5. "Don't accept promises
for this is just a method of
postponing pain. In the same
way, don't keep switching
agreements. If an agreement
is made, stick to it.
6. "Don't lose your temper
and thereby destroy yourself
and any possibility of help.
7. "Don't allow your anxiety
to compel you to do what the
al.oholic must do for himself.
8. "Don't cover up or abort
any consequences of drinking.
This reduces the crisis that
perpetuates the illness.
9. "Don't try to follow this
as a concrete rule.It is simply
a 'guide', to use with intelligence and evaluation. If at all
possible seek good professional help. You need it as well as
the alcoholic.
TO. "Above all, don't put off
facing the reality that alcoholism is a progressive illness
that gets increasingly worse
as drinking continues. Start
now to learn, to understand,
and plan for recovery. To do
nothing is the worst choice
you can make."
I am sending you a copy of
the booklet, "Guide For the
Family of the Alcoholic,"
published by the Kemper Insurance Co.
Bob
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
Ave., Orange, Calif. 92666
(Telephone 714) 633-95821.
(Copyright, 1973, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises

LEXINGTON,Ky.—Despite a feeder calf sales will be held in eight sales are planned for the
short period of market un- the fall, beginning with a sale fall season, which will run
certainty caused by the meat August 2 at Lebanon. Forty- through November 16,
boycott, the Kentucky Feeder
Calf Association conducted a
successful program of 12
special graded sales during
March and April. Some ten
thousand calves were sold
through these special sales,
according to Everette Mackey,
Extension agricultural
By Virginia Knauer
economist at the University of
Office of Consumer Affairs
of
College
Kentucky
Agriculture.
What a let-down for your vacation.
"The only uncertainty we
You've just pulled into the motel, road-weary
observed during the special
and hungry. And the desk clerk apologetically anspring sales season occurred in
nounces there's no room for you and your family,
the middle of the week before
even though you made a reservation last week.
the boycott," said Mackey.
This—after a busy day of sightseeing and driv"Apparently feeders were
ing—is the last straw.
uncertain and withheld orders
from order buyers."
Fortunately, though, there are steps you can
The spring sales were contake to nail down your motel room for the next time.
ducted at eleven locations—
First, yo6, should know
more rooms than they actuWinchester, Campbellsville
that you, as a customer, do
ally have available.
Albany,
Lebanon,
( two sales),
have a firm leg to stand on.
Here are some guidelines
Lancaster, Paris, Springfield, The American Hotel & Motel
for you to help protect yourself on room reservations—
Association says in its Code
Danville, Monticello, London
of Operating Practices:
and also to ease the situation
and Somerset. The special sale
for all travelers:
"We pledge to honor conat Lebanon was the first ever
• Ask if the motel or hotel
conducted there in the spring. firmed reservations. If, for
subscribes to A:IffibIA's Code
reasons beyond our control, a
The sale at Winchester had
of Operating Practices and
room is not available for a
the highest average price for
adheres to the code.
guest to who we have conthe spring sales with 810 graded
•Put your money on the
firmed a reservation, we will
line. In addition to making
calves averaging 469 pounds
make every effort to get him
that reservation, send a deor her a room at another hotel
bringing $53.85 per hunposit to cover the first night
or motel in this area at a
dredweight. Danville had the
of your stay.
comparable rate and provide
largest sale with 1,873 graded
•Give your time of arto that
transportation
free
pounds
565
calves that averaged
rival. Especially if you're arproperty."
and returned $50.90 per hunriving later than 6 p.m., alert
So, you should be able to
the clerk to hold your room.
dredweight to farmers. Camp- expect • motel to assist you
• Notify the hotel about
bellsville had the largest in finding Another room and
delays. Call ahead if weather
average pen size with 19 head
getting yau to it. You should
or a change In plans suddenly
per pen.
not be stranded.
causes a late arrival.
of
In representative prices for
justified,
are
You
• Vacate
your
room
choice 500-600 pound steers, 513 course, in feeling that a repromptly. Observe the hotel's
held
be
should
Angus sold for $52.27 per hun- served room
check-out time when you
leave. If an emergency keeps
dredweight; 135 Hereford for you. Ali&MA spokesmen
have conceded this to me and
you beyond your reservation
brought $53.48; 44 tharolais have also said that the asdate, notify the room clerk
brought $52.26; 40 black
sociation is extremely conas soon as possible.
whiteface sold for $53.23; and 63 cerned about this situation.
• Don't be a "no show."
$49.17.
crossbreds brought
Unfortunately, though, the
The special sales are con- problem is not going to go
ducted by farmer-members of away altogether.
* VOTE FOR *
One reason is that perlocal feeder calf associations in
retheir
extend
often
sons
cooperation with local livestock
stays. Someone beauction markets and the UK served
comes ill. Weather is bad. A
Service.
Extension
Cooperative
plans flight is canceled. This
The purpose of the sales is to can leave fewer rooms availprovide buyers with large able for incoming persona
groups of calves which are with reservations.
Then, too, hotels conuniform in quality, size, sex and
color.
stantly live with the problem
Mackey said sales results of "no shows"—travelers who
Of
make reservations and do not
have shown that grouped and
show
to
up
claim
their rooms.
Calloway County
graded calves bring better
AH&MA records indicate
prices. The special sales allow
that
"Your Candidate for
and
between
15%
60% of
farmers with only one or two their
confirmed reservations
calves to put the animals in a
Law and Order"
wind up as "no shows."
group with similar calves and
To protect themselves
Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G.
take advantage of the group from "no shows," many moAlexander, RR2, Murray
tels and hotels "overbook."
selling system.
They
confirm reservations for
The next magi of special

Dear Consumer

Nailing Down
Your Motel Room

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander
for
Sheriff

Not since the great volcanic
eruptions of Temboro in 1815
and Krakatoa in 1889 has
there been enough information to resolve this issue.
The Temboro and Krakatoa
eruptions poured enough dust
and smoke into the atmosphere to drive temperatures
down worldwide for many
months.
(X course no new ice age developed and there were not
enough monitoring instruments in those days to measure a global temperature
drop.
however,
9,
Mariner
equipped with sophisticated
measuring devices, returned
a wealth of new data from
Mars. A giant dust storm
completely shrouded the red
planet when the Mariner
spacecraft arrived in November, 1971. As the dust settled
and the atmosphere gradualy
cleared after several months,
Mariner instruments recorded steadily dropping temperatures right down to theMartian surface.
Dust absorbed so much of
the sun's heat and blocked its
way to the surface that temperatures there were reduced
by 27 degrees. Fahrenheit,
Mariner measurements
showed.
All this information now is
being digested and analyzed
by computers.

1971 Eldorado

1973 Sedan dei.1 Ile

1%9 Coupe deVille

Own a Cadillac?
Ofcourse you—Cani.
If a new Cadillac is not yet in your plans,
consider the 'pleasure of driving a Cadillac of another year.
The great demand for new Cadillacs has made
Because right now there exists a very special Ika number of beautiful previously-owned cars available.
set of circumstances favoring the person
Like the 1971 Eldorado
who longs to be a Cadillac owner. or 1969 Coupe deVille, shown above.

Right now, you could be veil, very close to the

special pleasures of Cadillac ownership.

It begins with" the beautiful new 1173-Cadillacs themselves.
These cars are the finest ever built by Cadillac—
reflected by the fact that the '73 Sedan deVille,
shown abo‘e, has already established itself as the single
poyular luxury car in automotive history.
There arc nine great '73 Cadillici froin'which,to choose.
And right rim., your Cadillac dealer call probably supply
just the 110 )(lei you want . just the way you want it!

It's true. A Cadillac of any recent year
will likely have more luxury, more convenience features,
more power equipment than you'll find
on many of today's new cars.
For a lot of reasons, there couldn't be a better time to visit
•
your atithorized Caditlite dealer than fight no.
•

Firs( cliciosi! Caditta,e

!yen thobse the )•ear.

C•1

Maio, Ca,CO•ispon

site FBLA Convention
Held Recently,Louisville
The State Future Business
Leaders of American Conference was held April 26,27,
and 28, in Louisville, Kentucky,
at the Seelbach Hotel, Approximately 700 students, advisors, and guests attended.
Clubs attending from First
Region
were:
Ballard
Memorial, Caldwell County,
Calloway County, Carlisle
County, Christian County,
Crittenden
County, Farmington, Fulton County, Heath,
Lone Oak, Madisonville-North
Hopkins, Mayfield, Murray
Vocational, North Marshall,
Reidland, South Marshall, and
Syrnsonia.
Registration Was 'held
Thursday night and Friday
morning. Region Four sponsored a hospitality room.
The program Friday consisted of competitive events and
the screening of state officers. A
luncheon was held at 12:30 p.m.
Recognition was given to
Farmington, Heath, and
Reidland foe‘having been installed twenty years or more.
Mrs. Lucille Poyner, charter
sponsor of the Reidland High
School chapter, received a
plaque from the state chapter
for her dedication and
lepiership abilbity.
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Watson, Carlisle County
ProcedureParliamentary
3rd Carlisle ()minty
Chapter Activities Report-kid
Reidland High
Largest Chapter Membership-2nd Carlisle County
Junior Stenographer-lnd
Ballard
Robey,
Cheryl
Memorial

Chapter Exhibit-2nd Carlisle
County
Spelling-2nd Tommy Hodges,
Fulton County
Ethel M. Flock Scholarship2nd Gale Ottway, Reidland High
Management-2nd
Money
Reidland High
Clerical-lit Sandra Hargrove,
Christian County.
The highest and most coveted
awards given are Mr. and Miss
FBLA. We are happy to say that
Gale Ottway of Reidland High
School placed first in Miss
FBLA and Niki Nikirk, also of
Reidland placed third in Mr.
FBLA.
After the ceremony a dance
was held. Chukkar provided the
music.
Saturday morning the state
officers were elected and installed for 1073-74. Two offices
wW be filled by studesie from
Friday night a formal awards First Region. They u
ceremony was held. W'
Secretary-Vickle -Terry;
in First Region were:
Carlisle County
State Project, EnvironmentHistorian-Cindy Jarvis,
3rd Syinsonia
Penmanship-3rd Robbie Reidland High

BLONDIE
,
34
DoNt mOU MOPAY.T001
DARLIN6- YCX) CAN SLEEP
OVER HERE
wirm ME
TONIGHT

THE PHANTOM

GOOD NEWS

ISEISZYLIAW

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Science gradually is learning enough about tornadoes to
suggest that buildings of the

future can be designed to
withstand many of the
twisters which today sweep
down out of a cloud deck to destroy everything in their
reach

IN A RECENT MISMNOTCW,
-k-5 FRAN
00E
C0403r77770/I
FAhrous krsrAaeavrs,U.5.
40.1Y coak-fivu hvsniyirmws
FiRcof PIE FORT LEE, V/R6/NIA
OviARTERMASTER SL')Y00c
TOOK EIGHT OUT OF
/4 70P AWARP5,
11T'S NO ii0447ER THAT TWAY'S
Nasty cHEF5 air SETTER THAN
7L2R QUALITY
EVER, MANA-S
,W57RUCTCWS, THE MORE VARiEO
,
mENus...ANO THE imPROKL-C
Ea/CAM:W..1Z PROGRAmS, ARMY CHEFS ARE
PREPAREO TO COOK ANYTHING FROM STEAK TO
PIZZA; FROM LEMON MERINGUE
ME TO APPLE TURNOVERS.
AfAA/Y ARMY A:135T CAFETERIAS
REGULARLY FEATURE MEXICAN
/TALLAN, SOUL, OWNE.5E, .4,v0
OTHER !ETHNIC' OISHES.

tllieves continued torHelabie
sPet
nado research will lead to safer designs for buildings in
places like the Midwest and
Texas, where tornadoes recently have left paths of death
&F7ER COMPLETING THEIR CLASS //4(
and destruction.
,
PREFARA770N, ARMY
ALL ASPECTS ae FOOL
So simple a modification as
P0575
,
CHEAS ARE ,455/64/EP 7V 574770/f/S "Vit
adding positive pressure
THROCASHa/T THE coNrfivevrAz UNITEOSTA7F5"-valves that open to let out air,
ANO FOREIGN AIATTONS. COOIONG /5 A WHOLE
NEW EXPERIENCE IN roams ARMY
fur example, could prevent
many buildings from exploding inside a whirlwind, Dr.
Fendell says.
"Once it seemed hopeless to
design buildings against 500mile-per-hour winds," he recalls.
"But architects certainly
can create buildings that will
survive 200-m.p.h winds,
even from an unexpected tornado."
Few of nature's freaks are
inure terrifying than a tornado or more difficult to fathom.
Still fewer are the targets of
more faulty folklore and old
wives' tales, according to Dr.
Fendell.
.1, Only in the last few years the result of a chain of re0 search that began with Air
l"
'
• Force missiles - have some
of the myths about tornadoes
been exposed and some of the
• mysteries solved. In their
stud', of tornadoes, Dr. Fendell and his associates have
discovered some basic truths
about twisters. Here are a
few:
Fiction A tornado does no
_r_tl
graomunadge until it hits the
Fact Intense updrafts can
lift dust and debris thousands
of feet into the air even when
the funnel does not reach
earth
Fiction Tornado winds
reach 500 m.p.h.
Fact • Maximum computed
wind speed in a tornado is
about 225 m.p.h.
Fiction: Tornadoes throw
debris so fast that a straw can
penetrate a wooden plank
Fact: The straw can pierce
the plank, but probably only
because the plank's fibers are
stretched open by the intense
wind.
Dr. Fendell discounts
theories that tornadoes can
become suddenly stronger
However, he adds, twisters
often cause their greatest
damage and loss of life when
they suddenly do a loop-theloop and cross back over the
same point twice
A typical tornado may be
only about 80 feet wide, according to Dr. Fendell, yet it
often causes more damage
along that relatively narrow
corridor than a wide-ranging
hurricane of equal strength.
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Tornado research began
back in 1955, when scientists
discovered that fuel in ballistic missile tanks failed to flow
smoothly. The liquid twisted
into a whirlpool and gathered
bubbles as it drained toward
the rocket engine, like the
swirl in an emptying sink.
Researchers found that the
size and shape of the liquid
fuel funnel could be predicted.
The chief factor determining
funnel shape was a drop in
pressure caused by the draining liquid.
-That information also applies to tornadoes because in
air, temperature is proportional to the pressure," explains Dr. Francis Fendell,
scientist at TRW Systems in
Los Angeles. "A tornado funnel is a local and temporary
lowering of a cloud deck toward the earth. It is caused by
the temperature dropping
swiftly because of rapidly
spinning air."
Hence, as the funnel descends, the air is spurning and
rising upward, says the aerospace engineer who has made
tornado research a sideline

THINK,
BEETLE
THINK!

NANCY
PEEWEE, WHY
ARE YOU
WEARING A
FOOTBALL
HELMET ?--THE SEASON
IS OVER

NOTICE

NOTICE

A certified check made payable to the City of Murray, Ken
tucky, or a Bid Bond in an amount not less than 5 per cent of
the bid shall accompany each proposal

No bid may be withdrawn for a period of thirty days.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids

THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HOLMES EI.LIS, MAYOR
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The
Ledger & Times

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, near college. Phone
753-5079.
M9C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
GMC PICKUP 1959, in good TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra apartment. If interested phone
M9C
condition. Camper top to fit 1967 large rooms, central heat and air 753-5079.
through 1072 El-Camino. Phone (gas), good well, 9 miles from
men,
for
M7C Murray, 5 minutes from lake. XS:FPI:NG ROOMS
753-7446 after 4:00 p.m.
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m. I furnished, private entrance, air
refrigerator.
June 4C conditioned,
NRJSTANG, 1966, V8, automatic.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Phone 753-0001, or can be seen at SEVEN ACRES of
land in nor- 16th. Phone 753-6609.
M12NC
1654 Calloway Ave.,apt. 4. M7NC theast Calloway County Phone
Bank of Marshall County, Ben•
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,I
OLDSMOBILE 1963. Power ton, Kentucky 527-1383.
M9C all electric and air conditioned..
steering, power brakes and air
Has small storage building.'
conditioning. $2130.00. Phone 753'
M7C COUNTRY LOTS for sale. C...11 $65.00 per month. Phone 4898938.
Sam Harris 753-8061 or your 2595.
M7
realtor.
May 24C
1970 TOFUNO GT, two door
_
UNFURNISHED TWO bedr
Power
steering,
hardtop, Power
house, 1 block from campus.
brakes, vinyl roof. Good conStove and refrigerator furnished:
dition. Reduced to 11000.00.
$110.00 per month. Available May
M9C
Phone 762-2557.
TWO STORY cottage on lake
11. Phone 753-7802, if no answer.
front lot in small private subM11C
753-4099.
FORD TRUCK 1967 C800, tilt cab, division. Four bedrooms, 1%
power steering and air brakes. In baths, electric forced air heat, TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide.
good condition. $2,000.00. Phone central air, $42,500.00. Phone 436- Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
5674.
M12C 314 Sycamore Street or phone 753753-3815.
1551.
MlOC
FORD GALAXIE 500-1967, two IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
door hardtop. Original owner. brick home,carpeted, three large MOBILE HOME on water front
Low bedrooms, living room den,
condition.
Excellent
lot. Air conditioned. Located at
753-7769 kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
Phone
mileage.
Blood River Subdivision. $40.00
• M9C two baths, double, garage with
evenings.
per month. Phone 436-2427. M8C
storage room, patio, central heat
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- TWO APARTMENTS, furHELP WANTED
pointment only. Phone 753-8742 nished-three rooms and bath.
MlOC
after 5:00 p.m.
Private entrAnces and parking.
ates. Inquire at 207
AUTOMOBILE DETAIL
Low summ
TWO LARGE water front lots in North 12th.
M8C
EXPERT
Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
A good paying spot with
for both. Phnne 436-2427 or after
all fringe benefits awaits
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms
Mayll.1"
6:00 p.m.753-8997.
you, if you know your
with air conditioning. On
business and if you are
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,' Kirksey-Stella Highway. Couples
reliable.
M7C
Sharpe Street, beside park, only. Phone 753-6638.
This is a new and used
!near schools, shopping center,
car
sales
point in
university. Phone(606 549FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
Madisonvthe, Ky.
2494.
May8C living room, kitchen, bathroom
See or call collect:
ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay, and shower and bath. One or two
Mr. Tom Dockery or Don
off Kentucky Lake, across from bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartDnry
Lakewav Shores and Panorama ments, South 16th Street, 753502-821-7870
Shores. Good private location. 11609.
•
North City Ford
Adjoining T.V.A. boundary
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753- BEAUTY SHOP, completely
Jim 5P furnished and in good location.
HOUSEKEEPER FOR family of 8997.
two elderly adults. References.
M9C
Phone 753-0099.
Panorama
at
lots
LAKE
TWO
Prefer to live in. Write to P.O.
M9C Shores. One or both. Call 436Box 32-2, Murray,Ky.
M8NC NICE TWO bedroom trailer for
=89
men. Water, trash pick ut. and
yard mowing furnished. $75.00
HELPER
CARPENTER'S
per month. Phone 753-9773. Mir
wanted. Phone 753-7955.
M7C

WANTED SOMEONE
to tear down house
Phone or see
Dan Miller 753-7550
WANTED SOMEONE to baby-sit
in my home. Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-1515 after 5:00 p.m. M
WANT A second income? For
opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial
security. Pho4 753-1470. Mayll
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BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY
Man or Woman
Reliable person from this area to
from
collect
and
service
No ex
automatic dispensers
we establish
nerience needed
Accovrits for you Car, references
And S995 00 to ¶1,99300 cash

include

Department BV
3938 Meadowbrook Road
St Louis Perk. Minnesota 55426

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plato:

Transgress

25c each 11 The Ledger 8, Times
103 N 4th Street
Murray, Kt
Phone 753-1916
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on all
Ladies Fasl
Mon -S

FASHION
Onstont 1

AC FOURfosirciwn p
condition. Phone 753
ble Been at 305 North 1
Street.

BELTONE FACT
hearing aid batteries
hearing aids. Wallis:

IF CARPETS look di,
remove spots as they
Blue Lustre. Re
shampooer $1.00. Bi
Shopping Center.

MOBILE HOME, ti
carpeted, fully
Number 23, Hales T
Phone 436-2224. This
good rental property

TV Towel
& Asleep
Lowest Price
TV Service(
Central Shoppin
Phone 753-

CHEVROLET CA/
refrigerator, peril
carpet, radio, tape
in cabinets and st
Also pair of beagles
6086 or see Ellen Poi
16th Street after 3:(
days.

CLEAN expensive
the best. Blue
America's favoi
shampooer $1. Kwill
Five Points.

LATE MODEL be
condition. Complete
Phone 753-6262. You

NICE JERSEY
artificail breedil
tificially bred. On
20. First calf. Goa
See GM.Tidwell, 4'4
Lynn Grove.

49 Cols of
mut
50 Attitude
51 Den
52 'rids
54 Hail'
54 Swiss et

20 ,•7'17

.___. .

20%

OPAL GT 72, 11,000
tape, Vinyl roof.
750cc. Excellent cc
seat, tank, parts, I
Phone 753-6167, 753-1

25

4

For Moth

BOB MgMBO POM
00OR @MOP
OBOMM
MGM
M
MOUOMR ORORIA
DOOM 1MM MOO
SOMM MWO BMW

L.

34

FOR SALE

OOPEI MP@

'19
‘.\
NS\
‘,..s. .
:•:
21

WILL BUY or tad
used guns, or ne-v gi
laying hens. Phone 7
16C

DUNCAN PHYFE
early American c
753-753-8378

4 A I3
i;.!

15

WILL BUY your ft
antiques. One piece
Phone Paris, Twine:
Gary Beecham night

13' CAMPER trail
$700.00. Also Chel
runs good,$150.00. 7

4 -...'-:•:-$.

3

WANTED ANTI(
treasurers in excelle
Write giving details
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.

TWO BEDROOM house trailer.
12'x50'. Washer, dryer and air
conditioner. Water furnished.
One mile from city limits on
Mayfield highway. Couple
preferred. $90.00 per month.
Phone 753-3533.
M7C

30 Deceived
32 Unusual
13 Tear
36 Knock
38 Scholar
41 Longs for
43 Physician'
trollop
45 Latin coo
jonoom
47 A slate
(abbe I

16 Rents
20 Ocean
22 Cooled
lava
•
Rage
24 Mohammedan
chieftain

BUYER OF Stand
also logs, pulp wooc
4147.

BEDS, hand
a
BUNK
freezer, 4 qu,
Fl, needs work. A
cheap. Phone 753-09:

DOWN
1 High
mountain
2 Inlet
3 Conjunction
4 Stake
amend.
for
5 Lean-Re
6 Pronoun
7 Skill
a Flesh
9 Farm
building
10 Caudal appendage
11

WANT TO BC'

APARTMENT AT 511 South 4th
Street. Phone 753-6684 after 4:00
p.m.
M7C

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Pigpen

WANTED LICENSED
beauticians. Write P.O. Box 32-I,
giving Name, experience and
Me
references.

WAWA=

CALL
Vicpon Line*753,1916

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
duplex apartment, central heat
and air, ceramic tile bath with
shower. Carpet throughout, builtin oven. $125.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
M16C

The successful bidder will be required to furnish Performance
and Payment Bond for the full amount of the contract

EAGLE INDUSTRIES

Al-t WILL,SOONS AI-1
THINKSOF IT-AN'
EF Ai-1 DON'T, DON'TWORRY-SOMEBODY'S
e>OUND TO CALL
ME BY IT!!

ONE BEDROOM efficiency
apartment, air conditioned.
Phone 753-3139 after 6:30 p.m. M9

Copies of plans and specifications may be obtained from the
City Clerk or the Architects by interested general contractors.

interview,
write,
telephone number

LK' ABNER

FURNISHED APARTMENT,710
Vs Poplar (rear). All utilities
furnished. $100.00 per month.
M8C
Phone Lynnville 382-2299.

Sealed bids will be received by the City of Murray, Kentucky,
at the Murray City Hall, until 1 00 p.m C.D.S.T., Thursday,
May 24, 1973, for the furnishing of all labor, materials and
services required to construct an Addition to Fire Station At
the appointed time and place, all bids will be publicly opened.

.raplitakosec.nary. 4 to 12 hOur$
weekly could net good part time
income Full time more For local

I Bought My form Tisriough a
WAKTAI3
I Built My Barn With Mert•rial
Advertesed e
rsenso
I Bought My Tractor Through a
WANTAD
My Family liv•s Better Because
Read and Buy Through he

Call
753-19

FOR RENT

INVITATION FOR BIDS

ACTON FOR SALE
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GUTTERING BY
seamless gutters,
your specifications
at 753-Z
Lyles
estimate.

k.li(Xil•D PRACTICE
horse collar mirrc
walnut dining tabb
Phone 489-2166 or 75:

1967 VINDALE,
home with dish
conditioner, fully c
and hurricane stn
_
7351.

SAILBOAT-EQUIP
and used lasers,'47C
Scots, plus a full 1
trailers. Area code I
9654
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sell It With A Classified Ad

WANT TO BUY

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
best une ta a ply
iipmE,
Jet12•x70'
MOBILE
•AHMSTRONG'S
timber,
Standing
BUYER OF
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753- ferson, 114 baths, two large nylon whitewall tires.
June 4C bedrooms. Entire contents goes. 775 a 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
4147.
Must sell soon. Phone 753825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
WANTED ANTIQUES and 0028.
Mir 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
treasurers in excellent condition.
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
Write giving details to Box 637, MOBILE HOME,wise'(double- ply polyester 78 series whitewall
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
June 7C wide). Five months old. Civner tires.
must sell, leaving town. Parked F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
WILL BUY your furninire
and
___- --, --,__,-- - ,.,,--- at Riviera Courts. $1,000.06, and G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
antiques. One Piece or muse lull. take over payments. Phone 753- 1178 a 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
Phone Paris, Tennessee 642-0919, 2z34 after 5:00p.m.
M9C J78 a 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.88
Gary Beecham nights.
M9C
Armstrong's best line of
BREAKFAST TABLE with 4 Polyester glass belted whitewall
WILL BUY or trade old guns, chairs,00.00..rwo twin beds with tires.
used guns, or ne-v guns. Will buy springs and mattresses, yos.00 118 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
laying hens. Phone 753-8948. May each. 10 drawer chest, $35.00. q78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
16C
Five drawer chest, $30.00. An- 1178 a 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96
tique dresser,$50.00. Night stand,
FOR SALE
$45.00. J78 a 14 or 15" - $72.43 + $3.02
Couch,
5.01).
limmimmimmirs
Refrigerator-G.E., frost free, L78 a 14 or 15" - $24.73+ $3.13
Armstrong's best line of
coppertone, $200.00. Set french
doors, $5.00. Corner cabinet, polyester steel belted whitewall
$25.00. Swing set, $30.00. Phone tires.
MW F78 a 14 or 15" - 123.13+ PM
753-8938.

For Mothers

20% off

on all
Ladies Fashions
Mon Sat.

FASHION MART

16"PEDESTAL fan, 30" exhaust
fan, cash register, antique
showcase, 35,000, 20,000 and
125,000 BTU gas heaters. Phone
MW
436-2286 after 6:00 p.m.

Cheshuit St.

FOR $ALE

AC FOUR row corn planter. Good
condition. Phone 753-4731, or can
be seen at 305 North 12th
?our
Street.

G78 a 14 or 15"- 82427 +
'87
$2
1-178 a 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
Armstrong Polyester glass
belted wide 70 series with raised
white letters.
G70 x 14 or 15': - $23.01 +$2.195
1170 a 14 or 15" - $23.81 ± $3.09
Armstrong nylon glass belted
wide 60 series with raised white
letters.
G60 a 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
1,60 a 14 or 15" - $28.41 + $3.66
Armstrong's best highway
tread truck tire, tube type.

FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

Another view

EXTRA NICE trailer, located 1
mile from college, fully carpeted,
Early American furniture, color
TV., matching drapes and
bedspreads, air conditioned,
electric heat, underpenned. Rent
$100.00 per month. Gas and water
turnished. Deposit required.
Couples preferred. Phone 753MI1C
7358 or 753-5191.

STOP
WOUNDED
KNEE '

AL

la3ADE3LOCK •T• .%

•-•,...
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___ -

• • •::.

HAGGLES
Sizes 28-38
FASHION MART
Chestnut St

c •V '
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;
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TEE. AN.a OW 011 -4* rtglos Penn.
11173 Sy Um./ heft,. Sr..*
.

•
'THINK WE'LL BE OUT OF HERE IN 11Mc
TO SEE THE WORLD SEFilES?"
SERVICES OFFERED

-

--

SERVICES OFFERED
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NOTICE

. ..

,/ •

•ki: -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
•
*
•
I
.
•
•
•

MOBILE HOME, 10' wide, two
bedrooms, air conditioned. Nice.
Located in University Heights
Mobile Home Park. Phone 753MIOC
6406 or 753-1566.

Po '..

Ibi

saaicE

NOTICE

HAT.. .
*

*

RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
Tennessee. Every Thursday tate
"Wolfeman And The Pack."
Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00
uidnight. Must be 18 years old
Have proof of age on you. May 7C

•
*
'
•
•
•

a Tailoring Shop for Men,
••
here in Murray?
•

NOTICE

NEED A NEW ROOF?

•
*
o
•
•

liars Right! -':

NICE USED two bedroom
Somethhig New Is at 11:
12'xIll' mobile home.
North 3rd St
•
We
install
shingles,
built
up
roofs,
•
Excellent condition. Total
•
1.-almost new
gas with
cedar-shakes and gutters
'
furnace. Large living
FREE BOOT give away, every
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
room, withueo couch aud
or
men's
women's,
(
Friday
make
all
for
hearing aid batteries
•
Carpeted throughout
650 a 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M9C 'hair.
'mei* kitchen- Large float
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
Western Store and Shoe Repair.
•
•700 a 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
D"CARPETS look dull and drear. kilellell with c°PPerame
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
_ Stc•rm wilides's
1111811blares•
remove spots as they appear with ,.._____
Also
825 a 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
•
Blue Lustre. Rent electric "mug's"- and 'Deluded
•
dryer in
Mild washer
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
Belaire
K,
Big
shampooer $1.00.
•
If You
mix • bath. Ca0 be seem anYtime
.1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
*
Shopping Center.
Efr M
day sr sight I am not a
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.96
•
Spiders
Termites
•
dealer, se there will he no
Armstrong's best lug or
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
•
Phone
aides
PaY.
to
Please
tire.
tax
Phone
7a'
truck
traction
type
Nom
Your
Eat
carpeted, fully furnished.
stout . . .
44111.
600 a 16 --6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
.
Number 23, Hales Trailer Court.
ir a
al)
Your
•
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89
4L.,
Phone 436-2224. This would make
M9C
good rental property.
DECORATE YOUR borne, 788 a 15 - 6 Ply, 823.30 + 83-33
-*
•
• aches
cottage, or commes.ciai building 750 a 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
2087.25
1
+
863-89
Ply,
10
GET fit 111) 0(
with Coronado Stone. For 825 a
i v
a ncl
a :I.
900 a 20- 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
TV Towers
fireplaces exterior or interior
-i
Results:
SW
No
If
STS
,•
1000 x 20-12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
•
& Antennas
walls. Contact Coronado Stone 0/
r.
.
$87.61 + $11.50
Ply,
1000
12
22
x
Phone
Lowest Prices Ever
Route
Tenn.,
Paris,
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
TV Service Center
Springville, Tenn. Phone 593May 9C
Benton, Ky.
i
mayx
Central Sb°PPing Center
3005 or 593-3534.
•*
Phone 753-5865
Before 5:00 p.m.,
•
deceived!
Termites
be
not
work
Do
24
good
a
n4
year
condition.
hours
the
day
con- BUSSHOG,
•
'
Then
CHEVROLET CAMPER van, SUZUKI 1968 120CC. Good
1415 Main Street
round... Winter and Summer
M7C Phone 753-2987.------M7C
•
refrigerator, paneling, shag dition• Phone 7534858and
p.m.
5:30
After
•
'
carpet, radio, tape player, builtAlley)
(Next to Bowling
•
14' MIRRO Craft boat, 20 H.P.
in cabinets and storage area. FAXIDN MOTHER'S Club °°°h"
•
p.m.
6:30
Until
•
Also pair of beagles. phone 753_ books. Can be purchased from Johnson motor, heavy duty
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
,
One
trailer.
and
motor
trolling
753-0055
Phone
Mother's
the
of
member
any
Kw or see Ellen pout, 1208 south
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
•
year old, been used about 3 hours.
16th Street after 300 p.m. week- Club: $1.50 each. Make good
M8C
753-3672.
Phone
shower
$900.00.
or
gifts
Day
s
M9C
days.
o
M7C
•
maple
of
sets
COMPLETE
WO
CLEAN expensive carpets withT
is MATTRESS AND springs, queen twin beds, two sets bedspreads,
the best. Blue Lustre
M7C some bed clothes. Also will sell
Murray, Ky.
Rent size- Phone 753-501t
&
favorite.
100 S Elth Street
America's
matching chest of drawers. Real
Phone 753-914 Day or Nite
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
M8C
m12c AKC REGISTERED toy poodle, nice. Phone 753-4407.
Five Points.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
four months old, silver, male.
The City of Murray is accepting applications for the
with
'ASP
New
WEIGHT
M7C
ShaPe
caBEDS,hand operated ice $70.00.Phone 7534833.
e
V Licensed by State of Kentucky
*
Fire Department, starting salary of $432.50 per month,
tablets and Hydrex water pills.
North
Mi.
of
.
2
1
/
2
Murra
freezer, 4 quart, Sears Hi••
with excellent retirement and insurance programs. Other
V Member Chamber of Commerce
AVOCADO FIVE shelf steel Say-Rite Drug.
M9C
Fi, needs work. All items real cabinet. Large portable T V
benefits include Mesa' vacation. , sick leave and uniform
4111111111I
(Formerly Neal Starks •
.
cheap. Phone 753-0920.
allowance. Applicallion forms are available at the City
•
cart. Fteasonable or trade for BURLEY PLANT bed, 50' long
& Sons)
M9P
;
Clerk's Office.
right piece of used furniture. arid a' wide. phone 753_2304. map FOR ALL your additions- PAINTING-HOMES, churches,
remodeling, residential or commercial. Reasonable prices ...„
M7C
Phone 753-9388.
size 9i,,,,, commercial. New or old. Free and guaranteed quality_ For free
MAN'S DIAMOND •
13' CAMPER trailer, excellent, AKC REGISTERED toy
TFC *tailed written estimate call
•
poodle six months old. Extra nice. 1970 estimates' Call 753-8123.
lui
$700.00. Also Chevrolet pickup,
Clayton & Jarvis at 437.4712 •
•
real nice Automatic $50.00 each. Phone 753'jay
1130.00.753-2528.
Service
'S
ROY
'
2729.
'
good,
LOCKSMITH
.( Wadesboro y
•••=et PuPPies'
Maverick'
runs
•
M7C three
speed. Portable tape
•
I moved my family from Minois to Calloway County 26
June 5P•
TF'
and several tapes, like Phone Paris,6424551recorder
•
•
years ago. I wish to say the only people we got acquainted
a
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful
M8P
new. Phone 753-4155. .
•
with, who showed true friendship was the Raiford James
condition. Complete for $1850.00.
8:
JERRRY'S REFINISHIALG & PAINTING' Willie's interior '
Montgomery Ward
ai
Free:
Painting.
•
Exterior
family of Murray and we are so glad to be able to say it
Phone 753-6262. You must see.
laii Chestnut
BEAUTIFUL, AKC registered toy Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
•
did happen,as we often wondered where all the hospitality
•
May 21C
Sale. Wednesday oniy
"timid". Phone 7534833, 8:08:
poodle puppies, white, black or South of Murray on IloY. 641
492.
after
a.m.
•
753-7464,
to
or
p.m.
4:00
and friendship of this county could have gone to.
•
;
10 percent oft all Returned
Jerry
McCoy, owner. (502/
weeks
6
female.
or
Male
silver.
.in
•
Goods
June 5C •
DUNCAN PHYFE couch and
TIT 4:00p.m.
•
Phone
8837.
$55.00.
Price
to
old.
$50.00
•
Open till 7:00 P.M.
early American couch. Phone
We wish to say the Raiford James family members
a
••
MI1C
753-4469
M6P
PROFF-S.SIONAL CLEANING; at SMILE TODAY I•
s
753-753-8378.
were real friends during some of our illnesses and other
•
o
. &Mew
carpets, furniture, floors and:
adversities.
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless
•
- la
aWint sea pal.
walls. Service Master, all you •
•
OPAL GT 72, 11,000 miles. Stereo aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter STARCRAF-T CAhlPERS. shasta
•
skim st
- •
need to know about cleaning. 441
tape, Vinyl roof. 70 Thum* Installation. "Financing and Golden Falcon, travel
Further more if the citizens of Calloway want a good
II
:
i
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7133. It
750cc, Excellent condition. New available". Phone 753-8407 or 753- trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
•
man for the job of sheriff then they need look no further
..
a
•
June 5C a
May 73NC
seat, tank, parts, tools, helmet. sm.
than
Raiford James.
•
wish
to
want
a If you
Phone 753-6167, 753-8824. MIINC
•
WILL DO aluminum siding,• someone a happy bir-:
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
SERVICES OFFERED
Thank You
•
thday....congratulate
roofing. guttering on homes.
omp e
•
ome
NICE JERSEY heifer from rug specialist that adjusts to any
their a
A.C. Brown & Family
Phone 753-8783 for free
on
friends
arand
artificail breeding
Remodehng
carpet. New and used vacuums FREE EsTrmATE on septic tank
i
eninvgearuagerymegnreet..aug.sensdto
estimates.
Brown
.
.0
A
M8P
by
for
Paid
Ad
Pol.
tificiallY bred. Due to calf June for sale. For demonstration installation. nom 753_7850. TFC
FEE
your
-•
.
20. First calf. Good sized heifer. phone Mike Hutchens, your local
loiks...mogratalate
new :'
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
.
brush
and
trash
Do
wru,
,a_
75
or
52
753_07
distributor.
Kirby
of
north
mile
4
31
See GAI.r. Tidwell,
J
ray:NEW GIFT shop, opening in
ust
parents...or
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
M9P 0359.
Lynn Grove.
753-0961
Other Stuff to our homeMaSl•C hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
"hello" in a special way, I: Aurora. We would like to display
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
AD- in The • your hand crafted gift items. For
made ice cream is like a ToHAppy
TFC
a
use
TFC
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears CUTLER 71, york and dare seed 753-613°'
YOUNG WOMAN experienced in 7h3-7825 nights.
::: information phone 354-8469. M8C
Model Ford to a limosine.
adntinaedsvi
seamless gutters, installed •Der soybeans. Broadbent Seed
clerical work and as waitress
20e & 30c, qt. 79c, gal. $2.98.
.
trucking,
inWORK;
EXTERIOR,
BULLDOZER
PAINTING.
,_
23
phone
Lai.
your specifications. Call
desires summer job. Phone 436ny, Cadiz, Ky.,
Triangle Inn
iafwnl.15 for 1:To ALL John & Marcia, Jackie &
7
TLedg
eWrreepehns
fTimu.nius
too
mac terior. Commercial or maiden- 5411.
Lyles
at 753-2310 for free 5182.
M 11 P also bank gravel, fill dirt and
753-4953
and • Art, Richard & Liz fans. The new
guaranteed.
753-1916
tial. All work quality
inch. Call
May 12C
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3844138,
estimate.
s Red Geranium in Canton is
si
For free estimates phone Samafter 5:00 p.m. TFC
make someone Happy.
3544161,
or
& HOUSE PAINTING-exterior:
M7C
GOOD PRACTICE piano and
•• opening Memorial day.
Painting
Atkins
mie
Quality
,
437
farm.
or
interior-city,
t
horse collar mirrors. Also old
Men's Big Beu
Ky.,
Decorating, Hardin,
MUSIC
June 7c work, reasonably priced. C & J
FoR SALE oR TRADE
walnut dining table and buffet,
JEANS
4534.
Painting Contracts Phone 437,Phone 489-2166 or 753-0176. MSC
Sizes 28-42
May 7NC
FASHION MART
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING SE 4712PIANO TUNING and Repair. JET BOAT-18', fully equipped
'
Mobile
12x60
1967 VINDALE,
'Chestnut St.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered with new trailer. Used 10 hours.
5
0
VI
Electric. Report's made on all jet
carpenter
2 original :price.
1
/e Ii
home with dishwasher, air
craftsman Piano Technician Will sell for /
and submersable well pumps. 21 WILL DO any type of
New
jobs.
small
MC
or
Large
.
work.
436-2427.
Phone
TFC
conditioner, fully carpeted steps
service.,
Guild.
emergency
hour
and hurricane straps. Call 753Myers dealer. Phone or remodeling. Phone 7530
Authorized
j
erifa
'
kW
TESTED,
mac PERFORMANCE
May 30C
7351. _
.._
TUNING-Repair- Aura
PIANO
May 31C 7955- _
ta
•,
,,
- .
Simmental, Maine-Anjou, 753-5543:
Prompt expert
rebuilding.
CaltITIS
On
C.
••
• 1
'ASPHALT PAVING-driveways.
Brclwn Swiss
-.• - .
.._..".•
SAILBOAT-EQUIPMENT. New Limiallin and
TERMITE and Pest -.service. 15 years expertence.
-FLA
and used lasers:470's, and Flying breeding age bulls fol sale. parking lots, seal coating. For
(
trol phone 753-3914 100 South
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben IC
Ky.,
Cadiz,
Farms,
Broadbent
free estimate Phone Joe P°'11 13th Street,
Scots, plus a full line of Moody
eet, "Every day •P
Dyer, Murray. Kentucky,. Phane
Yfiu
AY
•
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- Construction
Company, delay lets bugs have their way."
TFC '
trailers. Area code 618-524753-8911
mac 5170
May 30C
.
TFC
1415C Mayfield, 247-6937.
9654.
-

Come in and buy a Suit like you've
never had before. You design it and
we make it to fit you, and only you!

Phone 436-2172

BOB SWIFT ROOFING
ONTRACTOR

Cry-

i,

:
,
,
•

Miss Your Paper

•
If you're short, tall, skinny or
We've got just the answer. :
We

Paper Carrier
First

•
•
1

753-1916

Protect Your Home!

Tears

*•••-- Of Wray

I

.•

:

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

,

753-7278

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

JOE MORRIS :
,
,
SONS '

Mobile Home •
Soles, inc. ,

NOTICE

753-9636 ...,

,

I HAPPY ADS.

Papering
Painting
Panelling
Ceilin Tile

•

out on

...
a
Z. tuYY2p le

ILLY'S

Liassifieds

n
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Seen & Heard. . .

Exist In
MDTA Training Class

Vacancies

(Continued from Page 1)
following surgery. She'll appreciate a card

Joe B. Smith, Manager of the
Mayfield State-Employment
Office, has reported a few
vacancies still exist in the
MDTA Training Class for
Machine Operator that leads
toward work as Maintenance
Mechanic. The tentative
starting date is May 21.
Applicants who meet the
requirements will receive a
training allowance, dependency
allowance and 5 cents per mile
for travel to Mayfield. The
training
will be held in
Mayfield.
Qualified Veterans will be
given preference. This is an
Equal
Employment Opportunity Training Program,
Srruth said.
Interested persons should
contact the Mayfield State
Employment Office at 319 South
Seventh Street, Phone 2474857

We've had about all these five
percent rains that we can
stand
The Primary Election is three
weeks from Tuesday. We hope
all voters will cast their vote for
the person they think best
qualified for the positions being
sought Your city and county
governments are at stake.
The fact that Sunday was
cloudy may have been a
blessing in disguise since many
probably got too much sun on
Saturday and another dose on
Sunday could have been way too
much.
What we've been done the last
several days is to have the heat
on in the morning, air conditioning for the rest of the day,
then heat on again in the
evening and night. Don't know
whether that is the way to do
things or not, but it takes this
routine to maintain any degree
of comfort.

Tourists . . .
(Caatimied from Page 11
for this area. We hope that the
1972 Copeland Report on tourist
spending will help show the
business and private sectors in
this region that tourism is a
vital part of the overall
economy. For every dollar the
tourist spends in Western
Kentucky, many businesses
directly benefit," he added.
Kentucky's Western
Waterland, Inc., represents
tourism facilities and other
related business and private
members
in
Caldwell,
Calloway, OwWian Graves,
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon,
McCracken, Marshall, and
Trigg Counties.
The 1)72 study was financed
by
Kentucky's
Western
Waterland, Inc., which will
make copies available to
anyone interested in the
tourism industry in Western
Kentucky.

MISS EAGLE HONORED—Miss Clara M. Eagle, gallery director at Murray State University and
former chairman of the art department, accepts a gift at a reitzement recepeion in her honor Monday, April 30. Making the presentation is Dr. Harry M.Sparks, university president. Miss Eagle, who
joined the faculty at Murray State in 1546, became bead of the art department In 1949, a post she
enquished in 1971. The art gallery in the new Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the campus is mimed la
her honor
4Photo by Dennis Jones)

$50,000 to $100,000 Daily

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Taxpayers are spending between
$50,000 and $100,000 a day in
subsidies for at least 20 huge
tankers waiting in U.S. ports,
often for weeks, to be loaded
with wheat and corn for the Soviet Union.
And even larger subsidies
will be paid while the ships are
at sea, an Associated Press
survey shows.
In all, government officials
say, 83 US.-owned ships have
qualified for the special subsidies to haul gain to the Soviet Union.
"We don't know what the total subsidy bill will be, says

Coonin, a spokesman for
the Federal Maritime Administration. "Any figure I eve you
now would be understated."
Coonin said in an interview
the waiting time in ports is "of
growing concern" and that efforts are being made by the
goverrunent, the shipping industry and the grain trade to
speed schedules.
Meanwhile, he admitted, it
still is common for ships to
wait for !reeks at Gulf ports,
where most of the grain is
loaded. In all, he said, the total
time involving federal sub
sidies, including actual shipping
and return, is commonly 60 to

History . ..
(Continued from Page 1)
and administrators who have so
effectively
served
this
University and the students and
alumni who have brought it
honor in preparing themselves
for service to their fellowman,
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
and to the nation.
"We are deeply grateful to
Dr. Woods who served Murray
State with thoroughness and
industry as President for 23
years, and our gratitude is
further enhanced by his having
provided us with this history."
Produced entirely in the
University's printing facWties
under the direction of Frank
- Fazi, Theron Bury and Lyle
Underwood, the book will be
available immediately in
paperback cover. The hardbound volumes are not expected
to be available for several
weeks
Copies may be obtained
through the Office of Alumni
Affairs in the Administration
Building or at the University
Bookstore in the Waterfield
Student Union Building.

•

The paperback copies are
14 00 each, and the hard-bound
copies Will be priced at $5.00
each
.
• After the expense of its
printing has been recovered,
proceeds from the sale of the
book will go to the Ralph H.
Woods Scholarship hind, Dr.
Sparks said.

freighter crews put out the Sethbo, 12 miles southeast of
fires.
Phnom Penh, on the Bassac
The crew of the tanker Vera river, also ran into trouble.
No. 1 reportedly jumped overThree battalions with a
board before she sank and gov- squadron of M113 armored
perernment gunboats escorting the panne' carriers and the
support
convoy picked all of them up.
of two American F105 fighters
The convoy traveled the 60 advanced only 500 yards
and
miles from the South Vietnam- then were stopped by well
enese border to the outskirts of trenched guerrillas on
the
the capital under an umbrella northern outskirts of the vilof American and Cambodian jet lage.
fighters dropping 500-Pound
In South Vietnam, another
bombs along both banks of the helicopter flying
for the Interriver. The jets could be seen national Commissio
n of Control
from Phnom Penh swooping in and Supervision was
fired on
low for attacks on suspected Sunday while over a
"contested
Communist positions 12 miles area" in the Mekong
Delta, but
down river.
the aircraft was not hit.
The convoy was the first to
brave the Mekong since April
23 and brought sorely needed
fuel and other supplies. The
Cambodian insurgents have oc((maimed from Page 1)
cupied long stretches along the
owners
of the property include:
Mekong for the last three
months, and within the last Miss Lorene Swann, Murray;
month only five small convoys James Swann, Murray; Mrs.
have made it to Phnom Perth. Ruby Swann Pierre, VanThe government has had to ra- couver, Wash.; Miss Louise
tion fuel, and
an American Swann, Raleigh, N.C.; Mrs.
airlift is supplying it with avia- Dorothy Alice Swann Fry,
Eden, N.C.; Fred R. Swann,
tion fuel.
Murray, and Mrs. Mary Lou
The government post overrun Swann, Murray.
Friday was at the village of
Tentative plans for the
Kampong Tralach. One of the
development and use of the
garrison who made it back to
property, according to the
Phnom Penh said 30 of the depastor, the Rev. Richard
fenders escaped, but the insurWalker, include the expansion
gents herded the rest to the
of the church's adult Bible
bank of the Tonle Sap river and
?aching program, the exkilled them. This is the usual
'pension of its library facilities
fate of prisoners taken by the
to include an area for the
Cambodian Army also.
listening to tapes and records,
It was the second time last and for the development of an
week that the insurgents cap- adequate youth - activities
tured a large number of gov- center.
ernment soldiers. On Monday,
"By moving the youth center
about 590 were reported led
and some of the adult activities
away after a battle near Neak
to the new property, badly
Luong, the Mekong ferry crossneeded space will be provided
ing southeast of Phnom Penh.
for the expansion of the nursery
Kampong Tralach is four program," Rev. Walker said.
miles east of Sala Lek Pram, a
Four offices are located on
garrison town and district cen- the second floor of
the Swann
ter. Officers there said they building: Bonduran Realty
t
hejd also lost radio commie Co.; John C. Neubauer
Realty
ideation with a company of Co.; the U.S. Soil Conservati
on
troops 'at Chhouk Sar village Service and the Agricultur
e
two miles away and that heavy Stabilization and Conservation
fire turned back a column of Service.
reinforcements Saturday deNo announcement has been
spite support from four U.S.
made regarding the status of
Phantom jets
these offices in the church's
Government troops attempt- future phin.s, a member of the
ing to recapture the village of trustee board said.

Church ...

Watergate...

The Pri
Source o
In Murra
Calloway
Member of Ass.,

Seen&
Arou
Murr.

UK ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR PRESIDENT-ELECT OF KPGA --Larry
Dykes(left), director of
admissions at the University of Kentucky and newly elected presedent-elect of the
Kentucky Personnel Guidance Association, chats with Ed Cline (center), counselor at Atherton
High School,
Louisville, and past president of KPGA,and Charles L. Eldridge,director of school relations,
Murray
State University, and newly elected president of KPGA.

IOW:Weed from Page 1)
calls in the Senate for someone
of the caliber of a Supreme
Court justice with no ties to the
Nixon administration, to personally investigate the Watergate scandal.
-I have taken into account
the fact that, because I have
held office in this adminisLOS ANGELES ( AP) — "tainted evidence." The de- died out of the office of two
tration frotn its beginning, my
Judge Matt Byrne is expected fense attorneys insist this never White House aides—Krogh and
objectivity may be questioned,"
to disclose today the contents of could be known for sure.
David Young. The defense
Richardson told a Pentagon
an affidavit by former White
Recent events complicating moved for dismissal.
news conference.
House aide Egil Krogh in ef- the
,--Wednesday, May 2: The
trial came In this order:
Richardson appears before
forts to clarify reports linking
—Thursday, April 26: Nissen judge, defending himself
Judiciary
the
Committee
on
his
90 days.
the Pentagon papers trial to the
submitted a secret memo to the against defense accusations
nomination as attorney general Watergate
The subsidies vary accordibg
affair.
judge. Byrne summoned de- that the government had tried
Wednesday. Because he has
on
to size of ship and cost Wirt
Convicted Watergate con- fendants
and attorneys to an to "bribe" him, gave more deyet to be confirmed by the Senspirator E. Howard Hunt has
While at sea the subsidy rate
emergency court session in tails of his meetings with Ehate for that job, Richardson desaid Krogh ordered a break-in which
usually is $500 to 61,000 per day
he sealed the memo in rlichman and brief inmore than when the ships are clined to answer questions after at the office of the psychiatrist an
envelope and gave the gov- troductions to Nixon and forreading a three-page statement.
in port waiting to take on
of Daniel Ellsberg, a defendant ernment
until the next morning eign policy adviser Henry A.
Of the search for a- special In
the Pentagon papers trial in to
grain.
Kissinger. He said that the
discuss it.
prosecutor, Richardson said,
U.S. District Court here. Krogh
Few of the larger tankers re—Friday, April 277 Byrne Pentagon papers trial was not
"It may take some time to find
is on leave from his job as unportedly qualify for subsidies in
opened the envelope and made discussed and that he refused
the right person." He made no
dersecretary of transportation. public
excess of $10,000 at sea. Offiestimate of how long that
information from the to consider the post of FBI dicials say most receive less.
Further complicating the Watergate trial prosecutor re- rector until the trial was commight be.
The subsidies are paid so that
A number of prominent case, attorneys for defendants vealing a tip that Watergate pleted.
US, ships, much more ex—Thursday, May 3: Burne
names have been mentioned as ElLsberg and Anthony Russo conspirators Hunt and G. Gorpensive to use than foreign vessaid they were working on a don Liddy broke into the office demanded that Hunt's grand
likely choices.
sels, can haul part of the $1 bilOne is Lawrence E. Walsh, a petition to be filed with the 9th of Ellsberg's psychiatrist to get jury testimony be released to
lion worth of wheat, corn and
deputy attorney general under US, Circuit Court of Appeal, the defendant's psychiatric him. The chief judge in the Wasoybeans sold to Russia lard
President Dwight D. Eisen- possibly today, to throw out the records. The judge ordered an tergate case, John Sirica, comyear.
hower. He is a former U.S. Dis- Pentagon papers indictment on immediate government probe plied. Meanwhile, the WaterThe ships—nearly all tankgate prosecutor, Earl J. Silbert,
trict Court judge and a mem- grounds the judge was "com- of the matter.
ers—begin earning subsidies as
promised."
—Sunday, April n: Defense refused to tell Byrne the name
ber of a New York law firm.
soon as they reach the port
Another is Judge Irving R.
They have complained be- lawyers announced that Ells- of the source that tipped him to
Where they take on grain.
,
cause
in
line
a now-resigned presiden- berg's psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis the Liddy-Hunt involvement.
become
to
An example is the Gulf
—Friday, May 4: The judge
John D. Ehrlich- Fielding, confirmed his office
adviser,
e
of
the
tial
US.
Court
of
Queen, a tanker with a capacreceived
Hunt's testimony and
was
burglarize
d
discussed
the
on
recently
Sept. 3,
for the bad Circuit. man,
ity of 35,00% tons. Many are
released the 30-page transit:4k
1971.
CIS close to the judge told possibility of Byrne's becoming
larger. At least two U.S.-owned
ew York Times he had FBI director.
—Monday. April 30: Byrne with details of a scheme WO(
tankers used for grain hauling
Byrne,
midi
oached
Judge
And
laded announced he met with Ehrlich- Ellsberg's psychiatric reolM
but turned it
since the subsidy arrangement
down.
legal man early in April at the West- Hunt outlined how he and Lid.-"crucial
calls
what
he
by
began last October are in the
Kaufman is the judge who in problems," still is considering ern White House in San Cle- dy—with the aidii another Wa70,000-ton class.
the early 1960s sentenced Julius declaring a mistrial or dis- mente, Calif., to talk about a tergate conspiator, Bernard
According to Maritime Adand Ethel Resenberg, two con- missal of charges.
government job. The defense Barker, and two Cuban nationministration oeicials, the Gulf
victed atom spies, to death.
indicated
that
no
has
he
But
demanded the trial be stopped als—carried out the break-in.
Queen arrived in Port Arthur,
Another is Judge J. Edward amount of official wrongdoing and a hearing held with all Wa- He said the job was ordered by
Tex., on March 12. For nearly
Lumbard Jr., soon to retire as would sway his considering the tergate principals testifying un- Krogh and was known by
seven weeks, at a federal subYoung. Hunt said the intruders
chief judge of the U.S. Appeals cenffal legal issue: Was any il- der oath.
sidy estimated at $4,200 per
couldn't find
Ellsberg's
Court 2nd Circuit.
evidence
legal
used
by
Justhe
—Tuesday, May 1: The judge
day, the ship stood idly by
Others mentioned are Her- tice Department in the prose- made public an FBI.interview records.
while others took their turns at
Also Friday, defense attorbert J Stern, U.S. attorney for cution of Ellsberg and Russo"
with Ehrlichman, who said he neys
elevator gain-loading spouts.
refused to question witNew Jersey and William T.
men
_have
The
been
two
knew Hunt and Liddy had burFinally, on April 24, the Gulf
Coleman, a lawyer in Phila- charged with espionage, con- glarized the doctor's office and nesses or voice objections while
Queen sailed for a Soviet port
delphia.
spiracy and theft for copying told them "not to do this the possible "taint" of Wateron the Black Sea with 32,500
senators had indicated the Pentagon's top secret study again." Ehrlichman said the gate clouded the trial. They
Some
tons of grain. While making the
again moved for dismissal, spetwo had been hired for a speround-trip voyage—estimated they might delay acting on of the Vietnam war.
Richardson's nomination as atPressing for a jury verdict, cial investigation of the Penta- cifically citing the judge's
at about 20 days "sea time"
meeting with Ehrlictunan.
each way—the Gulf Queen will torney general, pending firm prosecutor David Nissen has gon papers leak to the press, Byrne refused.
"I am conprosecutor said he will show that the Jus- desired by President Nixon. He
word
special
that
a
draw approximately $4,800 a
tice Department never used said the investigation was han- vinced beyond any doubt that
day in federal subsidies for her would be named.
nothing occurred to cornowners, identified by the Maripromise my ability to act as a
time Administration as Blackcompletely fair and impartial
ships, Inc., a subsidiary of Gulf
judge in this case," he said.
Oil Corp., New York.
The ocean-freight subsidies
involving grain sold to the Soviet Union last year—some 19
million tons of wheat, feed
GUADALAJARA,
grain and soybeans—are part
Mexico eral governments and of the 'nand of the guerrilla group
Funeral services for Eugene
of an arrangement worked out
I AP) — The kidnapers of U.S. U.S. Embassy in Mexico City that seized the 58-year-old conHughes were held Sunday at
with Moscow so that U.S. Consul-General Terrance G. waited with Mrs. Leonhardy. A sul-general Friday
evening as two p.m. at the
chapel of the
owned ships could participate
Leonhardy were reported mak- special telephone line was in- he drove home alone.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
in the unprecedented ship- ing more demands today fol- stalled at the house, apparently
Most of those released were with
Rev. Richard Walker and
lowing the transfer to Cuba of to keep the government in Mex- young people accused
ments.
of bomb- Dr. Samuel
R. Dodson, Jr.,
Basically, the situation is 30 prisoners whose freedom had ico City in close touch.
ings, bank robberies, shootings
this: Ships owned by foreign been demanded in exchange for
Outside the house, nearly 100 and subversion. Some had been officiating.
Active pallbearers were
newsmen,
countries cost less to construct, the American diplomat.
photographers, held since 197.1 without trial.
Burke Mantle, John Robinson,
"The situation has become neighbors and onlookers waited
operate and staff with people.
The kidnapers, a revolution- T.
Sledd, Frank Ryan, Dick
Vessels suitable for grain car- extremely complicated. There through the night.
ary guerrilla group called the
are
new
demands,
" said Gov.
goes owned by U.S. firms are
Thirty persons were released Armed Revolutionary Forces of Bidewell, Vernon Stubblefield,
mostly tankers and are much Alberto Orcrtco Romero of Ja- from jails in six Mexican states the People, also demanded na- Jr., Preston Ty Holland, and
J.D. Rayburn.
lisco state Sunday. "We just Sunday afternoon and flown to tionwide publicity
more expensive to use.
for all comHonorary pallbearers were
When the Nixon adminis- have to wait now. It could be Havana in a Mexican air force muniques they issued. In a
tration and Soviet officials hours or days...."
plane, meeting the ransom de- statement Saturday night, the Matt Sparkman, Harry I, Sledd,
Maurice Ryan, Stark Erwin,
He did not say what the deworked out an agreement late
kidnapers complained because Tom
McElrath, Kirby Jennings,
last year, it was specified that mands were.
not all the newspapers in Mexi- James
Shortly before, the governor
Tolson, A.W. Russell.
U.S.-owned vessels would
co City published the commu- L.D.
Miller, Mahlon Frizzell,
handle about one-third of the received a note from Leonniques on the front page.
R.L. Ward, and Jack Kennedy.
total tonnage of grain to be hardy saying he was being
Leonhardy has spent 30 years
Interment was in the Murray
treated well and his kidnapers
shipped to Russian ports.
in government service and is
Cemetery
promised to release him "at
with
the
As part of the deal. the Rus- the proper moment."
Federal State Market News scheduled to retire next year. arrangements
by the J.H.
He
is
the
sians agreed to pay a "negofirst
Service
foreign
diplomat
May 7, 1973
Churchill Funeral Home.
Leonhardy's wife, at home
to be kidnaped in Mexico.
tiated" rate for hauling grain with the.
Hughes, age 70, died Thurcouple's two young Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
There have been two kidnap- sday
they purchased to Black Sea daughters,
at 3:35 a.m. athis home in
received a telephone Market Report Includes 9
ings of Mexican officials, a uni- Fort
ports. Thaabrate was based pri- call from the
Buying Stations
Myers, Fla., where he and
kidnapers Sunday
versity
marily on an average foreign- afternoon
rector and the director his wife,
saying new instruc- Receipts: Act. 1809 Est. 500
the former Ruth
of federal aviation, but both
ship cost of hauling cargo. The
Water-field who survives, had
tions wOuld be phoned later. Barrows & Gilts fully steady
were released unharmed after
foreign rate is approximately
Sows
steady
resided since their retirement.
Te second call had not come
half the cost of U.S.-ship by midnight.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 35.00-35.50 the demandsaaf the kidnapers l'hey
founded and operated The
were met.
charges.
_Officials of the state and fed- US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 34.50-35.00
Hut, a restaurant opposite the
US
24
240-260
lbs., 34.00-34.50
To allow U.S.-flag ships part
-Murray- State University
FREE DOGS
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 33.50-34.00
FREE DOG
of the action, the gOvernment
campus.
Two female Border -Collies,
German Shepard pup, male, Sows "
agreed to pay freight subsidies
The deceased was the son of
one
is
a
U
4.
year
1-2
old
and
the
othef
270-350
lbs., 30.50-31.50
to bridge the gap between the eleven months old, is free to
the late J.T. Hughes and Annie
two
US
years
1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.00-30.50
old, are free to Covington
higher colts of using American persona for pets For inHughes, and the
US 2-3 450-650 lbs, 29.00-30.00 persons for pets. For in- brother
vessels and the negotiated rate. formation call 753-4788
of the late Hilton
formation call 753-6862.
Boars 25.00-29.50
Hughes, all of Murray.

Russian Grain Tankers Cost
Taxpayers White In Ports

First Convoy Reaches Phnom Penh
After Losing Tanker To Communists
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
t AP) — The first Mekong River
convoy to reach Phnom Penh in
two weeks arrived today after
losing a tanker to Communist
fire
Meanwhile, reports reached
Phnom Penh that Cambodian
Insurgents overran a post 34
miles northwest of the capital
last Friday, captured about 100
troops and slaughtered them.
Port authorities said the convoy of three tankers, three
freighters and three munitions
barges from South Vietnam
came under heavy attack from
shore fire 26 miles from Phnom
Penh. One of the tankers carrying petroleum was sunk and
two of the freighters were set
ablaze by rocket-Ike. But the
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Pentagon Papers Judge Byrne
Expected To Reveal Affadavit

Leonhardy Kidnappers Making
Rites Held Sunday
More Demands After Releases For
Eugene

Hughes

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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